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A PARABLE OF LIFE.
A vine went wandering o'er_the ground,

Half choked with weeds, oft smeared with
dust; °
Chance dews it turned to mold and rust,
And nanght but leaves was on it found;

Till in its path an oak tree stood,

Hib)

And round its trunk it skyward twined,
To learn that oaks were strong and kind,
And feel that higher air was good.

Yet all its bliss it did not know,
Till, helped by timely suns and showers,

Its fair new life burst forth in flowers,
And tiny fruit began to show.

The spears expanded hour by hour,
The green through pink to purple grew,
And, borne on every breeze that blew,
The fragrance sweetened wold and bower.
Yet never boasted once the vine:

* This is my doing, come and see!”
But to the oak clung gratefully,
And said: * Be all the glory thine;

“ For, hadst thou left me to my will,
My devious
Cd
oy

path, my careless ways,

My seanty share of dews and rays,
I should be wandering, worthless still.”
Sun after sun brings vintage time;
The vine is left all brown and bare,
Naked, to meet a chiller air;
Empty, to dream of vanished prime.
“ Bereaved! bereaved!” she moans disma yed;
* My very life-blood fast withdrawn!
And every day a later dawn,
And every night a longer shade!
“ What boots it from that hapless past
To climb to higher air and worth,
And beauteous bloom and fruit bring forth,
Siuce to this blank atl comes at last?

*¢ If bliss be open door fo pain,
If.most they lose who most possess,
No more I ask for happiness;

Give backmy ignorance again!”
“ Nay,” said the oak, * not for thine own,
But others’ weal, thou bearest fruit;
Thy gain is in thy deeper root,
In spreading branches stronger grown,
« And richer store of sap te thrill
Into fresh flower and frwit each year;

And though the wintry hours be drear,
Does not my strength support thee still®”

—Churehman.
S0-B--b

The day and the night are one. The
essential character of either would be
changed were it to exist without the other.
We know not what a day ‘may bring
forth. We think we do, we often positively believe that we do, but Scripture

and experience for it, we den’t.
If we will but put away

the judgment

of appearanceand judge righteous judgment, many difficulties will disappear.
To let a friend judge for us may bea
judgment of appearances as far as we are

concerned, although it may be a righteous judgment as far as the friend is concerned.
fo

The practical nature of Christianity is
revealed by an incident of mission work

in India.

A meeting-house has’

beautiful prospect. ~~ Westward yonder

BY PROF, G. E. FOSTER,

been

the Michigan pours its. waters out into
the Huron, latitude 45 degrees north,
longitude 84 degrees west, the island
of Mackinac, which, in my Jast letter, I
called the Beautiful. And none of them
would doubt the correctness of the assertion if they could but see it in its summer

loveliness.

It is only shout three miles

off stealing,

but

learned

their

trades.

There is a learning to do well as well as a

ceasing to do evil, in the school of Christ.
As
their
comes
life is

the days,
places in
more and
not worth

one after another, find
the past, the opinion bemore a conviction that
the living for what is

got out of it, but for what is put into it.

To be able to help another is a more enduring token of affection than to be simPly pleased or fascinated by another; but
the highest test of an abiding love is to
be one with another in going about doing
good.

It was in 1825 that John Henry Fuseli
died in London. As a painter, he is said

to have possessed high imaginative

pow-

ers, *“ but his drawing was imperfect and

unnatural.”

Well, we do not know as to

this, but whatever he was as a painter,
his imagination did not prevent him from
discerning that, as he

himself’ expresses

it, ** the lessons of disappointment, humiliation and blurler impress more than

those of a thousand masters.”
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We follow the world in approving oth-

ers, but we go before
¢ urselves.—Colton.

it 1

approving of

just four miles away.
There rest the
bones of good old Father Marquette, who,
in 1761, erected a chapel and began to

the lake to an average hightof 320 feet,

O Mackinac Island! rest long in thy glory!
Sweet native to peacefulness, home of delight;
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Shall flea from the weary eyes blessed with
thy sight.
TLE
Odd
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EXOHANGE NOTES AND QUOTES,
‘Time was when persecution guarded
the churches. Now they must guard them-

ing roek hills which bear a rough resem- selves, or prove recreant to, their high
calling.— Watchman.
:
blance to this short-tailed denizen of our:
Let sermons be judged by their : topics
northern woods., East, stands the boundin beau-

and their amount of live and instructive
thought, and not by the number of min-

mountains, and'thé mountain out of which,
flow Carp and Pine rivers.
Southward,

utes they ocenpy.— Christian Leader.
Even crotchety, complaining people
sometimes do good by calling attention to
evils that otherwise might go unheeded

and is covered with cedar, beech, maple
and yew. Three of its sides are bold “there stands on the mainland thé eld Fort
and rocky, the fourth slopes down grad- Mackivac.
South-east,
is
beautiful
ually toward the north to meet the blue Roynd island; and just back of itis Boist
watersof the lake. At the south-eastern blunc island, stretching out to lake Hike
part is a semi-circular bay about whose ron. Among all these islands, and lav:

in a great

measure.— Church Advocate

-

The review of the life of Mu: Kalloch,
‘whieh is unavoidably suggested, leads to
the inquiry whether there ought not to be
some way in which the denomination can

1 MISSION

|

aries to maintain purely secular schools

WORK.

and several schools heretofore covnected

CONDUCTED BY REV. G. 0. WATERMAN.

Beneath thy soft ministry, care and sad worry.

Christianize the wild savages of these re-

less inland sea, stretching away

©
1

gions. North-west, on the mountain, we see
the ¢¢ Sitting Rabbits,” two singular-look-

long and two in breadth, and with a cir- tiful greenish<blue to the distant ‘horizon,
cuit of nine miles in all, it rises out of North, are the St. Marin and other

bik THE WORK IN INDIA.

with this station have been tarned over to.

:

the government, thus enabling

the mis-

The *¢ Annual Report of the Am. F
Baptist Mission in Lower Bengal for the
year ending March, 1879,” has just come

sionaries to devote themselves wholly

to hand, and we begin this week a review

before the Report was made, but had already got well at work with a school of
twenty pupils and a considerable visiting
list of Zenanas. In her work she found
her cabinet organ, sewing-machine and

of its contents. The entire Report will be
included in the Annual Report of the For-

eign Mission ‘Society,

to be published

soon after the Anniversaries in October.
The most important events in the history of the Mission during the year, are the

return of Dr. J. L, Phillips and family,

religious instruction.

to

Miss Julia Phil-

lips had been at Dantoon only a month

globe

to be valuable

aids

in attract-

ing the attention of the people unused to
:
:
such wonders.

We shall
a re-inforcement for the general
work, and the establishment of the much- Report next
da
needed and long waited-for
Bible School. |
NEW
Both these events have greatly encour-

with

continue this review
dA
week,
aplasia)
Li

of the

YORK LETTER.

New YORK, Aug. 29, 187).
aged those already in the field and have
I have been favored by Messrs. Dunston
given a fresh impulse to the work.
relieve itself from all responsibility for a | Mr. Burkholder has been assigned to & Co., of Syracuse, with an ‘account of"
shores is built the village, and just back
ing the shores of’ the adjoining country, main who brings reproach on the ministe- the Santal department, for a long time “ What Christians Believe,” in eight « dis-of which, 150 feet high, on abluff, frowns
are the rippling waves of the lake, now rial profession and on the Christian char- greatly neglected ; Misses Hattie and Ju- courses by Rev, M. G, Bullock, a Methodthe fort. It is intrsected &n all dicec- lying us if asleep in the flooding light, acter.— National Baptist.
ist pastor in Oswego.
I could envy thelia Phillips have charge of the Zenana genuine
candor that enables Mr. Bullock.
tions with carriage roads and paths, and anon white-capped and angry, driven by
Folks are getting home from their sum- work at Dantoon; Miss Hooper has a deto define the principles of the Roman and
vacation, and looking carefully to see
in the bay are always to be veen the row the strong winds.
Beneath us are the ifnertheir
partment of the work in Midnapore ; Miss Universalist churches (for instance) asclothing,
silver-ware
and
other
and sail boats of the pleasure seekers. undulations of billowy green foliage,
valuables are all where they hid them. If Millard, who became Mrs. Lawrence plausibly and as kindly as they could do
From four to seven steamers call at the calm and cool, intersected with carriage’ any laid away, for the time, their religsoon after her arrival in India, is, of it for themselves; if it were possible towharf daily, while fleetsof sailing vessels way and path, and showing yonder the: ious habits also, we trust they will hunt
course,
with her husband at Midnapore.
derive it from a mental equipoise too mathem
up as carefully, and that they may
may at any time be descried from oid white stones of the soldiers’ and citizens’
The school, as our readers know, was jestic to be biased by any of the forces of
find
them
uninjured
.—Congregationalist.
Fort Holmes, creeping noiselessly on to graves. llere, down by the water and
earthly conflict, or from such an all-Divine
A convention of distillers representing, opened, May 1st, with a good attendance,
the commercial marts of these great in- close under the fort, the white quaint
| love as inspired the dispassionate record
and
bids
fair
to
be
of
great
value
to
the
it
was
said,
nearly
three-quarters
of
the
land seas.
of those theological differences that exhouses lie wrapped in light and quiet. ardent spirits manufactured in the United Mission.
.
A flavor of history attaches to these reThe scene is one on which we could look States, was held last week at Peoria, to
Of a different character, ‘but not less pressed themselves in the first crucifixion.
gious. Mackinaw straits, thirty-five miles
fur hours and feel its restful spirit enter take measures to protect their business. important in the history of the mission, is of our Lord. But I 'fear that one must be
in length and from four upwards in width,
What an assemblage of manufacturers!
within us, till every care had flown and And what a countless multitude of impoy- the return to this country of Rev. Dr. Jer- either more or less than an ardent lover of”
have been known for ‘many years, and
the nervous unrest of feverish life had eriched, miserable wretches, made such -emiah Phillips and his wife, of whose ar- Jesus and his truth, to write of these ter-their islands and mainland passed the
rible works of the devil in terms so en-by the strong drink they had
manufactured, rival in New York our readers have alvicissitudes of various ownership. Age been lulled into a delicious quietude. did
While the most amiable:
they represent! Three-qyarters of the ready been informed. This, however, oc+ tirely polite.
Then the shrill whistle of a steamer
after age the red men held their councils
exemplars of our modern rosewater Chris
drunkards
of
the
United
St
ith
their
would wake you to descend dock-ward
ruined families,are their immediate
consti- curred after the date of the Report and is tianity must still fail to match the gentleinthis heart of the waters and hunting
and see the fresh arrivals. The Island tuency.—N. Y. Observer.
not included in. it.
grounds,and the lake rippled to the canoe
ness of Him whose victorious march shall
O04
itself furnishes material for many a day's
4
The Report contains accounts of the not break the bruised reed; on the other
fleets of warrior tribes going and retucnTHE NUDE IN ART.
excursion. One day we, go to see Arch
work done at and around the different:
ing. As early as 1620, the French lilies
When you object to a Venus of Titian as stations during the year, with much inter- hand, the most vehement polemic can as
Rock: This is a beautiful natural arch of
little match those thunders of damnation.
floated
in the breeze
and French troops
rock; spanning
‘a chasm some eighty feet simply-indecent, youare met with a very | esting information and statistical tables.
and hell fire that distinguish the preaching:
tried to make good for all this region the
in hight and forty in width. . The sum- supercillious look and the remark (intendAt Balasore, where Mr. Marshall
has of the compassionate Saviour from all:
proud claim of possession.
The English
mit is 149 feet above the level. From the ing to be very cutting), «To the pure all charge fof the work, a very gratifying other parts of revelation. - The temper of
| succeeded,
and after the terrible massacre
top of the arch, if you are brave enough things are pure.” I have heard the most progress has been made. in various de- Erasmus is after all as unlike that of the
of their garrison on the coast just south
to sit there, you cav enjoy a prospect impure men glibly use that proverb. Un- partments of labor. The spiritual condi- two sons of thunder and of Zebedee, as
of the island in 1763, removed to Mackiwide and perilous, with air beneath -and der its cover, they pursus their immoral tion of the church and its numerical anything can be.
nac island itself and kept their troops
course.
;
Mr. Bullock’s little volume might be re;
strength have greatly improved. . The atmore safe from savage surprises.
In above and around you.
These quoters of this Scripture do not tendance upon religious meetings has markably useful in promoting a fair underUp
in
the
center
of
the
island,
not
far
1783,it fell by treaty into the hands of the
from Fort Holmes, is ‘* Sugar-loaf Rock,” know its meaning. They suppose it means, "been good. The church contributed with standing of each others’ tenets and appre- United States; in 1812 it was taken, and
ciation of each others’ worth, among the ‘“ A pure man will see nothing impure in
the commander of the fort slain by the of conical shape, 134 feet high and stand- any object,” a sentiment which is absurd— enthusiasm its share (amounting to $22- different bodies that hold the Head, if it
ing out unsupported and unflanked in the
00) toward paying the debt of the Foreign
British under Gn. Roberts, and finally
plateau. A hole half way up its side is as if vice was not vicious to a pure man's Mission Society. During the past five were purged of baneful concessions topassed over to Unele Sam by the peace of
large enough to hold a dozen persons, eye. . If you put immorality before a pure years this church has more than doubled those that in one way or another reject.
1814.
Him.
There are multitudes who, like thisand has in it the names of a hundred man, he sees it as immorality. Further, its membership. The Sunday-school has
TRADITION.
engaging writer, have not yet realized that
if
you
put
a
temptation
to
immorality
beeager aspirants after immortality.
Close
béen sustained with interest and eight the worst of falsehood is a half-truth, and
Tradition lends its enchantment to the by ¢ Lover's Leap” is the Devil's Kitchen, fore a pure man, it will be a tbmptation have been received from it into the
that superfine gospel broadcloth is the
isle. Legend relates that once, while the of curious formation and very suggestive to immorality in spite of his purity.
church during the year. Miss Ida Phil- only wear now-a-days at the court of the
The quoted text {as the context proves) lips has charge of the Zenana work at
Indians were assembled om the north of some infe rnal baking process yet to be
Prince of Darkness.
It is, therefore, poor
mainland and gazing intently towards the explained.
Rowboats at twenty cents means this: * Everything that belongs to this station, and has accomplished a great business magnifying the things wherein
setting sun, they beheld the island rise an hour are freely at your disposal, and a pure man is pure.” See the contrast deal at a comparatively small expense.
we agree and gliding over those wherein
suddenly from the calm bosom of the lake. the famous Mackinac sailboats are to be that folloWws—**but nothing that belongs
The Vernacular Mission School has at- we disagree with those who set up idols
| to the defiled and unbelieving
is pure, but
In their fancy jt took the form of a huge |
tained
a high degree of excellence and between men and Christ, or soothing .
turtle, and so they bestowed wpon it the Saddle-horses amble gleefully over the even their mind and conscience is de- has won valuable prizes for the work oracles of their own in place of the terror
simple Indian name, Moe-che-ne-nock-e- shaded roads with one on their back for filed.”
of our Lord.
To say that the vices of
done in it.
Instead of justifying a man’s praise of a
nung. In the Indian mythology, it be- seventy-five cents the hour, while hacks
Our readers have not forgotten the every Romanized peasantry are not the
comes the home of the Great Fairies, and and coaches and all conceivable convey- Titian’s Venus. this Scripture declares accounts given some: months since, by fault of their creed, is a most mistaken
to this day is said to be a sacred spot to ancesare ready to drive you for a consider- that a pure man would not possess sucha
concession.
They are, on the contrary,
Bro. Marshall, concerning his tour into
the only legitimate and logical result of
all Indians who preserve the memory of tion.” Goad hotels and private boarding- libidinous picture. It is under such false
the district around Sora, where he found
that essence of the Romish faith so well
the primal times. The fairies lived ina houses are plenty and rates reasonable. quotations as this, and under a sickening
are multitudes, as it seemed, waiting for the defined by Mr. Bullock; the surrender of
subterranean abode under the island, and
Aud then the fish! Shades of Walton! Think cant about * high art,” that Christians
gospel.
Seed had been sown among conscience to the church, or, in other
an old Indian, Chees-a-kee,
is relat- of Mackinac trout which range from two filling their parlors with statuary and
these
people
for years, often in the midst of
ed to have been conducted @ {a Xneas, in to four feet in length, and weigh from pabitings caleulated to excite the lowest | great opposition, but it is evidently begin- words, the abrogation of individeal re—
passions ofithe young. There is a natural
Virgil, to the halls of the spirits and to twenty to forty pounds, and the flesh fit pruriency that is charmed with this dilet- ningto bear fruite Under God, Bro. Kamal sponsibility in fdith and morals. The
principle of the Reformation, as usually
have seen them all assembled in their for an. epicure.
Whitefish, = pickerel, tanteism among indecent things as the poa native preacher: of great ability, defined, puts the cart before the horse.
spacious wigwam, Had some bard but bass, muscallonge, etc., in multitudes and lite distance to which refinement can go Naik,
piety and skill, has been the chief hu- The ¢¢ right of private judgment” is not:
taken up the tale of this fortunate individ- to be had for the trouble of catching in licentiousness. It'would be apposite to
man instrumentality in bringing about the vital matter in itself, and, like any:
ask
how
many
youthit
is
unable
to
reual, the literature of the red man might theni. The Chenann Isles, about ten strain within these bounds, after having
the results : witnessed. Several hundred other, might be dispensed with as a mere:
have boasted an epic ouly second, may miles distant, offer the finest fishing, and thus far inflamed their desires. God has
persons were - reported to have broken right; but the duty of private judgment.
be, to the ZEneid itself.
On the south- are easily accessible in sailboat.
But clearly shown that the human body is to caste, and many of them were really seek- is the equivalent. of personal responsibilibe
covered.
Art
comes
forward
and
dewest side of the island is a perpendicular the attraction and recommendation of
clares in direct opposition to God that the ing the Saviour. Ne doubt a-large harvest ty, and the sole ground of true “religion
rock bluff, rising 150 feet steep from the Mackinac is
human body shall be stark naked. -: Chris- of souls would be rapidly gathered if the and morality. Mr. Bullock speaks in a
lake and called ‘ Lover's Leap.”
To
tians leave God and follow, art. Then work could: be carefully attended with- lovely temper and S&pirit of his own
THE GLORIOUS ATMOSPHERE.
show how Indian girls loved and perishwhen we tell these Christians that they are
I have been here ‘now for a week, and aiding vice, they ridicule .our verdancy, ‘out delay. As might have been expected, church, although some Methodists might
od, Iwill briefly relate the legend.
not consent to so clean a ‘ boning” as he
Long before the white men desecrated in the hot July weather when sunstroke and call on'the’ world: of culture to ola ‘these people met with opposition and per- gives to its theological body, Boned gosLi,
L secution from their relatives and neighwith their presence the fair hame of the rages In our cities, and I have yet to feel them in the laugh.
pel is popular pabulum, acceptable on al¥
It is not the question whether it is pos-. thors who still elung to the ‘old. religion.
a
sense
of
lassitude
or
weariness
from
the
spirits in this sacred isle, a young Ojibwa |
tables of this world, but it is not the
sible
to
have
a
white
marble
nudity
that
heat. ‘Day and night cool winds from would be pure to every pure mind. To There is evidently: a field white for: the preparation that overcomes the characters
girl, rejoicing in the euphonious name,
sickle, but where are the reapers ?
of Moe-che-ne-mock-e-nung-a-qua,
just the great wide waters, full of a delightful tbat all will agree. But the practical
of whom Coleridge wrote. I 'agree ‘with
springy
coolness,
blow
through
your
question
of
to-day
for
Christians
to
settle
In the Zenana work at Balasore, Miss
him" in doubting that Methodism ever
blooming into womanhood, was wont to

built ‘on « hill near Jahra''by' native wander to this'solitary rock, and gaze out
Christian ‘masons ‘and ‘carpenters, ‘who’ upon the wide waters after the receding

originally were thieves by profession,
In becoming Christians they not oaly left

that sharply defined point running out
from the mainland, is Point St. Ignace,

= NO. 36

canoes of the combined Ojibwa and Otta-

rooms, and at night bring the sweetest of as before God and his Word, is whether
can approve of nudities in every deSlee.
Then these lakes, of ‘which :they
gree of color to represent life and in every

Mickinge is a kind of center, have an area

wa bands, speeding south for scalps and | 0f75,000 square ‘miles, and here we. get

glory. Here, too, she weut to watch for ‘the breezes 'that ‘traverse this cool exThe getting
their return, for among them' should be panse from'all quarters.
an eagle-plumed warrior Ge-nin-e-gwon, here is delightful ; 350 miles, from Chithe bravest of the brave.
The west’ cago and about the same from Detroit,
wind often wafted the shouts of the victo- and all the way sniffing ‘the ‘ever cooler
rious braves far in advance of them as they
returned from the mainland, and when
she heard the voice of Ge-nin-e-gwon,
she was happy. But one season, in the
chorus of shouts, she heard no longer

lake breezes. - What are Saratoga, New-

port, or other crowded resorts to the
sweet cool and retirement—nature'’s quiet
ministrants of health—of Mackinac island, whose mean July temperature is

the voice of her lover.
Her heart told only 65 degrees?
Well may the poet sing,
her that he had gone to the spirit land of
the westand she would no more behold
his face among the warriors. So it was;
an arrow had drunk his blood and his last

words were of his maiden
Isle.

in the Fairy

Sad was the heart of ‘Moe-che-ne-

mock-e-nung-a-qua,

hushed all its sweet

and fond emotions
; and far in the west
appeared to her the form of her lover
beckoning
her to follow him te the spirit

land.

Next morning her mangled

body

was found at the foot of the cliff and her
spirit had gone to join her warrior’s in
the land of the eternal. So love gained
its sacrifice and a maiden became jmmortal.
!
FT. HOLMES.
From old Fort Holmes, 300 feet

the lake, ou the highest part
and let us

take

our

seat

and

above

of the

isl-

view

the

A gem amid gems, set in blue yielding waters,
1s Mackinac Island with cliffs girded round,

For her eagle-plumed

braves

and her

true-

hearged daughters;

Long, long ere the pale-face came widely renowned,
Tradition invests thee with Spirit and Fairy;
Thy dead soldiers’ sleep shall no drum-beat
awake,
bia
While about tliee the cool winds do lovingly
tarry

And kiss thy green brows with the breath of
the lake,
memory shall haynt me wherever life
reaches,
Thy day-dreams of fancy, thy night’s balmy

sleep,
plash

3
of

beaches,
The shade of
deep.

n®, Venus and

defiled.

thy

waters

along

:
thine evergreens,

)

smooth

;
grateful

and

not

be.

for putting vice forward in voluptuous and
attractive forms to the young, while the’
moral (if there be any, as in the ¢ Prodi1 Son”) is almost hidden in a corner.
nd this French school is now the fashionable school for American Christians.
Besides the seductive influences of these
obscenities upon our youth, we are to remember that every nude pictured female
presupposes a nude real female sitting before the artist as his model. . The immorality of this business every one who has
read the history of art knows.
Has it come to this, that the church of
Christ is readyto bréak down the barriers
which separate it from the licentious world,
and to adopt Greek culture in the place of

Christian ethics? French art and the theaters are doing all they can to promote
loose notions of the relations between the
sexes, and to steep society in immorality,
Easy-going Christians are being caught
in this snare. It is fashionable to admire
indecencies, and Christians wish to be
fashionable. It is now hard to convict our
theaters

before the

courts,

agement and many interesting experiences, She is now visiting, 112 houses,
and with the help of ten assistants is giv-

ing instruction to 170. pupils. Through:
these secluded rooms, so long closed
against Christian teachers, God is plainly
opening a path into the very heart of
heathenism.
Dantoon was the residence of Rev. Dr.
Jeremiah Phillips during the year previous to his leaving India. He also continued in the pastoral care of the church at
Santipore.
.
By reason of severe bromchial difficulties, Mrs. Phillips was unawl+ ro do much
missionary work, and bre. - hillips himself. has been laid aside mesa act.ve work
for much of the time. HH. assole, however, to receive a great mw

yg

visitors

at

his house, and to hold reau--av conversations with them, and te give them much
Biblical instruction. ‘¢ «f the native
teachers, Bro. Hira:s W curtis, has conducted most of the sul «1c survices at Santipore. The“dist.tct work, that is, the
preaching tours ta the cold season into
out-lying villares and towns, has been

because the plea is that all the respectable done entirely oy native brethren, and with
theaters have the same obscenities, and very encouraging results. It is worthy
Christian mothers take their daughters to of note that this church supplies seven
see them,

the

:

Adonis, etc., and

The French school of art has a faculty

low, obscene

Thy

The

attitude of “wantonness—whether in the
name of art they ‘can meddle with such
filthy subjects as Leda and the Swan, Da-

Ida Phillips has met with great encour-

Get

.

May God in his mercy purify his church,
if it take the whirlwind
and the earthquake to do it.— Dr. Howard Crosby in
Christian at Work.
:

students to the Bible School.

The Government is now doing so much
for the education of

the natives of

India

that it is no longer necessary for mission-

made a Christian; but that it is an instrument by which Christ has made many
millions of Christians, is a truth as indisputable
as it is gldrious. To repeat my

first thought, the same pressure to the
square inch that so majestically moves
the tremendous engines of the Great Eastern, acts with impetuous

intensity

in

our

little four-inch cylinders; and there are no
mortals more mistaken: than the millions’
of our day who think that a mild action
on the small scale, say of a fan,

resembies.

the imperturbable momentum of Christ.
What shall I say of New York for this:
week? It is but the old story, the general
selfishness in all its grades and forms, likea million of wolves, resisted by the blind

instinct of the commonwealth, and by a
handful comparatively of spirits enlightened and ennobled from above for the salvation of the community.
The particular
thing uppermost this week, locally, is a
sleepy motion of the pestered giant to
dislodge the squatter parasites that choke
the public streets. 1 never saw another
city, and I don't believe there is one in

the world, where the streets and sidewalks.
are so lawlessly appropriated to private
purposes as they are in New York. A
large

proportion

of the business

are often nearly impassable
vehicles, by reason of the

streets

for persons or
impudent

stor--

age of ‘waiting merchandise and trucks in
the public ways. I remember when no.
truck was

ever allowed

for a moment;

on

the

sidewalk

but now it iy the rule, to so

(Continued

on eighth page.)
®
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Suogtiams see Lesson

CHRIS TIAN
DAILY

IN

Peference to the rich,

@.

'Rickes a hinderance.

A rich Christian.

THE

Mark

10:17—27.

John 19:38—42,

Whem

®.

The Christian in the world.

honors.

1Cor.1:17-31.

1 Tim. 6:6—16.

“ They are not of the world,

God is infinite

in

therefore, he

His soul bowed: in adora-

’| tion before the majesty of God.
- Practical Lessons. (1) Holy character
rather than riches should be our aim. (2)
Character and contentment are riches indeed.
(8) Life isa battle and eternal
life the prize. (4) God is a witness of
the battle, and our ally in it.

«even as I am not of the world.”’—John 17:16.

BR
res

TS ON TEACHING FROM THE
EPISTLES.

Notes and Hints.
“Timothy was a son of a
and Jewish mother.
He
thowever, by his mother, in
“tament Scriptures. . His

Greek father
was trained,
the Old Tesgrandmother,

‘Lois, and his mother, Eunice, first became

believers; then Timothy in his youth.
We first meet him in his native ecity, Lystra, where Paul found him .a convert of
good report among his brethren. = Timorthy itinerated under the direction of Paul,
and established the churches in -faith
:

that
many teachers are feeling discouraged
by the difficulties of teaching lessons taken from the epistles. We have all become 80 accustomed to class lessons in
which there is a thread of narrative,

that

we find it almost wearisome to deal with
those that are purely doctrinal or didactic.
And certainly these lessons from the
epistles do make a very serious demand
on our thought, study, and research. In
preparing the notes and outlines for this
and the following months, we

have

been

ore]of

/ ponte of oryivh
A DENOMIN ATIONAL
BY REY. 33iy

LITERATURE.
HALL.

I regard the need of a Free Baptist literature'to be co-extensive with, the need
for the Free Baptist denomination itself.
If there be a place for the latter, which I
do not. question, there is a necessity for
the former. Literature is to a demomination what the organ of speech is to a person; by it, it makes itself heard in the
world, sings its songs, tells its stories,

and I should as soqn feel

happy over the

possession of a son who is & mate, as to
be identified with any religious denomination which had no literature of its own.
And as we judge a person by his utterance, so, in this

&
Vv e think it more than probable

1 Tim, 6:6—16,

-and practice.
“ But godliness

of God.

By the finite mind,

thrilled him.

Jas, 2:1—-9.

power,

isnot comprehensible.
“wo whom be
honor and power.”
The spirit of Paul
rises with his theme.
Great thoughts

WORLD.

S.

TEXT:

being.

Papers.)

God®seare of hisown. Matt. 6:19-34,
Liberality enjoined. 3 Cor. 9:1—15.

GOLDEN

very person

|

Revela-

love, spirit have been seen, but never the

J. A. HOWE.

,.
#.

God

tions of God's presence, “of God's

READINGS.

ME.

WW.

14.

Whom no man" hatlyseen.”,

Cio,

age of the world, a de-

nomination is judged by its literature.
It brings itself before the world not alone
by its men and churches, but by its publications, also,

Men,churches and colleges

are not enough, there must be added thereto the printing-press. Men die, churches
are forsaken, schools succumb to financial

embarrassments,
but thoughts live on. The
spread of the Reformation of the 16th
century resulted more from the writings
than from the preaching of the Reformers. The wonderful success of Methodism may be attributed not alone to its
earnest ministers or complete organism,
but equally to its literature. Whitfield
was a far abler preacher than either John
or Charles’ Wesley, but where are Whitfield's followers to-day ? Like a brilliant

in constant fear of making an undue de‘wilh
contentment.”
mand
on the teacher's knowledge and
There were those who looked on godli‘ness as a means ofgetting riches.
Paul time; and our notes will only serve
rebukes that spirit, and shows where and those who are willing to bend close at- meteor he flashed across the globe, but
tention to them, though they will more
how piety brings a gain to us.
his light passed away with him. But John
“« Let us be therewith content.” The in- than usually repay such attention.
Wesley's light still illumines the miads
The
teachers
themselves
ought
to
gain
tense desire for riches, as the highest
of
hundreds of thousands, for it lingers
good of a moral being,is here rebuked. In’ a rich blessing out of the lessons for this with a mildoess and brilliancy in the many
a calm, holy, satisfied soul is a happi- half-year. They should so grow in the writings he gave to the church. And the
ness that external splendor, luxuries and knowledge of Christian truth and duty,
they should so nourish their own spiritual songs of Charles Wesley, with the writJpower can not buy.
ings of such men as Adam Clark, Benson,
“ Will be rich.” That is, at the ex- life by their meditations and studies, as and Walson, of the past, with a bost of
pense of virtue, peace and daily content- to be consciously better fitted for all the
One of the authors from their day unto the present,
ment.
** Temptation and a snare.” The teachings of the fature.
have helped not a little to place Methodtemptation allures the soul into the snare grave failings of modern teaching is that
ism
in her present position.
in which it gets entangled and is captur- it is not doctrinal enough; and we can
Our
literature can best serve us in inconceive
of
no
better
exercise
for
a
nor«ed.
forming
our people and the world of our
mal
class,
or
teachers’
preparation
class,
«¢ Foolish and hurtful lusts.”
Lusts
‘are strong desires. Those who will be than to go steadily and critically through history; our work, home and foreign ;
our educational intérest; our faith; our
rich are apt to desire to outdo others in one of Paul's epistles.
relationship to other Christian bodies, and
Bat
we
are
anxious
to-offer
a
few
hints
~show;to lead in fashion, to have the patrronage of the noble, to gratify self-will at concerning methods which may help to our claims upon Christendom.
the expense of others, and to receive re- relieve and brighten the class teacting.
Let us not overlook the important fact
1. As far as possible, fit the counsels of that by its literature a denomination can
spect for money rather than for characthe lesson into the circumstances and greatly serve the conmon cause of Jesus
Aer.
‘¢ Destruction and perdition.”
No es- character of the people addressed. For Christ, and aid in promoting morality,
sential difference of thought can be instance, in the lesson taken from the temperance, and intelligence. I hardly
“made out of thesé terms.
The complete epistle to the Ephesians, try and make need to remind my reader of the tremen«ruin ofthe man is meant.
‘“ The love of real to yourself, and real to the children, dous power now being exerted by the
money.” The love that takes possession the city of Ephesus, the Ephesian people, press. With its myriad newspapers and
«of the soul and rules him as a tyrant. and the peculiar temptations by which thousands of books, it is in very deed en«¢ The root of all evil.”
*‘ A root of all the Christian converts there were entic- compassing the globe. The powers of
evil” is more literal. While the desire ed. In this way their fight will become darkness have not been slow to use this
for wealth has an intimate connection real, and the class will feel the need of power for the ends of wickedness; and,
"with the progress of society, yet, when such weapons, and such armor for head never was the need greater than it now is
made a dominant principle of life,it has a and heart.
for a healthy, moral, and holy literature
2. Set the class on finding always to be spread broadcast over the land, te
most hurtful influence on society and on
“the individual. See what great vices of something in the teaching and life of our. enter our homes and permeate society;
“nations and States and individuals have Lord which will match the counsel of the to cheer the dying, and give Weisser to
epistle. This will often secure the illus- the living.
their source in it.
“Pierced
themselves
through
with tration of an incident or a parable.
Notwithstanding the anoalioney of our
wo
1
of prayer; 38. Sharply look out for all figures that | Morning Star, a paper which is a necessiof delight in benevolent work, of sympa- are suggested
-by the terms which the ty to every well-informed Free Baptist,
thy withmen and of the love of one’s fel- apostles use, as, for instance, in the sen- and the well-named Missionary Helper,
lows are some of the things which pierce tence, ‘‘ Let us walk in the Spirit.” The with all our other publications, it seems
the soul with sorrows.
term walk is a figure for our whole man- to me that there is a deficiency of denomi“¢ Flee thesethings.”
Shun the insane ner of life; but at ounce it suggests a national literature with us. I consider our
-desire for riches.
‘ Follow after right- number of illustrations as to manner of Sabbath-school literature exceedingly in-.eousness, &e.
Every intelligent mind walk, continuance of walk, distinction sufficient to meet the wants of teachers or
. must admit the infinite superiority of between walking and punning, compan- scholars. I make not this statement merely from a personal conviction, but when
t these things named te mere wealth. Vir ions of walk, ete.
4. Find in Old Testimett histories per- I see in Free Baptist Sabbath - schools
z¢ue and piety areriches that never * take
wings,” and that all can possess.
sons who will illustrate qualities enjoined handbooks, quarterlies, and lesson notes,
«_Fight the good fight.”
Paul enjoys in the epistles. For instance, faith sug- published by other denominations,it seems
Wher: metaphors.
The diseiple has to gests Abraham.
Enduring persecution that others think as I do upon the subject.
Hight against the world, the flesh and the suggests ‘Joseph. = Meekness suggests I have been pleased”fo note for eighteen
~ devil,dn order to keep his faith alive and
Moses.
Long- suffering suggests David. months past an improvement in the lesAroitial.
4* Lay hold on elernal life.” Temperance suggests Shadrach and his son leaf; and yet I think there is room
“This was the prize or garland held before companions.
for a still greater improvement, or their
-the combatant for which he contended. | 5. Wherever beawiful elements of entire withdrawal, and the i-suing of a.
Paul means, “ So fight as to win elernal Christian character are commended, : try quarterly or a yearly hand-book, containdife.”
to get some illustrative case within your ing the lesson foreach Sabbath, with per« Hast professed a good profession.” own experience or observation with tinent questions. bearing upon the same;
By declaring himself publicly a believer which you may impress it. The children to these let there ‘be added, brief notes—
in Jesus, he declared that eternal life need to be made to feel that no gracious the meaning of difficult words—historical
rwas his aim. This good profession Tim- excellence of character is beyond their facts mentioned, and’ such things as will
' «othy, @ young man, made at Lystra, his present
attainment.—London Teachers’ aidin a proper and4 thorough study of the
Storehouse.
home. :
lesson.
“ Many witnesses.”
His young. ac—
I know that to all this the reply may be
~quaintances, the church, the angels, our,
The Kershaw County (S. C.) Sunday- given, that we have expository notes pub| Lord, and the Father. school Convention
was organized in. lished in the Morning Star. Yes, we
« In the séght of God.”
Not only in June, 1878, in Camden. At this ‘meeting have, from one to two columns devoted

d on the dragon .

serious failure on

ence,

Toaid | (

:

a

tl

decided

to

be

ga

Sunday he arose, confess.

seemed almost in despair;

a thousand years.” WhoBn the dragon
oveniing meeting, he told us that he
relation to this matter? If you enter the | asdefined in the book of the Bible where had been praying to God
that he might
home of a Methodist, you will soon see it is found? The term first occurs in: be reconciled to his will,
and he thought
his ¢ Discipline;” ¢ History of Method- chapter 12, verse 3., *‘ And behold a he saw a little light.
Before the meeting

isp§"++ Adah | Clarkd's’ Chmmentary{"!

a volume or two of ‘John Wesley's Sermons ;” ¢ Watson's Institutes;
¢ The
Life of Peter Cartwright; ™ ¢ Caughey’s

Eredtired dragod, bhving seven heads and

ten horns .
. And his tail drew the
third
part of the stars of heaven, and did

cast them to the'earth.” ' This same ‘drhg-

Revival Notes,” and several other denomi-/ on is more than once called Devil and
national works. The same is true, more or Satan, but is it the. literal (devil that is
less, as to the Congregationalists, Baptists, meat? if so, then should his heads,
and’ even the Advents, | Unitarixns, and horn, ‘and tail be literal also. But what
Universalists.
has become of all the stars he plucked
But you enter the home of many a Free: out of the heavens, and cast upon the

will Baptist, and if you find a 12 cent
Register you are fortunate. Should you
meet with a Treatise in the same household, the possessor thereof imagines that
he has the entire stock of the Freewill
Baptist library ; and should you, in addition to both of these, be so unspeakably
happy as to greet the bright pages of the
Morning Star, you would surely be apt to
think that you had come across a most
loyal, intelligent, and progressive Free
Baptist family.

1 do verily believe

that,

earth? No constellation has been missed
from the skies, and no one has stumbled
over them upon the earth.

seven heads ‘are

seven

no

other

way; that a meager, stinted literature is
a disgrace to us ; while on the other hand,

a good

class

of publications, well

sus-

tained, and freely used, is no small honor,

Men will differ as to what

city, what king, and what mountains are
intended, and whether the interpretation
itself must not be taken figuratively,

neither his image,

for the

neither had received

his mark upon their foreheads, or in their

text, nor how much may be inferred from
it, but how much is in the letter of it.

souls is sometimes used

to represent the

whole man, it is so used

here.

tion unto them, and, being reared, as it
were, within the folds, we shall not, as
now, have to lament that so many of the

stricted to a class,

PRE-MILLENNIAL.
BY

REV.

5D

literal.

2. This soul resurrection is re-

ther his image.

CHURCH.

or, at

least, to

. When Jesus ascended, a cloud received
him out of their sight (Acts 1.9), and
two men in white apparel said, * This
same Jesus, which is taken up into heaven, shall so come in like munner as ye
have seen him go into heaven.” (Acts 1.
11.) Both Testaments speak of the coming of the Lord in a manner ‘different
circumstance

it is

safe to infer that there is a coming, not of
a physical nature, besides the physical reappearance here foretold. The question

now arises, whether the coming which
ushers in the millennium is providential,

or physical, as foretold by the men

in

white apparel. Nearly all’ that is said
touching the subject may be found in
Revelation, nineteenth and
twentieth
chapters. So large a per cent. of the,

Thus

to

literal, it shuts out all who

a

few

take

it in its

were

not

be-

headed, and includes only such as were
beheaded during the time of a peculiar persecution. To put more than this

into the text is to adopt a figurative exegesis

which is fatal to pre-millennialism.
me————

To

440-44

preachers

have

contracted

the

and they will find how much annoyance
the habit is to muny hearers. Dr. Llewelyn D. Bevan says on this point, in his
Halt-Hour’s Talk with Two Young Preachers: * You said, ‘My text is found in the
last clause of the seventeenth verse of the
fourth chapter of the first epistle of Paul

to the Thessalonians,
see

that most

Now, don't you

people

bad

forgotten the

first part of that announcement before you
had arrived at the last? To find anything
you must proceed from the general to the
particular. The people have their Bibles;
they turn to a book, to a chapter, to a
verse, to a

the. natural

clause in that

verse.

order of the

This is

action.

This

should be the natural order of the direction which guides the action.” The reason
why many people forget the textis becausein waiting for the book, when a text
is announced backward, they do not fix
their attention

on the

clause, verse

and

chapter,—Church Advocate.
BRR
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A WOMAN'S WORK IN PARIS.

REVIVAL IN 1827.
In the fall of 1827, I commenced holding evening meetings at Richmond corner, about one and a half or two miles
from my home, in & private house, where
none of the family were professedly pious. At first the attendance was small,

and I saw but little prospect of good reOne evening,

however, when

go-

ing to the meeting alone, feeling very
much burdened and discouraged, 1 prayed that, if it was my duty to continue my

meetings, I might see one soul come forward for prayer. = After I closed my talk,
I gave an invitation for any that desired

prayer to stand up,

when,

In 1868, hav-

ing become interested in girls of this class,
she started a Bible-class for them, which
soon had sixty-four attendants. The Franco-German war interrupted her projects,
but at its close she returned to Paris ; and,

shortly after, a girl who had artended her
nieetings, gave her ‘a franc wrapped up
in a piece of paper upon which were written the words: * The gift of faith and
love for a girls’ home in Paris.” This incident determined her to carry into execution a long-cherished plan, and, on the
20th

of December,

1872,

she

opened

x

Home with twelve beds. In five duys the
beds were all occupied, and the number
was soon increased to thirty. At this
print the French law, which forbade the
carrying on of charitable work in apartments, compelled

her to secure

other ac-

commodations. She selected a suitable
building, and, before the time of payment

arrived, secured

the £10,000

for its purchase.

As

necessary

a result of her ef-

forts there are now five separate Homes,

of the young children of English mothers

BY REV. D. WATERMAN,

sults.

English shop-girls of Paris.

with a sanitarium at the top of each for the
sick. Provision is also made for the care

re

REOOZLEOTIONS,

exeludes pre-millennialism.

‘from this, from which

such

cause they worshiped
not the beast, nei-

Pre-millennarians are accustomed to
put-a more literal construction upon
many passages of Scripture thaa other
people; this is essential to their doctrine,
otherwise no such millennium as they
teach can be found in the Bible; yet a
close adherence to the literal teachings of

the Word

But

a use would be figurative, and to seek a
figurative use of the word would be to acknowledge that the doctrine is not in the

classes of even the righteous. The souls
which the Revelator saw were such as
lost to were beheaded. This excludes Abel and
Stephen, as they were not beheaded. It
"includes only such as were. beheaded be-

parents are

in our eyes.

Christ
a thousand years.
. This is
Miss Ada Leigh, an Englishwoman,
the first resurrection.” We are not inquiring how much can be put into this is carrying om a great work among the

ple be supplied with good reading matter,
published by our Board, and it will not
only prove a delight to the household, but
a means of instilling into the minds of the
children and youth of said families such
sentiments as ehall endear the denomina-

us as a people.

It was the Lord's

THE BAOKWARD FASHION,

hands; and they lived and reigned with

nor insignificant power in the service of -1. It is a soul resurrection. “I saw the
Jesus Christ. Let the homes of our peo- souls.” But some say, because the word

youth of Free Baptist

truth as it is in Jesus.

doings and marvelous
him be all the glory.

backward. Let them try to hunt the text
while another is announcing it backward

great city.”

witness of Jesus, and for the word of God,
and which had not worshiped the beast,

in

dertake to tell the: many interesting cases
in this revival ; suffice it to say that many
were brought to the knowledge of the

And the woman which thou sawest is the

tian labor; and that our literature should
no more suffer from lack of patronage
than should the ¥. Mission cause suffer
from lack of funds; that we have a duty
to do for God and humanity by our publidone

ness, and with his mouth he made confes.

awkward habit of announcing their texts

souls of them that were beheaded

be

glory.

sion unto salvation: But I' will’ not runs

Many

mountains.

‘arose in hig. full

And the ten horns are ten kings.

ties, or any other department of our Chris-

which can

Righteousness

‘With. his heart he beli
unto
eved
righteous-

In the seventeenth chapter aa similar
symbol is used and explained.
* The

excluding our papers and lesson leaves, still it follows the physical devil is not in
Mr. Spurgeon’s church of 4000 members the literal Word, in these chapters. But
expends more money each year in pur men will aiways say, ‘ If Satan is not
chasing his writings than do our 75,000 bound how can he be loosed?” If we asmembers in purchasing our denominatioa- sume that dragon is sympolical of Rome,
al publications. This ought not to be. it would follow that the destruction of
Our people must be taught in some way, "Rome would greatly restrain the power
and in every laudable way,the imperative of Satan, and any increase of wickedness
duty of sustaining our own denomina- at a subsequent period would loosen
tional publications; they should be im- him. But it should be observed that the
pressed with the fact that by its literature dragon is never more loosed. Having
our denomination serves the cause of failed to the literal coming of Christ,
Christ ; if not in the same manner, yet as or the binding of the literal devil prior
certainly as is done by our Foreign Mis- to the millennium, we look next for a
sion, Home Mission, Educational Socie- | physical resurrection.
‘And I saw the

| cations

closed, he spoke twice, ¢adh time, telling’
us that the light was increasing, and soon
after the meeting closed, the Sun of

to my great

satisfaction, the man of the house

arose.

From this time the work began to spread,

teachings upon this doctrine is. found in and the interest to increase. Wanderers
these chapters, it may be. safe to affirm, returned to God, and scores of sinners
if pre-millennialism be not found here, it | were converted. There were some very
can not be found anywhere, ; But it can 4 interesting cases of conversitn, one cr
not be found here without departing from , two of which T will mention.
the literal Word, and adopting the wild- | :

who are compelled to work during the
day. Religious services are held morning
and evening; ten mission meetings are
conducted every Sunday in different parts
of the city, besides a regular church service. Sixteen hundred girls have enjoyed
the privileges of the flome ; and, in connec-

tion with it, two establishmen ts where food
is supplied every Sunday toshop-girls,free

of charge, are carried on. M. Galignani, a
Roman Catholic, not only gave Miss Leigh
a hospital built by him, but paid the heavy
fees for conveyancing. There are now
one hundred and thirty girls at the Home,

and Miss Leigh has recently made an appeal for aid in carrying on her large and
beneficent charity.— Christian Union.
Gb-Ol

GLEANINGS.
Annihilate not the mercies of Ged by
the oblivion of ingratitude.—Sir Thomas
Browne.

The cross of Christ is: divided throughout. the world. To each his portion ever

A young married couple, whom, for comes. . Thou, therefore, O my soul, cast
convenience, [ willcall William and Susan, not thy persion from thee, but rather take
“ And I saw an angel come down from, were among the converts. At first, Wil- it to thee as thy most precious relic, and
‘heaven,
having ‘the key of the, bottomless
sight of humaa witnesses,
but of God, who
liam was opposed to the work, especially lay it up, not in a gold and silver shrine,
there was not a full delegation, but a each week to the S. S, lesson; but all our
pit
and
a
great chain in his hand.” This to the conversion of his wife, and went to but in a golden heart—a heart clothed
iis ever looking on us.
teachers
do
not
have
the
Morning
Star,
manifest interest was shown in the cause’
Rignes and eat
“ Quickeseth all things.” = * Who pre- of Sunday-schools, and’ measures “were and certainly few of our scholars. What is not in accordance with the promise of i the meetings, hoping that his presence with gentle charity, with
fering ‘submission. Lu
the
men
in
white
apparel.
They
said
serves all alive is the better translation, ‘adopted looking to an extension of the I desire to see is not such a scantiness of
would hold her back, One evening when
Toactivity breeds infidelity, as stagnant
and one that makes clear the meaning.
anxious were requested
to rise, Susan
work’ in the county, and therefore the helps as to almost necessitate scholars the sawe Jesus, should come, but Jesus the
“¢ Awd before Christ Jesus.”
‘In the time and place were fixer for holding the and teachers going elsewhere for aid, but was the Son of God, this is an angel ; Je- stood up, fully resolved to be a Christian. | water breeds malaria. Christianity is more
sight of,” instcad of * before,” we may convention in 1879. This convention such an: abundance of the best selected :sus went up with a bright cloud, the an« When they went, home, William spoke than sweet talk’; it is’ downright duty, gettread.

Hence,

Jesus is recognized

as'in-

wisibly present with all his disciples.
“ Witnessed a good confession.” Read,
“the good confession.” He testified that
ihe was a king, and that his kingdom was
not of this world. This was his confes-

sion, and by it he stood, though threatened with the cross.
ed This co ymandment.”

Literally, ‘the

commandment,” that is, the commandmentof Christ, or the luw of the gospel. «« Until the appearing of our Lord.: Not
amtil you ‘die, bat until Christ comes.

Paul had aitidea ha Christ’ was soot to:
appear. ©
Whick in his sis he. shall2 Shon?
“Which appearing is‘ meant. In his dwn

times means “In the time of God's own ap| He" refers to God in the
“He shall show.”

: ¢ only Potentate.”
preme ruler.

The only su-

*¢ Who only hath immortal-

dty.” Has it in the sense of not having

received it: Immortality is a necessary
attribute of God. + In the light which no
This repreaman can approach unto.”
°

thoughts as shall attract others to come to
July 25. A larger number of delegates us. :
Not only in S. S$. matters are we _defiand visitors were present ‘than last year,
and the summingup of the reports from cient. Is: there not a searcity -of such,
the various.Sunday-schools showed a de- works as bear upon the history, polity,
and doctrines of the denomination? It is
cided improvement in the work, and an
absurd to think that all these things can
increase of interest’ and of members.
Throughout the. entire meeting, which be properly presented in a single, leaflet,
Jasted three days (Sunday was devoted to | or in a small book which contains a whole
the children and. to preaching), a ‘deep. digest of theology, and is called the Trea:
met at Damascus

Church,

Flat Rock,

on

est

spiritualism,

The

literal

text is,

gel comes down with a great chain. But
some one will say, the coming of the
Lord is portrayed in the preceding chapter; ‘‘ And I saw heaven opened, and be,

hold a white horse, and he that sat upon

very decidedly
Christian.

The

against her
next

about his work, he

day

thought,

becoming
when

a

alone,

to use _his

own language, ** What if I. oppose Susan,
and she should give it up, and not become

him was called Faithful and True.
a Christian, and years after, on her deathHis eyes were as a fame of fire,
bed, she should say, ‘William you opposed
And he was clothed with a vesture dipped my being a Christian; when I felt the
in. blood.
«And the armies which need of religion, and now I must die and
were in heaven followed him upo®: white go. to hell.”
That was more than he
horses.
And out of his mouth could endure, and he resolved to tell her
interest was shown, and it' was evident | tise, Why should there not be an abun“that much good was accomplished
by. the dance of tracts bearing. upon the distinct- goeth a sharp sword. All of which is whenhe got home from his, work, that
doctrines of our faith ; a suitable his- very different from what the men in white ‘she might get religion, and he would not.
‘meeting, the influence of which, writes'a |ive
!
torical
volume frequently i sued j and oth- apparel. said. Jesus did not go to heavoppose het. It so happened that he, did
correspondent, 4. will be. felt throughout |
er such works as may prove of ‘service to enon horseback, with a sharp sword in not gee her, for she had gone to. meeting.
the county, and :@ new impetus will be|
us as a people?
his mouth ; but the two witnesses _ said, He followed, and soon after the sermon,
given to’ the cause of Sunday-schools in
‘He shall $0 come in like manner as ye he arose and said, 4 O my friends, you
Now
comes
the
question,
How
shall
we
Kershaw. Our State Convention: méets |
have
seen him go into heaven.” But if may all get religion that want it, and, Suclroalate
our
literature?
How
can
we
in Spartanburg, August 20.. Though’ we
are comparatively few in numbers, yet awaken an interest in our people for our the angel with the chain, or the man on san, you may get religion, too, and I will
we are joining our forces with the grand publications, so that it. will pay to print horseback,be not the Son of God, then never oppose you.” It was a meeting of
army of Sundaysschool workers. "8. 8. and publish ? I suppose there is no ques- no mention is made of his physical com-, great power, and before it closed, he
‘tioning as to the importance of this point; ing until after the thousand years are arose again and asked the prayers of
‘Times.
for in vain may we write and publish if ended. Hence it is safe to say, the physi- God's people for himself, and about thirty
If one strives to treat others as he there can be no response on the part of cal coming of Christ is not in the literal that night arose for prayers, and soon
The publishing house may Word prior to the millennium.
would be treated by them, he will not our peopie.
William and Susan were rejoicing in the
The doctrine of ithe disappearance of love of Jesus. A young man of com- |
issue the best of works, but will soon find
fail to come near the perfect life.

‘ting itself thoroughly’ done. Religion is
not a’ blessing. dropped ‘full-blown down
out of the skies in some mysterious manifestation . = It is faith with feet and bands,
busy, busy, working
by love, and over-

coming the world.— Methodist Recorder.
Paul wished the Thessalonians to pray

that he might be delivered from ‘‘unreasonable” men’; and the margin of our
English Bible makes them ¢¢ absurd”
men.. Both of these kind of men exist in

these lays; and they often get in the minister's way." Bat the Greek word means
literally ** out of place ;¥ and it is worth
while fo, remember, that every man who

is out of his own place isi pretty sure to be

in somebody" Hlse’s way .— Sunday After-

noon.

When

are we with Jesus where

he is ?

Not when we say his name most loudly.
Not when we crowd into the very center

of his church.

Not when

we come,

if

such a thing be possible?to some supernal region where, with a new sort of visibility, He walks among a people who see

him in the new as men once saw him in
the old Jerusalem.
Never, never are we
with Christ till we are like him.
Not till

he is formed in us do we enter truly into
him.— Phillips Brooks.

415i.
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If a pilgrim bas been shadowed
By a tree that I have pursed ;
If a can of clear, cold water

1 have raised to lips athirst;
If I've planted one sweet flower
By an else too barren way 3

Perhaps we can not practice a better
discipline, than by bridling or gaining
control over ‘our tongues. If any one

| One sweet word to tell of day;
If in one poor Deed ing bosom

1 a woe-swept chord have stilled;

If a dark and restless spirit
I with hope of heaven bave filled;
If I've made for life’s bard battle
One faint heart grow brave and strong,
For the precious gift of song.
ob

THE OOST.

universal.

than others,

a

The mail one day last week brought

r, who is anxious that the people of
is charge shouldbe *‘ up to the times,”
good

truly

by which he means, as most

Some

but

1st were $40,000

men do, that they should keep upas nearly as possible with the present rapid and
majestic march of the providence and
race of God. He wrote, somewhat de-

tributions

The man who can so control his

reach.

his

as

emotions,

spondingly, that his people were holding
back, indeed, refusing instruction even,
ight be convinced against
lest the
beespecially annoyed
their will, and
cause urged to give. His words were:
« [ think they are mad because our benevolence was largely increased last year.
They think that religion costs too much.”
words start a great many
Such

passions, his_feelings,

that People think. Religion is expensive,
in one light. Really, it is great gain;
but the gain is preceded by a large outlay. It does not ** cost too much,” but
it costs a great deal.
Religion, true religion, the religion
God,
which givesto a man peace with
purifies him, strengthens him, comforts
and cheers him in his sorrow and adversity, carries him on from one spiritual at-

tians ought not so to offend. They are as
lights and witnesses in the world. They

thoughts.

that they shall
improper

wound it es er receives.

by

bitter and shameful death on the ercss
of the Son of God and Son of Man. It
cost agony that forved blood into the
the sufterer. It cost the unsweat of
speakable distress of Calvary which
forced from nhcemplathin lips the pite-

of £20,000, and presented it to the

byterian

bregst,
heart that ever beat in human
It cost 'bleod. All along the way of life

are the marks of the blood of King Im~snanuel. We know the way by the.
cost
the
bleod-marks. The religion
greatest possible price.
It has come to these last days at a
What tongue can tell
great expense.
the privations which have been endured,
the agonies which have been borne, the
persecutions which have been braved
that this religion might be preserved?
This Holy Bible is soaked through and
through with tears, and is red with the
blood of those of whom the world was
not worthy. No book in the world has
Tender and delicate
cost so much.
women, men in the pride of their
strength, venerable and saintly men and

upon the earth. What scorn, what contamely, what disgrace they suffered before death came to transport them to the
better and heavenly country, where the
wicked cease from troubling aud the
Has anything cost
weary are at rest!
more? Freedom, does any one say, has
cost as much? But freedom is bound up
in The Book; it is the charter of human
rights. We have this religion at a great
ce. Has it cost too much? Is it not
worth the cost ?
[t costs the individual much. Only by
denials long continued,

many

struggles,

a soul

patient and persistent effort, does

win the crown

that

crown.”

(cross, no

sell-

many

much prayer and meditation,

‘ No

never fades.

Fight the good fight,

run the race, mortify the flesh, crucify
the body, are the conditions. of the title
to a mansion in the heavenly Father's

house.

as good sol-

Endure hardships

Williamson,

a

Rev. Enoch Pond,

than

For-

his influence

oyer the

D.,

D.

500

of

ly ¢

undertook

to

secure

which costs little: will | be’ worth little.
The joys of salvation are the joysof victary, after

the

the

the. fight,

furnace,

Re,
:
I costs much to be a faithful member

Total,

contri-

Subtracting

$8,259,928.

purposes and
butions for congregational
$1,907,332 refor the General Assembly,
main as the sum of the gifts tothe objects

of benevolence,

An average of a trifle
:

more than $3.32 to a member.

According to the Annuaire Catholique

need bo called in for
diseases if the Extract is used. The pamhlet which accompanies each bottle gives
11 directions how it should be applied.
Any one can use it without fear of harm.

host/in'a war of deliverance and

in the glass,
cle_has the words * Ponds Extract,” blown wrapper.
It
and Company's trade-mark on surrounding
None other is govine Always
is never sold in bulk.
Take no other pre
insist on having Pond’s Extract.

tion a8 ever before. ‘ Follow me” is
ringing cut on the biting air of the froz-

en north, the hot and fevered gales of the
south, ' It will cost something to heed
and obey that challenge, that command.

Many

back

come

a noble soldier will

from the front worn, wounded, sick, to
romise
die at home, many a one in - the
of youth, in the prime of mature ife,and

many
a decorated veteran, his breast
sparkling with precious jewels, souls

.won,

the

hero

of

a hard-fought

many

will be
campaign. The iat
no small expense. The treasury will
call for the widow's mite and the thousands of the millionaire.
~Workingmen,

merchants, heirs to estates, all must pay

to maintain the army in the field—pay
this year, next year, and every year until the last soul is rescued from the grip
wretchedness.

of ignorance, and sin, and

No cost, no victory, no world redeemed,
no hallelujahs of slaves released, no exulting joy among the hosts around the
throne, no blessed Jesus satisfied in seeing the travail. of his soul. Little cost,

little won.
Yes,

= pensive,
"render,
we gain
will get

is.

this religion of the Cross

ex-

it demands a whole-hearted surit demands all. But giving all
all. Pay everything and you
everything. Whatis it all, all

the cost, to heaven in the end,

the King

in his beauty

and
[4

to

seeing

glory

and

The Senior of those prelates
church.
was Mgr. MacHale, Archbishop of Tuam
in Ireland, who was appointed: in parii-

bus infidelium by Leo

1825.

Of

those

XIL.,on March 8th,

dignitaries,

VI.,
named by Gregory
IX., and 82 by Leo XIII.

were

61

998

by

Pius

The Methodist church at Homer, Mich.,
has raised eight hundred dollars, and

Prices

and though this sum may

seem

$5,866

&

large

ercantage on the whole amount raised,
it is probably as small as can recsonably

VCo., Ohio.

menis

$1.75.

and

ONLY

BY

oF

the

coming

YNDON

11th. 1879.

building

a beautiful brick church in Blanchester,
Ohio, which they hope to complete in time
for winter work in revivals.
The M. E. church of near Owens, Ohio

‘Che Union Theological Seminary

New York has $200,000 in buildings
grounds, $750,000 in invested funds,
an income of $50,000 a year.

ages

SA

BROW,

R. I.

STOLKERINGE:
INSTITUTE.—J.

Sé

A. M.,, Principal, with competent

as.

Fall term begins 7%
August 26, BT
A first-class school.
ree complete courses
study,—Collegiate, Scientific,
Classical.
Send for Catalogue.

es’
Address,

of

and

I. W. SANBORN, Sec. & Treas.,
Lyndonville, Vt:

SEMINARY, ,—Pike, Wyoming

York.

This schoel was eo

in

New

rene

tion for doing thorough work in Academic Instruction. No primary instruction. With three care-futly Arranged ours of Selly The Classical,
eminary and
English
Course.
For

College Preparatory, Normal, Classi-

address the Principal.

Toll eWialugue.

IRVING B. SMITH.

begins Aug. 18, 1879. Winter term begins Nov.
3, 1879. Spring term begins: Jan. 26, 1880. Sum.
mer term begins Apr. 1, 1880. Anniversaries,
June 17, 1880. "For Catalogue address K. Bachelder, A. M. Principal, or C. A. Farwell, Secretary.

HITESTOWN

SEMINARY.—This

Institution

is one of the largest and best in the State. .
Terms moderate. Send for Catalogre,
J. S. GARDNER,
Hineipah,
Whitestown, Oneida
0., N.Y

3

Pittefeld, Me., Aug. 2, 1879.

EW HAMPTON INSTITUTION.—New Ham
D.
Rev. A. B. Meservey, Ph.
ton, N. H.
principal, with eign associate teachers. Regular
with
courses of study for both sexes, Connected
the Institution is the best commercial college in
Best
Telegraphy a Spetiantys
New England.
EXpenses
teacher of Penmanship in the State,
less than in any other of like grade. Four terns
of 10 weeks each. ' Fall Term Begins August 25,
1879. Winter Term begins Nov. 17, 7679. Spring
8
Term Begins Feb. 2, 1880. Summer Term
Apr. 19, 1880. Summer Term closes June 26. Send
for Catalogye to
Principal.

ATES COLLEGE THEOLOGICAL SCHOO...
—For further information address the e Prose
ident, O. B. CHENEY, D. D., or Prof.
Fox

LONTON, D. D., Lewisten, Maine.

ART

JOH

J. A. HOWE, Sec.
YOURS WOMEN.

TOR

.

Tue

|
[
uburn
e¢, Ma
Boston privileges, with delightful suburbam i

Special care of health, manners and merals of
growing girls. Some reductions in prices for
next year, which begins Sept. 18th. Por Cata.
logues address ~~ C. C.
BRAGDON, Principal
128

MICHIGAIN.

COLLEGE,

: New Buildings!
Fine Grounds!

Healthful, Quiet!’
i

+

to make the most of yourselves in health, mind and charaeter? If so,
Young men aud women, have you made up your minds to be educated,
I1thfulness, severe and careful mental training, and a pleasant home at &
hea
moral
of
s
do ‘you know that Hillsdale College offers you the advantage
no instruction by undergraduates. Sixty minutesto all classes. Five hours
price UNRIVALED IN THE COUNTRY. Fifteen regularProfessors—
MINERthe course save two. VALUABLE MUSEUM OF GEOLOGY AND
a week for every study, Twelve or fourteen weeks to each study of
Classical. 2. Phi'osophical. 3. Scientific.
1,
conferred.
are
Degrees
which
for
Courses
Full
Three
ALOGY.
Foundation for a
No preparatory classes taught by undergraduates.
{ PREPARATORY DEPARTMENT. Studentsf fitted to enter any college.
*
solid education carefully laid.
The granted.
practical. Largely attended. Popular and substantial. Diplomas
NEW NORMAL COURSE. Two Years’ Course. Thoroughly
teach.
to
have
will
student
the
that
branches
the
in
given
most careful instruction

CHOICE

WIDE

OF

as

of

and
and

|
Board of Missions of the Methodist Episcopal church, South, the contributions last

year reached the sum of $65,139. For the
coming year appropriations have been
made for nearly $80,000 for foreign missions, and the sum of $120,000 is called
for to meet the foreign and domestic work.
The Southern Church has active missions
in China, in Mexico, and in Brazil.

How to be Beawtiful.
Many hundred thousand doilars are annually expended by ladies for ¢ artificial ”

STUDIES.

COLLEGIATE

ELECTIVE

filled *
well lighted and ventilated. Large and growing College Library (nearly 7000 volumes). Well
ORIES. Excellent board, clubs, family boarding. Nominal tuition, large: numberof =
DORMIT
LASS
FIRST-C
daily.
hours
six
open
oom,
ReadingR
in any School of like grade.
Christian students. Incidentals and Genersl Expenses less than

FINEST BUILDINGS IN THE WEST. New,

EXPENSES:
INCIDENTALS,

per term
4“

de

6“

(gentlemen),
.

§ (ladies),

MATRICULATION (paid but once),
SCHOLARSHIPS, per term,

.
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TUITION, to those having scholarships,

Aug.

Rev. Addison Jones

of four

pect

3

LITERARY

pledges

Hughes, eighty-five years old, died

consists

year.

No Scituate, R. I.

IKE

of study for both sexes.
Expenses low. Fall term

Maine.

year

APHAM INSTITUTE.—North Scituate,
4 For particulars address the Princ al.

Educational,
V1

college

or particulars as
s8 the Secretary
.
On
MUDGE, Wilton Junction, Iowa. re
rod
O

is of two sizes, 9 x 12 inches,
This fine engraving
For Sale at the
12 X 15 inches, 35 cents.
95 cents;

cal, Scientific courses
Full board of teachers.

The

LION
JOLLEGIATE INSITIUTE ~Wil
n,
Muscatine Co.,
Iowa.
1 arra

OFFICE.

INSTITUTE. — Pittsfield,

celle

offers to students important and peculiar advanta-[a
For particular formation, send for a eirenr to Rev. W. COLEGROVE, LL. D., President.

BR. SLADE.

CENTRAL

best

EST
VIRGINIA
COLLEGE.—Flemington,
Taylor Co., West Virginia. This Institution:

¥

DR. JAMES L. PHILLIPS,
AINE

the

terms of ten weeks each. Fall term beginsA ug. 26..
The courses
of study
are
the
Normal,
Commereial, College Preparatory and two College:
courses, viz. : Classical and Scientific.
Board, (including room rent) $2,15 per week.
For further information appl
to A. A, MoUL~
TON, A.M., Rio Grande.
allia Co., Ohio:

STEEL ENGRAVING

!

employed

§.

:

28

or

Low Expenses!”

. The M. E. brethren are completing a
neat, substantial ‘ frame church-structure
at Green Camp, Ohio, which is to be ded-

has

13t25

STAR

V.

schools

Critical Culture!"

A son of Henry Varley, the noted English evangelist, is about-to become pastor
of a church in Liverpool.
According to the annual report of tbe

tire administrative expenses were

PRICE 10 Cents PER COPY.

scientific

ood Surroundings 2

She was the first Karen woman

are

/

ISSUES,”

or, for a short time, The

Iowa,

HITLTLSDALE

baptized, yet the mission has now 438
churches, and a membership of nearly

The M. E. denomination

J

REV. A. B. MESERVEY,

Japan. The Old Calabar Mission has
181 members and eight day schools.
The former is growing year by year;
the latter has been affected by the Zulu
war.
i
The annual report of the American
Congregational Union for 1879, just issued, contains a clear and compact statement of its work; by the Secretary, Rev.
W. B. Brown, D."D., and reports its
jeut and New York furnished about
$3,400 each. Thirty-one churches received assistance in building. ‘The en-

$1.00,

be pressed.

T CO.
S EXTsueRAC
S0ND’'
: London.
0%
Now

pastor, Rev. Jones is also the esteemed
pastor of the Marion F. B. church.

receipts at $27,603, of which sum $5,076
was from Massachusetts, while Connect

50¢c.,

PREPARED

have begun the erection of a new church
to be completed in September.
The United Presbyterian church of
Scotland supports nine missions—those
Trinidad, Old Calabar, Cafof Jamaica,
fraria, Algeria, India, China, Spain and

you may

paration, however much

icated, Sept. 14th.
for 1879, which has just been published,
The Marion, Ohio, Presbyterian church
'or
ps
bisho
1,148
1st,
July
ox
were
there
by death one of its aged and substanlost
c
Catholi
Roman"
“the
in
the aséhbisops
tia] ‘members, ‘in the person of John

redemp-

CAUTION.
mitted:
EXTRACT Jil
The : genuine artis

POND'’S

of the ‘church of Christ in these days,
when the Great Captain is riding
on in

the yreatness of his strength leading

Eyes.

sician
Female Complaints.
the majority of female

on May 1st, 1879, is: Synods, 38; Presof its $60,000 debt. The |
diers of the Cross, says one captain un- byteries, 179; ministers, 4,937; church- for the paymentranging
from $1.00 to $10,ions,
subscript
der the Great Leader. Are not Chris- es, 5,415; added on examination, 29,196,
on condition that the
tians forgetting these marching orders? on certificate; 20,623; communicants, 000, were madeshould be raised.
Last
whole amount
be n so much said about
Has there not
adults, 10,018; in- week the money wus'in the bauk, and the
baptisms:
574,486;
consolations
apd
privileges, and joys,
fants, 18,501; Sabbath-school scholars,
made out for every dollar of
that believers have forgotten the tug and. 614,744, Contributions : llome Missions, checks were
Advance,
dness.—
indebte
the
strain of the wrestle with the principaliForeign Missions, $381,568;
Kothah-byu, the first
-ago
years
_Fifiy
ties and powers of darkness, the exertion $390,685;
Education, $82,585 ; Publieation, $29,715;
was baptized
Karens,
the
the
for
among
race
the
of
convert
panting
and
sweat
and
$124,477: Relief Fund, in Burmah.
Erection,
at the
Church
present
was
wife
His
church
the
still
ze? Is not the church
$43,960; SustenFreedmen,
anniversary of his baptism, which
fiftieth
militant? Is not Satan still besieging the $57,328;
Assembly,
tation, #$17,379; General
edication: of
soul of man? Is the victory over our- $40,823; for ‘congregational purposes, was kept in May last by the
worship.
public
for,
hall
l
Does
memoria
won?
large
a
already
foes,
our
over
selves,
$779,635.
miscellaneous,
$6,811,768;
who was

not God still scourge every son he receives? We fear that un religion which costs
nothing will be worth nothing, ‘that one

Ct.

|T

efficacious, and mothers who have once
it will never be without it.
:
No phy-

been great and beneficial. He bas preared for publication over sixty volumes,
Among these, his
fetes pamphlets.
lectures on Christian Theology reached a
fourth edition, his lectures on ‘Pastoral

members,

“THE

and
a demiy used
25m s,
Nipple

who

of Authors, 15¢.

Game

10c,

ness,

HUTCHINS, A.B Pinel
For
er
culars,
ress
AYES, Sec. Trustees.
PEpeipal, or, ELIHU
. W. Lebanon, Me., July 25, 1878.
R& GRANDE COLLEGE.—Rio Grande, Gallia:

HE above is the title of an Essay delivered before the Iowa Yearly Meeting upon the issues
between Free Baptists and :other Denominations.
The Conference voted to request its Sohiicaston,
It has been done ut the Morning Star Ofiice, and 1s
being read with inverest AMOBE our people in
was prepared.
Towa, for. whom, ehiefly, the work
But it deserves to be more generally read, and I
hereby call attention to it, and urge the purchase.
and reading by any and all interested in the sube Issues between Baptists and
cct discussed.
edobaptigts, and between Liberal and Unliberal Baptists are SJoarly and Joreibiy. put.
O. E. BAKER, WATERLOO,
ADDRESS REV.

For Broken Breast, Sore

have gradusied from this institution, has

0.

H.

Any one wishing to
MORNING STAR OFFICE.
take a quantity, to sell at. Quarterly and Yearly
TtItching:
or
Bleeding
Blind,
Meetings can obtain them at a large discount by
WALL ST, N. Y.,
is the greatest known remedy; rapid- applying to W. O. SAYLES, 10
21tf
g when other medicines have failed,
the cash accompanying the order.

Pi les,

eign Bible Society is but five years older.
A new M. E. church at Watson, Mo.,
the Rev. J. A. Showalter, pastor, was
dedicated by the Rev. ,0. 5S. Middleton, Duties,a second, and his reply to Dr.
The sum of $605 was secur- Judson, on Baptism, a third.—CongregaJuly 7th.
N
ed, providing for the entire indebted- tionalist.
accepted
has
ness.
The Rev. Dr. James Eells,
Rev. John G. Bryant, recently ordain- the Professorship of Sacred Rhetoric and
ed at the Protestant Episcopal church of Pastoral Theology in Lane Theological
the Holy Trinity, in Philadelphia, ex- Seminary, Cincinnati, Ohio.
pects to become a missionary in Liberia
The new freshman class at the Univeras soon as he has completed a briet sity of California is said to number about
course of medical studies. He is a na- ninety, and there is a possibility that it
tive of North Carolina, and was born in may rise to ono hundred.
emancipated at an
slavery, but bring
The Oak Park Congregational Church
Liberia.
early age, wentto
of Chicago loses its pastor, the Rev. Geo.
A special fund is to be raised in Eng- Huntington, by his acceptanze of the Proland in aid of the Chatch- Missionary fessorship of Rhetoric and Logie in CarlSoviety as a memorial of ‘the late Frances
ton College, Minn.
:
Ridley Havergal.
A new Congregational church was orThe corner-stone has been laid of the ganized at West Branch, Mich., AuFirst Methodist Episcopal church in gust 8th.
:
Thayer, Kansas.
Over half of the eleven churches in
The King of Belgium has addressed Duluth, Minn., built in its days of great
an autograph letter to Bishop Crowther, expectations, are now unused for regular
congratulating service.
a full-blooded African,
him on his successful missionary work on
Plymouth Church, Chicago, through
:
the Niger, Africa.
personal solicitation of its pastor,
the
The last census of the Presbyterian Rev. C. H. Everest, and a few leading

Church, North, made for the year ending

flake, etc.,
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byterian missionary. A newspaper, half
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that this religion might
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lady each year, says the Titusville (Pa.)
Herald, spends a-part—of her large income in building a church somewhere in
the country.

Christlike,

splendid,
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more than eighty years old, has built a
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e lost for-.
which others may’ fall and
The Baptist denomination numbers, in
ever—God forbid it! To guard against Michigan, 330 churches and has an agthis, we shall do well to improve by try- gregute of 17,441, makiog an’ average
ing to.gain control over ourselves, and of eighty-three members to a church.
particularly over our tongues. Would Seventy-nine churches only exceed one
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It is said that the receat union of Methodists'in Ireland has occasioned quite a
surplus of ministers, the number being,

such they should seek to be as much like
him as possible. Never should they foret that by their inconsistencies they inict upon the cause of Christ the deepest

hap-

purchased

as

are the Saviour's representatives,

prepares him for eternal righteousness
and glory, makes
and peace, and joy
the highest knowledge,
death the portalto
piness—this religion was

or

is

word,

‘But however this may be, Chris-

offense!

tainment to another and that a loftier one,

the humiliation, the sorrow

find untimely

in

thun

a church for the Congre-

towards building

Christ-like or perfect as he can ever be
in this world. Sometimes the excuse is
made for evil speaking, that the person
is thoughtless, that he does not mean
what he says. But is thoughtléssness
really any excuse? Does it not add to the

There is some truth in what

the greatest hoor, pure and perfect

never

expression

less
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le life, if indeed they shall take, on organized life at all.—Congregationalist.-

sufficiently careful as to what we say or
when we say it. The apostle tells us,
«¢ If any man offend not in word, the same
is a perfect man, and able also to bridle
the whole body.” This is strong lan-

industrious

letter from an estimable and

churehes will come forward

itis true. Nor fis this all. The evil
thing set forth is widespread, all but

-tb
0+

all irregularities of the

‘There will be an

150 meeting-houses,

of

yet every word

most deadly evil, and

'N. N. H. Three

the first Tuesday
of
H. Hutchins, A. M,,

weaknesses and diseases upon which debil-.

urgent demand for this number, apd if
the funds are only forthcoming, many

says about it in the third chapter of his
Epistle. It is a terrible description of a

:

—Anon.

Cue =o

tion, ladies would soon really. be what they’
now. seem to be. ' It readily corrects those:

this year with which to build no less than

has a doubt as to the importance of this
discipline, let him read what St. James

Then, my God, I thank thee, bless thee,

yspepsia, torpid liver, and constipation.
If a small per cent. of this sum were in-,
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easily seen,

At length thé

‘summit

was

SEPTEMBER 83, 1879.
Editor.

Aa All communications designed for publication
hould be addressed to the Editor, and all letters
on business, remittances of money, &c., should be

addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N. H.

Saussure, Balmat, and the comparatively
few persons whe have performed this per-

ilous feat. For the ascent is really dangerous.. Persons who accomplish it must
be of robust health, and then they often
suffer severely.

EDITORIAL

CORRESPONDENCE.
CHAMOUNIX,

The rarity ‘of that

up-

1.per air disturbs the fonctions of the heart,

July 31, 1879.

‘* Chamounix is excellently

ing space of fifty miles or more; then you

unfurled, a cannon‘from our “hotel “yard
antiounced the awrival, and four. more

names were written beneath those -aft,De
6G. F. MOSHER,

still from lake Leman with an. interven-

reached, the flag thatihg patty bore” vas

the skin

peals

off sometimes

from

the

realize its great hight, you feel its majesty, and hail it as the Monarch

of, Mount-

ains. That is also true with respect to
some men. We think less’ of Napoleon
since we have seen here how he despoiled every country that he conquered of its
art treasures, to enrich the capital of
France, even seizing the bears of Berne
and transporting them to Paris.
Speaking of Berne reminds us of what
an odd, ridiculous place it is. It is the
city of bears. The bear, if not its patron

approach- : whole person, and the strengthis exed by Tete Noire,” wrote a friend to us hausted for weeks if’the health be not
saint; is its patronized animal. - It-keeps
after we had entered on this tour. He permanently ruined. But the guides get
a pit of bears, which are supported at the
wrote truly, for the journey over the their $150 each, and the othérs a certain
public expense. There is a figave, of a
mountain is by a much rougher road than amount of distinction, and so each ‘party
bear at almost every ‘corner, In ‘one of
we found over the Simplon, meeting more feels repaid. As difficult as the feat is,
its public squares there is a statue of one
nearly one’s idea of Alpine travel, and several women have already accomplishof the national heroes with a bear in a
then one does not come too suddenly, ed it, and to-day an English lady has
most comical attitude holding the hatof the
«either, upon the oppressive grandeur of reached the summit of the Aiguille du
gentleman in bronze. Its drinking fountMt. Blane. From Martigny to the sum- Midi, the highest needle point, or sharp
ains, of which there are many, are often
mit of the Tete Noire pass was a long, crag, in the Mt. Blanc range, which is
supported by bears in the most amusing
tedions ascent, but there was no monotoconsidered a really more difficult and positions. The Bernese mind seems to culny in it, for we were able to make fre- dangerous task than the ascent of Mt.
tivate the mirth-provoking
and ridiculous.
quent excursions on the side of the Blanc itself.
The principal clock-tower in the city is
mountain,
finding
strawberries
‘and
Speaking of the feats of women, we
blueberries in abundance, frightening were much more interested in the specta- furnished with a dumb show, which exhibits each hour and
which
consists
the black squirrel and weasel from cle of a fresh young couple that we overof a proud-looking cock that flaps his

his

perch,

getting

excellent

views

of the lovely Rhone valley and the Bernese Alps beyond, and always coming
aipon the road somewhere further up, for
its course was so winding that much distance could be saved by taking what

might not be untruthfully called the perpendicular ascent. The descent was by
an unusually steep path, with locked
wheels, one horse hitched behind to steady
the carriage and the driver carefully
» leading the other. To enjoy mountain
travel, go by private carriage, as we came

over this pass.
We have spent two days and three
nights in this most interesting of all valleys--we count the nights,

for,

to

watch

the white summit of Ms. Blanc glistening

in the clear moonlight, and to see the

took coming down the Tete

Noire,

each

dressed in their home-made Sunday best,
gach wearing a gay rosette with flying

Claus looking fellow
who
solemnly
streamers on the left breast, he carrying a inverts
the
hour-glass
which
he
staff and smoking a pipe, while she bore holds in his hand, and
of a statéon her head a white-covered board, with ly procession of
animals, in which
rosettes and flying streamersat each cor- the bear leads off, followed by an elener, and upon which was a moveless,
phant, a sheep, a pig, a dog, etc.,—a
cushioned mass of something that we ‘happy family of both meek and ravenous
soon found to be a two-months-old baby,
beasts. In the Cathedral, whiclr has a
sleeping as sweetly as if in its cradle at remarkable organ, we found some elehome. And yet she tripped along down
gant wood carving in the choir, and in the

| the stony path, her hands by her. side,

and occasionally looking up at our passing carriage, as if she bore a much less
precious burden on her head. It was
some Francois and Elise,

we learned, go-

ing down to the church in the valley
have the baby christened.

to

moon herself finally disappear behind its
Geneva, Aug. 2. We reached Geneva
«dome as though sinking in a field ofsnow,
«casting long shadows down the valley, | by diligence, making the whole distance
and then to watch the stars gradually ap- of fifty miles in seven hours, the horses
proaching the rim of the mountains and f§ not varying from a trot fire minutes the
disappearing on one side while others whole distance. The road was a winding,
were as constantly appearing on the other, descending way down the valley © of
was full of satisfaction. Added to this the Arve, fifteen miles of it being so steep
was the constant roar of the Arve and the that only two horses were used, these
Arveiron as they united their torrents and simply to guide the great coach: carrying
‘went rushing down their steep and rocky thirty persons and their baggage, while
‘bed, and the heavy, echoing sound of the
it was held in check by a double break at
«cracking ice fields or the fall of banks of each rear wheel. The ride was a most
Snow far up the mountain. The valley of enjoyable one, being made in the cool of
Chamounix is to us most impressive by the morning, without dust, with Mt.
aight,
Blane growing higher and higher, apparWe have used the days here, first in an ently, as we left it, and the charming
excursion to Montanvert, about the hight prospect of the broadening valley openof Mt. Washington and overlooking the ing before us.
Geneva; the scene of Calvin's severe
valley of Chamounix and the Mer de
life and teaching, and of Voltaire’s atheisGlace, in crossing the Mer de Glace to the
Chapeau, whither our mules had been tic bitterness, is now a gay, handsome,
clean city, a little Paris, and .seemipgly
brought around from Montanvert; and
the second in the ascent of the Flegere. partaking more of - Voltaire’s gayety
than of Calvin's severity.
Its sitCrossing the Mer de Glace, which our
readers know is a vast field of ice pushing uation on the Rhone as it leaves lake
its way down the mountain gorge and be- Leman, with the lake spread out before
ing the principal glacier in the world, was it, is lovely indeed. In the church of St.
not difficult. With a steel-pointed- staff Pierre—the church’ of Seotland—is preand steel nails in the shoes, there is real- served the chair in which Calvin sat durly little occasion to heed the alarms that ing a part of his preaching services in the
are sounded by the guide-books. The city. Whether he occupied it or not when
priocipal thing is to observe the glacier. he condemned Servetus to be burned, we
But this can not be done to advantage on do not know. One sees here the other
- the glacier itself. We studied it much extreme of Swiss life. In the country and
more satisfactorily next day from the sum- mountainous sections it is a hard, severe
mit of Flegere, which faces it and enables life, the women engaging in the most
—

one to take in its whole contour.

One

then beholds it in its entirety, starting in

the snow banks

of the

Alpine

summits,

gradually forming into ice as its own
weight pushes it down the gorge, and so
-adapting itself to the contour of its path,
"bending over ridges, curving around
- sharp points and being compressed be» tween approaching cliffs, until it finally
reaches the point where the sun's heat
: beginsto overcome it and it goes foam-

“ing and rushing

toilsome of out-door

often

being" more

men.

manual

labor,

and

than

the

industrious

But here one sees the lightness

and ease that characterize

life

in Paris,

while the elegant and elaborate specimens
of wood-carving and the displays of jewelry and all golden and silver ornaments,

indicate the dexterity and genius of the
people.

Geneva

is

the

most

famous

watch-making city in the world, and the
displays
of goods in that line are remarkthe valley—the | #ble.

down

“rive Arveiron—tmelted
he snow ard ice |
of the Mt. Blanc range.

Nearly every

Interiaisf,

Aug.

4.

By

steamer to

gorge.in this range bas its glacier, many Lausanne on lake Leman, thence by rail
ofi them bearing on their surface the de-: via Fribourg with its immense organ, and’
ibris of the mountains that is ground off Berne with its bearssto Scherzligen on lake

‘by their progress.

The

‘moves only a few inches

Mer de Glace
a_ day.

Ii has

wings and crows, of a figure in armor
who hammers the hours, of a squat,Santa-

Thun,thence across the lake to Darlingen,

and thence by rail a mile around the head

already ground away much of the sides Of the lake and through’ a gap in the

of the gorge that confine it, and is now

mountains we approached this tourist ren-

along on its surface and often disappear-

shady

midst was a figure of a chubby child trying to kiss its toe, another of a bear-cub
dressed in cap and spectacles and sitting

in an arm chair, anotherof a boy sliding

‘There dre four potilical partiesin Cali-’ nary. Theré are also older ones who
fornia: the Republican, the Democratic, may indulge in it, ; It may, be cured by
the Working Men's and the New Con. coming in contact with: the people, (learnsitution. This latter party is known as
the * Honorable’ Bilks,” and is largely

ing their ‘wants,’ and

managed by politicians, who went into

ing greater love for souls than care
for

personal

vising the State Constitution, so as .to':be

the

hest
. examples

Berne

amused

us,

con-

andethat

was all. But it may be that the Ogre is
meant to represent Father time—or Satan—consuming the inhabitants of the
earth, and so has a useful lesson for such
as will be rightly impressed by it.
We go hence to Laaterbrunnen, the
Grindelwald, Lucerne and the Rhigi,

and

80 around to the Rhine.— G. F. M.
fp

App

THE KALLOCH AFFAIR.

A

late

item

of

Star, mentioned
Isaac S. Kalloeh,

in last week's

the shooting of Rev.
-in San. Francisco, on

‘Saturday week.
deed, Charles

news,

The perpetrator of the.
De

Young,

is

the.

senior

proprietor and editor of the Chronicleof
that city.

hoi

This affair brings to notice the name of
a man notorious in New England twenty
years ago. Mr. Kalloch is a native of
Maine, the son of a Baptist minister, as a

boy *¢ wild,” but becoming converted he
succeeded his father in the Rockland pul-

pit.

He

was

smart,— three

young,

handsome

qualities

which have been held in
many city congregations.
surprised to read that
when twenty-seven years

in

a

and

minister

high esteem by
Thus we are not
young Kalloch,
old, ‘was called

to the Tremont street Baptist church,
Boston, as the first pastor of a society
which afterwards built the famous

mont Temple.

Tre-

He gathered crowded au-

diences by his sensational preaching,
and, as the papers call it, became the idol

of the female members of his congregation. He flourished for a season, but, his
morals being at length questioned, he did

not have sufficient depth. of character

to

vindicate himself, although the jury disagreeing he
was
technically vindi-

cated.

After considerable agitation and

scandal he . retired from the ministry
in Boston and found an’ abiding place
in the

West,

where,

in

Kansas,

he

en-

gagedin stock-raising, and his popular
eloquence

was

in demand as a political

of

Paul and Christ.

loch was nominated for Mayor

by the

working men, the proprietors of the
Chronicle saw. the popular ability which
Mr. Kalloch would give to the Kearneyites, and set themselves to bring about
the withdrawal of Kalloch,
The latter

OURRENT TOPICS.

Kalloch's eastera troubles, and

the sacking and gutting of the Chronicle

offices and the lynching of the proprietor
who had shot Kalloch; but De Young
was hurried into prison by the police,
and the blood-thirsty multitude were prevailed upon to await Kearney’s arrival in
the evening.
The astuteness and the power of Kearney were here shown; for. when he came

would have control of the city government and then would have plenty of
chances to avenge the shooting of Kalloch ; but that, if they resorted to violence,
the military would prevail over them,
and the sympathies of the people, which
were

necessary

polls, would be

immense

to

their

taken

success

from

them.

at

the

preached to it, also how many languages

are spokenon the earth, ‘and into how
rather than the increasing prospenty of many of these the Bible has been translatthe United States. This is due to two ed. The entire population of the, globe

causes, one, that the relations between
Canadian business houses and banks and

those of London, are more

is estimated

York ; the other,
by

that

suffer.

At

present

der Christian

the Bible has been translated and

BRIEF

inviting.

——THE very surface indications of activity in business are more noticeable
than they have been any year, at this
Season, since the panic. And the indications are borne out by statistics and testimony of business firms. It is hard to find
a Boston merchant who will acknowledge
business dull, and many report that they
have more orders than they can fill.
From other points reports are nearly as
favorable. There is a general revival of
manufacturing interests,and labor is quite
fully employed ; this, of course, improves
trade. This, with the splendid harvest

Oné may be called a transient

substance,

the other an ‘enduring good. ' Retognizing then these truths, how

shall we not

Ira D. Sankey,

for his office-work, and when

Mr.

Moody’s

co-worker

in

evangelistic labors, has returned from Europe
with much improved health.
Does the Vermont Chronicle purpose to
send half a sheet to exchanges?

We feel

mov-

ed to exhort it that if its pagesof selected mat-

ter are not sent us,it will be more careful in the

future to credit what it takes from

the

Morn-

ing Star's original matter.

The September number of the

Helper is out in good season.

Missionary

Its varied table

of contents, including another of Mrs. Hills’

reminisc
of -the
ence
first years
s

to

remove all symptoms of despondency and
apprehension, and men look, with the
strongest hope, for coming prosperity.

of our India

mission, furnishes
facts and incentives to
mission work, and is deserving of the’ wide
reading which is already given to it.

There is at least one plucky man
left in
Memphis.
Major Fred Nicholls, of the Avalanche, is the only member of the staff who

has not fled from the city.

and prints the paper

He edits, sets type

without

alone stood to his post during
demic.

assistince.

investment:

best, the stock offered

should

He

last year's epi-

The Christian Union does not think

of mining stocks as an

much

*“ At

the

be regarded as

equivalent to lottery-tickets, with the strong
probability that there are no prizes at all in the

lottery.

To

meddle

generally to throw

with
away

mining

stocks

money

for

is

experi-

ence which can be had more cheaply by prfiting by the experience of others.”

:

THE RELIGIOUS OUTLOOK.
Spina

Protestantism

Bohemia

is the

of Austria,

and

in Bohemia.

north-western
contains

province

a population of

about five millions of people.
Itis surrounded by mountain ranges of considerable hight.
Many of the peaks are covered

with snow during the whole year. The cli-

mate is cool, tough milder in

The

people™te

usually

the valleys.

industrious

and

thrifty, and dre devoted to agriculture, mining, and a variety of manufactures, especially those of glass, paper, linen and woolen goods.
;
The langunge is regarded as one of the
most complete and elegant of modern
tongues, though somewhat complicated in

its structure.

to be one of
translations
introduced
century, by
and spread
ince.

The Bohemian Bible is said

the most elegant and scholarly
ever made.
Christianity was
into this country in the ‘ninth
Swatopluk, King of Moravia,
rapidly throughout the prov:

By the zealous labors of John Huss, Je-

rome of Prague, and their fellow-laborers,

«Silently, but potently, the minds of the
young and inexperienced are kindled
with the fires of hell that blaze through
their pages; Sllemsly yout with irresistible
charm; some fulse ideal
of character and
speech and action takes possession of the

the people were so thoroughly prepared for
the. Reformation that it struck its roots
deep into their hearts, and attained a strong

growth Amongst them. Here, too, the fires
of persecution raged With intensest fury.

impressible imagination, and leaves an

At the beginping of'thé Thirty Years’ Was,

‘influence that. pervades, like a poisoned.
this is ac- atmosphere; one's whole futare career.

honor the minister, and even’ love him,

or liturgy.” says
after fallible men
:
¢
gives its opinion
a perfectly sanctiimproved just a

little,”

Jesus Christ. Or, to use the figure of this class of literature which* swarms the
Paul, they are “‘earthen vessels” contain- country, very truly says:
infinitely greater, worth of the treasure.

NOTES.

“ The sanctity of a creed
the Independent, “ begins
have adopted it.”
The Christian at Work
thus: “ We have never seen
fied man who could not be,

——ON the first of October next an extenand dispersed.
sive reform in the purchase and sale of a
We have reviewed the affair at some large variety of articles will go into effect
length in order to bring prominently to. in the important centers of trade throughview some of the worst features of politi- out the country. Quantities of articles as
cal mud-throwing, and also of some of grain, beans, &e., will be estimated by
the most dangerous tendencies of our so- weight instead of measure.
Practically,
cial life.
it willbe but a substitution of a direct
Is the gospel of glad tidings. which for the now round-about method. For a
brings peace on earth and good will tow- bushel of wheat, Yor example, is not what
ard men, being preached to the common fills a bushel measure, but a number of
people as Christ would have it preached? pounds, varying in different States. The
new method will have the advantage of
—————
simplicity. The unit of measure being
THE VEHIOLE AND THE FREIGHTAGE. the pound, but all transactions of any
* The conveyance and the conveyed are amount will be expressed in ceatals, or
each valuable, and have important offices one htindred pounds. California adopted
to fill. When each is assigned its true the system long ago. The Parliament of
place, and fills its proper office, there is Great Britain last year passed an act sanca ‘proper adjustment of things, and all is tioning the cental as a legal weight.
well. Otherwise, there is wantof harmo- Now being adopted by the United States
ny and evil. It should be understood, it insures the complete displacing of the
however, that the freight is ordinarily of old bungling method.
far greater value than the vehicle. The
lives of the passengers are of incompara- ——Ir is hardly possible to speak too
bly more importance than the car in strongly against the great evil of bad litwhich they ride. There are a variety of erature in our country. The principal of
particulars in which these principles are one of our reformatory institutions for
especially applicable. Let us notice one boys, having carefully examined the mator two of them. Itis highly proper to ter, recently said that the chief cause of
think well of ministers. They are to be their vicious and abandoned behavior was
‘ esteemed highly in love,” though + for to be found in the miserable fictitious
their work's sake.” And heréin is stated trash and mock-heroic pictures with which
the correct course of action. . They are, they had become familiar and out of
at least, only vehicles bearing a precious which they had forme imitative ideals of
freightage which is none other than the conduct. The Christian at Work, comglorious gospel of our Lord and Saviour menting on the amount and quality of

The vessels having

printed

in nearly two hundred different dialects,

The

slight worth in contrast with the almost

Of course a

of languages and dialects spoken among
men, we can not ascertain definitely, but

the

throng listened, were quieted

ing a * treasure.”

influences.

much larger number has heard something of the gospel. The whole nuniber

as

the Canadas to our own country. The
expensive government, many incompleted enterprises, like the trans-continental
railroad, and the effects of hard times, do
not show for Canada prospects altogether

much

of

bly, about 360,000; and these represent a

drain of enterprise and emigration is from

of the Western States, has done

*1,350,000,000,

population of 2,000,000, more or less un-

it is otherwise Canada, being the weaker,
will generally

about

heathenism, under the influence of the
modern missionary movement, is proba-

eur

misfortunes and nidde a market by sapplying our deficiencies, and consequently
now suffers from reaction, The natural
business relations of the Dominion should
be with the United States, and so long

at

which number, about one-third is Homi.
nally Christian. The number of persons
who have professed conversion from

intimate than

Canada, like England, flourished

stories of

I9”A CORRESPONDENT asks what pro‘| portion of the earth has had the gospel

~~—CANADA seems tobe Sharing the hard
times and business depression of England,’

to bribes or threats.
Then the
Youngs, of the Chronicle, raked up

published them with all the versatile embellishments of a vile newspaper. Kalloch replied, at a large public gathering,
in a vituperative and scandalous attack
on De Young's career, which induced
the latter to immediately resort to violence.
The result of the tragedy was to cause
the general assemblage of the Working
Men's party, the most of whom were for

to be satisfied with a few. spasmodic ef.

Par
rere

with those ofNew

De
the

In the work of the world, of ‘the’ church,
let us all make it our aim to have a place,
and do something in any way possible for
correcting the wrong, for helping to bet.
ter our social condition. * We ought not

forts, but to ‘work for steady and con.
tinued progress, to maintain a permanent
activity.
FE hed
P

—

refused to withdraw, and would not listen

that, in a few days, if they would but restrain themselves,
the working
men

sumption.

style

the, Working Men's party afew months
since and lent the influence of that: paper
to the ¢ Honorable, Bilks” or the New!
Constitution party. «When Rev. Mr, Kal-

figures of the twelve Apostles, and other
sacred characters. And it was in the

in theact of swallowing one,and others are

of

‘among us at a comparatively recent date.
Then there are those earlier, éxamples,—

upon the scene, the crowd was howling

bungat his girdle, ready for future

of the

Some

name
we huve
quoted:
The managers of the San Francisco (aronicle dropped

for the blood of the De Youngs, but his
words urged moderation, telling them

dren; his eyes are extended while he is

reputation.

preaching for whichwe contend may
be found in Such men as Dr, Nehémiah
of the working men, refused to. unite Adams; President Walker, Prof. Shepard,
with these politicians, and gave them the President. ‘Wayland:
who passed from

and cormidst of

hardly expect to find such contrasts.
Furthermore, another drinking fountain
represents an Ogre devouring small chil-

months of the year are counted on for

greater activity in Christian enterprise.

ready for the orfices when the new’ party
came into power. Kearney, thé ieader

of a sick bear, with restoratives
dials at hand—all these in the

where one would

understanding
the

they think, and hav-

the new working men's movement in. re-

down an inclined plane ou his face,
another of a lad shearing a lamb, another

church of Scotland, too,

language in which

we have no right to take-a vacation—in

the endeavor to do what we ought to do
for Christ—yet
nerally the cooler

Bohemia had a population

ef about

feur

millions,of which number ‘nearly fné-

speaker. But some sort of a money scan- ‘complished, relinquish our hold of him | ‘Surely, there is chance for work, forall tenths were Protestants; at the
‘bearing on its bosom great bowlders and
clos of
huge masses of rock and drift to be for it is in the midst of the Swiss lakes, dal in which he had a part, indaced him and’ accept whomsoever the Lord ‘may interestedin ‘the welfare of ‘society,
in that flerce conflict,
the number had been
Thun
and
Brienze,
with
a
charming
outfightin
g against this growing enemy to reduced to seven hundred thousand, Protto again emigrate. About ten years ago send in his place? Only as‘ we do" this
emptied into the valley as it approaches the
decent living, Every Christian minister (estantism seemed to be entirely crushed
San Francisco, and there built’ will normal results follow. '
‘melting point. The deep crevices in the. look on the Jungfrau, the most beautiful | he entered
=“ ¢
should speak strong words on the side of out. The prople were forbidden t5 profess
ice, the little torrents of water ‘rushing mountain in Switzerland. We sat in a ‘up the largest Baptist congregation on the
Again, language is a useful and valuable
dezvous—a quiet hamlet

arbor,

rightly named,

yesterday,

looking

out | Picific coast and was recognized as a leader

ing in the ice-abysses to reappear further through the pass of the Alps on its white,

among the popular orators of California.

down the gorge, the echo of falling rocks
-as they became loosened from the debris

A man stalwart, self-reliant and successful, in his appearance to any observer;

and went striking against the sides of the
ice-wells far down into the darkness, and
‘the slow, mysterious and almost’ inexpli-

«able movement of the glacier itself form«edan absorbing study.
These past two days have been made
" wapusually interesting for the: visitors “at
Chamounix, by the ascent of a party to
the summit of Mt. Blanc. There were
four in the party, each one being accom-

panied by two guides. The ascent oc«cupied one day and & portion of another,
the party resting over night at a small
cabin part way up the .mountsin. Fora
long time the climbers were lost to view,
‘but at length they appearefar
d up the
mountain, mere specks on its snowy face,
and by the aid of a glass their slow prog-

ress could be watched from our hotel.
The motions of the guides, cutting stairs
in the solid snow, helping along the nearly exhausted

members

of the party

by

_ lifting and pushing and pulling at the
ropes attached to them,

and

the various

Jaborious movements of the ascent

were

graceful form, clear and

distinct

against

the blue sky, and remembered how . tourists have spent day after day: here’ trying
in vain to look upon this maid of the

mountains, while she persisted in coyly
veiling her face in the clouds. We were
duly grateful for the favorable circumstance, as well as for the invariably clear
weather with which we have been favored during our whole progress in Switzerland. Over the Simplon, over the
Tete Noire,at Chamounix, on lake Leman

vehicle for the conveyance of a freightage
more valuable, known as thought. The

former assumes importance as- the ' result
of the importadt work which it accomsix feet in hight, broad-shouldered, big plishes.
Language, skillfully used, behead, and. withal a very good type of comes rhetoric. It is. not unfrequently
*tmuscular” Christianity, as itis defined the case that the true relation of thingsin

by worldly-mihded folk. With a little
more sensationalism, exaggeration, and
with a deep tinge of vileness inwrought
into this man’s

fit

subject

career,

it

would

make a

for’ a yellow paper-covered

book, such as Young America delights to
read

with

voracity,

There is a smart-

this ‘particular becomes inverted. The
words used over the’ figures of rhetoric

delightful.

This has taught us one thing

ular. potoriety in his strong language
about Mt. Blane, and it is this: if you against the Chinese, beginning a public
wish to really see it, and feel it, and be ‘prayer not very long since with the
strongly impressed by it, view it at a dis- words: ‘¢ We thank. thee,»O Lord, that
tance. We could not appreciate it at the Chinese must go.”
This endeared
Chamounix, when we werein its shadow.

The nearer and much lower peaks reaily
seemed higher.

But seen from St. Mar-

tin's,

miles

seventeen

awAy,

or

better

“ThE movement of the Southern negroes northward is still going on, but
more quietly than at first, The emigrants

which should be eyer a servant and never
a master, the most skillfully who makes
it simply the conveyancer of tbe precious
boon committed to its care. It's a grave
fault of the preacher, especially, to make
a reference, classical, historical or

tific, for the alleged

purpose

scien-

of making

clearer some religious truth, which

needs

the negro's birthright, and urging him. to
fight it out there. Professor Greener takes
the opposite view, and sees no hope for
his people but through an escape from
the social and political influences which

have made them what they are. =

——As a _rule vacations are ended—va-

cations of clerks,

teachers, | ministers.

After the

comes

vacation

work

for the

most of us.

of the audience.

working-men’s
San Francisco.

common with many young preachers us
they emerge from the college and semi-

office, the school, and the church will

be-

gin to spin with an energetic

Al

of

was so flerce and bitter as a)jmoat to justi-

fy Gibbon in saying ‘that the ‘persecutions
of Christidn Rome aguinsf Protestants,sur-

Of course, this dehberate preparation
takes the better class, the rest have slight
chance of improving their condition by

of itself to be explained to the great mass

for mayor

Even as late as 1750, “Antony Konlas, the
Jesuist, boasted that he had burned 60,000
Bohemian books. This Jesuitical reaction

are more prudent, finding out something
about the country and counting the : cost.

him to the Kearneyites of California, and
this season he w#s nominated as the

candidate

the evangelical faith. * Bibles and Protes—
tant ‘books were burned in ‘grest nutibers.

gid

pass those of heathen Rome against Christians. In épite of all opposition, a remnant
employed * usurp the’ rightfal plice of’ ‘change,
Professor Greener, tow of remained faithful to their convictions of
thought. Thete is a" grave’ faaly ih” the Howard Unjversity, and Frederick Doug- trath, and adhered firmly to the faith of
methods of the speakeror writer tho, lass have been discussing whether. the their fathers. ‘In 1771, an edict of tolera|
uses language, figares or illustrations exodus is''good for’ their people; Doug- tion was issued by Joseph II.,and since that
which, of themselves, arrest the attention ‘lass has from the beginning opposed
it,as time ‘they ‘have: been allowed to profess
of the hearer or reader more than the Mr. Garrison did, elaiming the South as thelr faith openly, and from that year dates

with Mt. Blanc towering high in. the | ness about
such a man which too often
southern sky, and across lake Thun, Sat- leads a Yankee boy to grow up into a
which is sought to be conveyurday evening, with the full moon man who forgets father and mother, sister edthought
or impressed.
He uses language,
shining on the Jungfrau, the Monch,

and wife, integrity
and peace of mind, in
the Eiger, the Schreckhorn and Wet- trying to equal or excel that smartness.
terhorn, the views have been clear and _ Of late, Mr. Kalloch has gained a pop-

right in'this ‘matter.

This fault

is,

however,

All the machinery of the
hum.

though there is one kind of work in which

the existence of the Reformed (Presbyteri-

an) church of Bohemia. It teaches the doctrines of the
q

Heidelberg

Catechism,

and

now fumbers 46 congregations and 51 ministers. It'is recognized and partially supported by the Austrian government, though
it derives but little. advantage, and suffers
‘many disadvantages, from its connection
with the state. The government would
not allow ‘them to become independent if
they desired to do so.
The Reformed congregations all belong

to the

Bohemian

nationality,

ard

their

services are conducted in that language.
Rev. Dr. Philip Schaff, of New York, has

=
been visiting these churches, Irecetifly, ind

both

we are indebted to's letter of his in'the

|

in en

id inte

“MORNYNG!
STAR, BEPTEMBER 5. 1679,
ak

power,

st
: Rasta

bE

not

only

Maine.

| times, and

time.

The

766;

when

fifty-three

ninited:

at ‘one’

I

The preaching was chiefly in the, afters |

snl Ch.
iiss

for. much contained in «character of the town schools for miles around | noon, and maay came up from town who were...
New York Observer
members of other congregations, and somes
them as earnest, | has been elevated fifty pet cent.” by ‘its ioflu- ‘tindes
describes
this article. He
from other’ Phd
3 ‘that fre‘ence,
Tt
has
struck
the
key
note
of
a
higher
«devout Christians; their worship is charfor simplicity and spirituality.

acterized

exercising
religion.

and friendsbe fully aware of the
doing, they would rejoicein the sacrifices they
have made, and hasten to remove. the embarrassments that hinder in a measpre its uses,

The Austrian constitation guarantees

from chapel

religious liberty,
but certain old laws and

services like

so many

persons

local enactments forbid all efforts to prop- returning home from, church, A score or
-more are expected to join, them during, the,
agate Protestant Christianity, The Goy- term...
al
«ernment seems to have rather faint ideas of + We spent a day or two, very: pleasantly in
infidel
blank
religious liberty,and to prefer
Troy with our old friend and veteran in every
ity to positive evangelical religion. , The good work,~Rev. N.. F. Weymouth. Last
work of Protestant

missionaries has

been

ed. The old spirit of intolerance is’ still greetings of old friends, but some of the pillars
M., who used to be bearers of buralive, bit can not Tong survive, and it is of that Y,
dens and in sympathy with all who were
hoped that before long, the Bohemian
"bearing burdens for Christ, were not there.
Christians will enjoy freedom to avow the They have answered to the roll call above.’
faith of their fathers, and to worship God Their memory is blessed. To-day we turn our
according to the dictates of their own con- steps homeward,
rested, invigorated, ensciences, with none to molest or make them couraged ; the joy of resuming labor after rest
being fully equal to that arising from gaining
afraid.
rest after labor,
A. L. GERRISH.
The Railway Boys’ Mission.
Pittsfield, Me., Aug. 25, 1870,
>
"This is the name of a London mission
started by Mr. H. Eliot Walton in DecemNova Scotia.
L
ber, 1874. We follow the account given
As Mr. Walton
YARMOUTH & SHELBURNE Q. M.
in the London Christian.
. The annual session of this Q. M. was held
saw these lads roaming the streets in
the evening and late at night, exposed to with the Center church, Cape Island, comevil influences with no one to care for mencing Aug. 16, On Saturday, at 2, P, M., a
conference was held which was largely attendthem, ‘‘he issued Invitations for a tea meeted, Rev, T. O. DeWitt, pastor of the church,

100 boys,

ing, and succeeded in collecting

presiding.

"This led to the establishment of an. educational class in his own house, and though
he began with only one: boy the number
After twelve months’
rapidly increased.
work among the boys at Nine Elms Station, he extended his operations to those
employed at Clapham Junction and Wat.
erloo. Converient premises were taken,
and classes formed ;but through insufficient
accommodation many had to be turned
away. The present temperary premises
at 10 High street, Vauxhall, are open evOn Sunday afternoon a Biery evening.

time

been

carried

on,

making,

and

wood

Revs.

number

J. I. Porter, W. Weston, C. M&Cann, Wm.

chose for his

of the

young

members.

. It

tance of such a work as

this,

them

Christian

ing service the ordinance

to extend * their

doubly

im-

gen-

There

sand memories, and the cordial groeting of old
once,
Our stay here his revealed to us the
progress made in morals, intelléctual culture,

and religion, during the past thirteen years.
Since Pittsfield has become a place of denominational interest and a source of denomina‘tional power, it may not be uninteresting to
glance at those thirteen years 'of its history.

Our pastorate here commenced

Aug.

1, 1866.

Central Institute

was opened in a hall in an attic over a two
story building, with A. Given, now pastor, of

the Greenville R.. I: church, Principal.

The

<hurch numbered six members, only two, of
whom were actual. residents of the town.
The only church edifice was a*‘Union church,”
#0 called. It was old, cold and out of repair,
and could accommodate only about 150 . pertwo

years

we

occupied

‘this, half of the time, the Universalists
oceupying it the other half. In those days the
‘stores vere not all shut on

the . Sabbath;

frequently more persons were
at

the

‘with the above

liotel

seen

than

furnishes
‘state

of

a

houses

business may be seen:

The

and

on

would.

great

affairs.

‘hundred and seventy

the
be.

About

and

at

contrast
one

places. of

old church

has’

passed into ‘the bande of the Universalists;
they have repaired, enlarged, and made it an
ornament te the place. The; Methodists have

built a new chapel, and the Maine Central Institute has been erected, in the hall, of which
our church worships.’ In this hall, there is

room for five' hundred

sittings. . The

is appropriately observed.

Sabbath

: The Pioneer wool-

en mill has been added to the catalogue

of in-

dustries. The streets have been greatly
improved and some two miles of plank sidewalk
have Been laid in and about the village.
The
improvement is quiteas marked in the agri~

cultural interests in the vicinity, Pastures
and: waste land, covered With stunjps and

stones, have become well éultivated fields, and
the farm buildings show the
«care of their occupants.

good

taste and

The heavy mails which come into

office duily, show

that

think for themselves.

The

generally reported being in a

in

was
sys-

further developed.”
which

consideration

both pustors and

A

people,

hearty

thanks was passed to the Island

from

vote

of

brethren for

their generous hospitality.
Delegates were
appointedto General Conference.
The entire
session was one of deep interest, and complete

harmony prevailed,

-

tue

next

of meeting,

and

Of
the

*'We could

but rejoice

The church in Farmington seemed to
prospering under, the
€arnest working
their pastor; Rev. J, Burnham Davis. .

i

v

Hillsdale is a pretty ‘little city in Southern
Michiganof about 4000 - inhabitants, situated

be
of

D. WATERMAN. ,
O-b-8

Chica-

The

council appointed

by the Winchester

the

the

people

The Institute

post-

read

and

has

been

rowers, who haye been victorious at
. many standing outside who could not find even
tests this summer, one at Saratoga, and one standing room inside. The council proceeded
aes
here.
with their business at 7:30 o'clock, which lastBut of more interest than all else to F. Bap- ed until 11:30 o'clock. The church, consisting
tists is the fact that Hillsdale is the religious of nineteen or twenty members, was first exand educational center of the denomination in amined and set apart as an independ ent body,
the West. Here has been located for the past aecording to our usages. Bro.J. W. Jenkins
twenty-five years Hillsdale College, which has
ed closely respecting his

sent out hundreds of graduates, and educated
thousands who are scattered up and down. our
broad land, and not a few of whom have gone

to heathen lands; and whieh will continue, to

form the mind and heart of generations yet to
be. Hence this sketch of Hillsdale Free Baptist church.
Hillsdale College was

I
opened

was

1855, and a church

November

7,

same

organized the

These
month, consisting: of eight: members,
were E. B. Fairfield, H. E, Whipple, Alonzo
(Hopkins, 8. R. Hawkes,A, W, Munger, Wm. J.

Linsley, David Bayliss and G, P, Ramsey. A
fow days after the names. of W. I, Reynolds
and H. J. King and

ten

others,

were

added,

and from that time
ly.

the
|

church

grew
|

rapid:

meetings were held in the : college
building, the preaching was done by tha. college faculty, Profi H. E. Whipple was the
first pastor, associated in pulpit ministrations

| Y The

with Pres. Fairfield.

This continued for a lit-

tle over one year, when, in the early part of
1857, Prof. R. Dunn became pastor, and con-

tinuedin this relation till 1869,
twelve years.

his

During

a period

pastorate

of

there

were frequent revivals, no term of school passing without some conversions
among
the
students.
The years particulatly, noticeable ‘were ’58,

when nine were

baptized

when

were

forty-six

time, ’59,

at one

received

at

different

ing satisfactory, he wus at once ordained in
the following order: Reading appropriate

Scriptures by Rev. C. €. Wainwright; - Laying

on of hands and prayer by Rev. J. Wi
Right ‘hand

of

Myers;

fellow-

ship and sermon by Rev. B. ‘Kirk. Bro. Jen

‘kins is a young

man

of marked

intelligence,

He, having a ‘call
are acquainted with him,
from the church, was left to labor among his
own people, where much good has already
been
d
through
his efforts,

Fem

gone

B, F.. Fox.

x

©
+404

On the 3d Sibbath of July, two were baps
tized and added to the church at West Stes
phentown,N, Y.,and on the4th Sabbath of Aug.,

the pastor had the pleasure of baptizing four
others, including a young husband and wife,
to all of whom the hand of fellowship was

extended at the water.

It was a very precious

season, witnessed by a large concourse of
Thus the Lord continues to encourpeople.
age our hearts, by adding to our number such
as we trust will be saved, and all this at a time
And yet we
of no special revival, interest.
trust some are really desiring to find this true
and living way.

J. FULLONTON,

g

re-

York.

Books

v CA Bickford
Farmington
N H.,
B Cox Oto Stone Co Mor i

Benevolent
Societies.
August Receipts,

1y24

FM
Mre Henry White Volga

ty Io
Calboun & No BranchQ M

BENSON'S CAPCINE
‘POROUS
plist 5
FOR WOMEN & CHILDREN.

Mich
St Joseph's Valley
Ch Laconia NH

in another

for

one

Ch

is

good,

twenty

Masters writes from Orbeston,
under date of Aug. 25: ‘‘ Have
very enjoyable time sinee I last

wrote

Many

have

come

———————

of active

out

on

VERMONT Y. M., West Topsham, Sept. 11.
J0WA STATE Y. M, Pleasant Hill, Jones Co.Oct. 3.
NORTHERN KAN. & 80. NEBRASKA Y. M., Salem,
Neb., Sept.d.
CENTRAL II. Y. M,, Ashley, Sept.5.
FREE BAPTIST Y. M., Nova Scotia, Beaver River,
Yarmovoth Co., Sept. 11.
:
INDIANAY. M.. Zion church. Sept. 12.
Bo).& Mass.Y. M., Union church, Foster, R. I,, Sept.
16-18.

the good work here goes on, and the little vine
planted has grown'to the number of twentythree ‘members, and still’ others are getting
ready to join in with us.”
Rev. A. Jones, of Marion, is recreating in
New York....Rev, S. D. Bates, pastor of Cen-

in receiving
few
!

Printing
Establishment.
The Corporators of the Freewill Baptist Printing
Establishment are hereby notified that the annual
meeting of said corporation for the choice of officers
and the transaction. of other business, will be held at
their office in Dover, N. H., on Wednesday, Sept. 17,
1. D. STEWART, Sec.
at ll, A.M,
Dover, Aug.19. 1879.

Wisconsin,

Quarterly Meeting

Two were baptized and three were received
M.

Christians,

Spencer is on ‘the Wisconsin Cen-

Sabbath.

tral railroad. Any of our ministers passing
that way please give them a helping hand.

Sept. 12.

WINONA

North Carolina.

baptized

and

;

forty-twe,

weeks and many have been

within

brought

fold of the Great Shepherd.’

a few
into

ws

D. B. Crufts, their

arp

of the, business

of the mext

Ioping that they will accept

Portage

and

will

of

‘be

conference.
proceed

a

to

Next session with the Chingrin Falls church,
commencing Friddy, November . 21." Preaching, kriday evening. . Conference, Saturday, at

2 o'clock.

-

DD. B. CRAFTS, Clerk.

WESTMORELAND Q. M.—Held its last session
with the, Bellevernen chureh in connection
with the camp-meeting, Rev. J. W. Hills,
Revs. A. F. Bryant, of N; 'Y., G.
chairman.
C. Baker, of Ohio, — Loomis and wife (Free
Methodists) were present and preached during
Among the business transacted
the session.
was the following: Committee on Missions,
Rev. J. W. Hills and. Bro. W. Corwin, of
Bellevernon church, Rev. S. G. Smutz, Jacob's
Creek church, and Dea. Henry Gallagher of
the
Latrobe church. Voted, That we petition
titi
Central Association for an appropriation of
$100, to be expended in evangelistic . labor
within this Q.
M.
Next term to be with the Jacob's Creek
8. G. SmuTz, Clerk.
church, Oct. 11, 12.

WINCHESTER Q. M.—Held

its last

with the St. John’s church, Luray,
Ld

KLEswoRrTH Q. M.2d Hancock church; Sept. 19. Con-

ference, Friday,at I, P.Ms, in the F.B. vestry...
Th
' other meetings during the session, in'the Unlon meet~
ing-house atthe Corner , so called.

G, Clerk.

‘0. W.YoUX

!

J

:

ie

Cone
First Effingham ehurch, Clerk.
| WorrEORO Q. M.. .5.°
JF.PARKER,

session

Aug.

16—

Sunday=-School
Sunday-school

reports

year

P. 0. box 2817, New

willdesire

10 Know

entertain.

We

how

many

and

whom

they

will bold onrselves responsible

are to

to

pro

their names, and, of
vide homes for »ll those sending
for those who neglect
course, expect to do the same

but for.them we make no pledge.
|- this request,
C.EUB.
he
2136

At the time of the eonsolidation of the Iowa North
Meeting the Woman's
Towa Yearly
ern with the
Mission Society. of the Iowa Northern Y. M. so
make it vmbrace the
to
as
amended their constitution

Towa Y. M, in its new organization,
to its custom of holding

a meeting

And,

at

each

according

session of

the Y. M., it will be expected that the Woman's Miss
Sue. will meet at the com ing session of the Y. M., at
N. W.BIXBY,
Pleasant Hill, Jones Co. Oct. 3.

1%

:

95

2,00

1.20
11.10
1.20
00

S50
3.10
4.66
220

£0
445
60
5
i

1,04

3.00
5.00
7.00

St Me

5.00

3.14

1.04

6.00
10.00 |
3.67
4.03
1.00
2.00

4.66
100
2.00
1
1.00
1.57
3.00
5.86

3.60
1.00
1.00

2.00
51.50
1.00
25.00

51.50
1.00
25.00
7730
2.00
5.50
5.00
5. 0
27.12

680.07 | 224.82
4139
N, FERNALD, F. Sec.

BIBLE SCHOOL FUND,
August payments,
t
Con. P.

A H GatesJohnstowu

--10.00-

10,00

NY

Gertie M Cheney E Hamlin N Y
¥
J L, Higbee Cataraugus
Thos L Angell Lewiston Me
I
GreenvilieR
OrraA
E J Whittier Topsham Me
C E Tedford Brunswick
'
Julia E Phillips India
D Greene Fairport
NY
Mre CA Clark Lénora Kan
Rec’d by the treasurer:
Collections of C B Mills

Lewieton,

on N,
25.00

Thos W Angell Prov R I
Mrs PG Cartis Concord N H
1da V Graves Brunrwick Me
L Dexter Prov--R I
Jos Watson NY city
Anna L Hall Topsham Me
Robert Dick Buffalo N Y
L A Faunce Rirristucgbh

50.00
1.00

1.00

Int.
1.50
1.75
30
6,00
6.00
1.50
14.50
1.32

2.36

1.0
5.50
8.00
1.50
oh
150
3.00
140

14.23

31.32

109.23

83.30

E.N. FERNALD, 7. Sec.

Me, Sept. 1.

“Married
#n East Parsonsfield,
Me., Aug. 7, by Rev. F. W.
Powne, Mr. Frank ‘W, Roberts and Miss Mercy A.
Weeks, both of P.

In Kennebunk,

‘ALL delégates ard other persons expecting to attend
the Central Association at Norwich, N. Y.. Sept. 23, 24,
and who wish accommodations provided for them, are
to
requested to write C. E. Brockway, Norwich, N, ¥., to
that effect. By so doing, places will be assigned
‘those from abroad, and savas willbe sent giving name
of fondly, street and number, where they are to stop,
the parties, tobe accommodated,
Please Slate whether
with the above notice
are men or women. Compliance
is the more essentjal because entertainment must be,
of our
ontside
to a considerable extent, secured
¢hmreh and congregation, and such persons, especially.

20

2.00

B.

are

o

2135

York, N.Y.

4
1.00

2.05
1.00

:

for the current

87

46

>

Lew iste, Sept. 1,

Union.

The
to
coming in very slowly. All reports should be seat acthe Cor. Sec. by Sepi. 10, and contributions shouldletter,
registered
or
company report by P.O. order
Y. M, agents will forward all reports received at early
made
date, 8o that & good report of our schools may be Sec.
E. W.PAGE, Corl
sarie
ersaries,
at the 3 Anniver

Rt

0.00

Rock River Q. M Ill
TY MI
Cleveland 3S MO
+»
Woman's M Soc Farmington
i
T W Rogers E Paw Paw Ill
Ch Atlivs N
f
ec'd by the treasurer:
Ch Branch
Mich
Ch Wamplers Lake Mich
BF Boller
do
Ch Fairfield Mieh
Dorcas Hannaford N Hampton
NH
.
Little Estate Hatley P
Mrs 4 Clough Concord
b
Nathan Rackley Weldon 111
ViYMVt
:
¥
A friend Sanbornton N H
Ch Fiatt111
Zi
A friend Dever
NH
O A Smith
!
Cen Asso NY

of Sépt.,80 that the report of tlie** Parent Society” may
givea fair exhibit of the work done in the denomina;
.
tion the past year.’
A. L.GERRISH, Cor. Sec. Home Miss. Soc.
:
Olneyvile, R. I Aug! 23,1879.
2¢

Q.

resignation

présent ‘clerk,

Clerk.

1.50

100

Mich
he

‘Opening

ALS. Hiro.

ha

bas

g

5.00

5.00

So
1.20
11.20
1.20
1.00

their respective societies to the subscriber by the 15.h

IGEAUGA & PORTAGE'Q. M.~Held its last
gesdion with the Grové, church, ‘Aug. 1—3.
he usual course of business in conference wus
ne,
he
gl
.
M. are hereby notitied thas the

:
Q.M, Lowville, Sept.12.
WM. H, MERROIAN, Clerk.

2.60

11.64

1.20

i
Ch Lowell Mt VV Mass
o Garland ug
‘h
Rochester
Little Mission Stars do for
India schools
Ch Rockdale Pa
Ch Salem Pa
A Losee Atlantic Pa
Mrs L G Mowrey Minneapolis
Minn
i
Geneses QM Mich
wm iss M Curtis Kennebunk Me
C G Flint Sutton Vt
Mrs May Hayes Lewiston

‘Will thecorresponding Secretaries and ‘treasurers
of the several State and local Home Mission Societies
in thie denomination send a ‘report of the work done bv

' Quattetly Hleetings.

&

e

25
a1

cirY Lith
ttleton
ton NH

Home Mission Intelligence Wanted.

TT

The members of the Geauga

Mitchell, Money

ference, Friday, Sept

the

HEN

JEFFERSON
.
2to6

r

received into the church. 'W. A. Loften, pastor, Revival meetings have been held in a

large numberof the churches

DD,

BELKNAR A My Alton Corner, Sept.9—11.

ored, Giddinsville; N.'C. During the six'days
214 persons. presented themselves for prayers,
were

Business conference, Saturduy,

Creek, Minn.alt friends wishing will be met at Hous
Friday.
ton on the Minn,, Sou. R.R. er: at Winon
‘hope many friends from other Q. M's wil be with
‘We
Clerk.
H, A. COREY,
A
us.

4.49
5.00
:
’

4.00

2.50
2 50
900
7.00
5.00
8.00

Maine

:

1.00
5.00

Mes EW Foss Wayne Me
Miss M
*
*
S S Broken Straw N Y
Mrs O 8 Bean Wellesley Mass.
Ch Minneapolis Minn
Ira Rowe
do
Miss Alice Mensur Augusta

Plummer,
C.E.
ev.
sermon
J.T. WEEKS, Clerk.
8
by
3
Come
Sept 26-28.
l
Lake,
M.,Crysta
Q.
| HENNEPIN
.8.STAPLES, Clerk.
menc IR on Friday at2 P.M.
}
y
2
Q.M.,, E. Parsonsfield Sept.10,11.
ABSONSFIELD.

A six days vevival meeting has just been
eld with the Freewill Baptist ‘church, col
Twenty-seven

Clerk.

H.H. WITBINGTON,

Cree\,
& HOUSTON, Minn., Q, M., Money,
A.M. If no=

tice is given by letierto. Rev.

need of a pastor. ‘Correspondence may be ad-

dressed to W. 8. King, Howard City, Mich,

Q.M..Toledo, Sept, 2, and hold over the

TAMA

;

Notices.

Kewanee, Sept. 12,at 2, P.
B. A. GUERNEY, Clerk.

Q. M.,

WALNUT CREEK

into the fellowship of the Spencer church,’
Aug. 25. This is a small but devoted band of

Michigan,

1.05

2.33
3.55
10.40
2.00
18.00
1.00
5.00

QM THI

Ch Kinderhook
Chr Algansee

26—

NORTHERN INDIANAY. M., Francisville, Sept.

converts down into the rolling stream and
buried them with Christ by baptism, and received them into church fellowship. Thus

the "past

2.00

3.00
5.90
2.4

R P Donnell Bath Me
Woman's MissSoc of 1Belmont ch NH
Woman’s Miss Soc N Johns
town Wis
Ch Lyndon Vt

28.

writer had the pleasure of leading five happy

©".

‘| Fox River

Yearly Meetings.
WHEN AND WHERE HELD.

in, and spoke very encouragingly in an appropriate sermon at 11, A. M., after which the

church
;

12.00
5.00

2.00

2.00

N H

66

8.00
5.00

2.00

Ch E Corinth debt Me

Hotices and Dppointments.

day. During our morning service, Elder B.
V. Tewksbury, of the Athens Q. M., dropped

terburg church, has been blessed

4.02

96
. T'SB

Springfield and Springfield &
Carrol Medebt
75
Ch Milo Me
87
Ch Pittsfield Vill Me
2.00
Penobscot YM Me
2,40
S xy Cook 1evision Main St
Me
Harper's Ferry furnishin
ChTuscaroraN Y
E 2,60

the

Lord's side, and openly put on Christ. We
had a very pleasant and enjoyable time yester-

gome accessions to that
weeks.

1%

———

for salary of Mrs J L
Philtips
Ch 2 Rutland O
Ch
3 *
0
Farmington Q M Me for freedmen’s Miss
Ch Farmington
Me
Falls
*
Ch E Dixfield Me
Ch 1 New Sharon Me
Ch Loudon Cen N H
Elizabeth Sanford So Ridge O
Elvira Shepard Pike N Y
Rachel Hoyt Caribon Me for
treedmen
Mrs Phinney Sabattasville Me
Ch 1 Madison Me

No reports for next year’s Register have heen recelved from the following
Q. M’s, and ifnot forwarded soon
they will be too late for insertion:
American Asso
Massachusetts
Angola
McLean
.
Apple River
McHenry
Ashtabula
“Midnapore ~~,
Balasore
Norfolk Co
.
Cass & Berrien
Oceana
Chautauqua
Ox foro
Chicago
Suleni Neb
Craw ford
‘Shiloh
East Baton Ronge
&t Francis Mo
Enosburg
Tama
Freeborn
Tioga Co
Genesee
Union
Grand Rapids
Warren & Clinton
Jefferson
Wayne Co
Jefferson Neb
‘Whitestown
Lebanon
Winchester
Loudon
Winona & Houston
Worth Co
I

per-

mitting,,
for
service.
|
Rev. Joseph
Hocking Co.,
been having a

you.

more

Ed

,
20

2.44
647

Woman's Miss Soc Brunswick

year,

Providence;

years

N'H

Zion Ind

Ch Union *
Ch Pittsfield

He will move his family there from Pageville,
in the course of a couple of months.
He is an
old and experienced teacher, well qualified for
the business; and, like the late Dr, Quinby,
does a two-fold work—teaching and preaching. During his career as a teacher,—twenty
years or more,—he has probably preached as
much as most ministers who devote their
whole time to the work.
He is yet in the

prime of life, and

2.42
15.71

M

Mass debt
3.
E M Haines Biddeford Me
Mary J Partridge Fancy Gap Va

Ohio.
is

Vil

| Ch Georgiaville R [
s
vil
Louisa Bricke Pawtucket R I
| Mary E French Middleton

Rev. T. E. Peden is to take charge, Aug. 26,
of Miss Nellie Dunn’s class in Rio Grande

engagement

12.50
13.50
1.33

YM Mich

Ch Lynn Mass
Mrs W A Rose Denmark Mich

Ch Melvin

H

2.10

Ch 1 Brunswick Me
Ch Gt Falls N H

Western.

His

2,

Mrs C E Palmer Buxten Cen Me,
Rev D Hyde CouklingvilleN Y,
Mrs Hugh Smith Gray Me,

column in regurd to the entertainment of those
purposing to attend the coming session of the
Central Association, at Norwich.

College.

Pow=

Forwarded.

BY MAIL.
A Paine Parsons labette Co
.
A C Shaver Coalturgh W Va.
ar
a! EL Hotibe Lacon! aN H.

:

<>
a

=Mrs

Miller— F D M illett—J

Patch—W A Paine—C F Penney—C 8 Preble—D

PRESCRIPTION
FREE
For the speedy cure of Seminal Weakness, Loss
of Manhood, aud all disorders brought on by indiscretion or excess. Any druggist Has the ingredients. Address DAVIDSON & CO., 78 Nassau
St., New

—J M Lam

F Lane—N R

ell-MrsJ R Paddleford~C L Russell—-W A Richards
=L W Raymond-R J .- Russell—(*'A' Smith—Mrs R
Swith—J L Stinson—8 Summerlin—AN Spencer—E
Swain—J Sniith—-G H Spangler—Mrs A B Tasker— Miss
E 8 Tucker—K W Towne—L W Tucker—L Sweet—W
8 Weed—E H Wheaton—HJ Wooden—T E Whitney

-

a

At

B McIntire—J B Marsh—Mrs LMcFadden=F B Mou (ton—J
Nickerson—E F Nason—N
K Potter~0 D

Clerk.

West's Liver Pills cure Liver Complaint.

ai,

rington—L Johuson-M H ket

J M Leighton—B

Business Hotes.

possessed of an established religious character, elect whother who ‘ean ‘and will: "do better,
and is much esteemed as a preacher by all who for reasons whieh I ean state il: required,

\
.

tor yet for the Oneonta church.
Attention is ealled to the notice

was then question
conversion, his call tothe ministry, his views
of Free Baptist doctrine, &o. His answers be-

Charge by the writer;

Meeting.

Rev. Milo J. Coldren has resigned at Howard City and Coral, Those churches are in |

Needmore, W. Va.-

and diversified with

shaded

the
and
He

Burpham Davis. a part of the time. Some
very excellent Christians in this church,

place

Bkotohof Hillsdale, (Mioh.) F. B. Church.
Itis nicely

in

Our church at E, Wilton is small and scattered, at that time without a pastor. They
were hoping to secure the services of Rev. J.

Com.

nearly midway between Cleveland

Sabbath

tions to both e¢hurches.

3

East Pubnico was chosen as

go.

the

.the church to the prayers and financial aid of
its friends and the churches of the Qua: terly

cently baptized and united to the church ai
West Oneonta by same pastor.....Rev. F. ii.
Butler, recently from the Renss. Q. M., is
well liked in his new pastorate at Ouleout,
Franklin church, and that church so long without a pastory bids fair to take its place among
the working churches of the Q. M....No pas-

for what the Lord has doiie for us as a pégple.
May some young prophet be ready to receive
his falling mantle, when he is taken up higher:
After my pleasant visit with Bro. Chaney
and his excellent wife, I went on to E, Dixfield. Here I experienced the great sorrow, of
my life, and here received the greatest sympathy in trouble during the sickness and death
that removed from me, the light and joy of my
home.
This church had just been blessed
with a good revival, and seemed to be well
united and in good working order. Their
pastor, on the Sabbath, baptized four, one of
them a little girl nine years of age.
No one
that heard her in the conference meeting could.
doubt the soundness of her conversion.
Good
union between the two churches. prevailed,
and it was expected that there would be addi-

mani-

no doubt will receive due

pleasant

Yearly

ther, mother and one daughter—hbave been

+O rr—

how fields were won.”

has secured thus far most
The churches are equally

be

in fre-

battles we had fought in early life, * showing

state.

was

The Sunday-

the origin of the Kducation
Society.
course,
I enjoyed the visit, talking over

churches

healthy

one

the East, Quarterly Meeting met the bréthren at Needless than sixty houses. bill and vale, A gentleman from
recently: more, Tuesday evening, August 19, They
said
extensively,
traveled
hus
who
in’ the village. : Mills
of its ‘size I have a neat little chapel. there, which is used
umber, a: grist mill ¢ Hillsdale is the prettiest town
lately become
were the.chief centers have seen in the West.” It Las
different denominations, Free Bapef its crew of four by several
In Sept. of that year, famous from the exploits
included. This we found crowded,leaving
tist
two con-

and places of busipess
for converting logsinto
and a bedstead factory,
‘of business at that time.
the first term of the Maine

To-day

reported.

increase

and

was one of the four referred to in an article, on

The

Many excellent suggestions were made
close the
weeks of

and well-tried friends made us feel at home’ at

«church,

was

an

ordained

of worship, he is seldom absent from
house of God.
His mind is clear, active
vigorous, and his memory
wonderful.

thereon
session,

fest in the numerous reports.
Some time
spent in the cousideration of the circuit

Me. On our arrival, a view of the village and
surrounding landscape, dear to us by a thou-

‘streets and

membership

churches

_ cared for and an all round interest

The resting place we had chosen was’ in

first

of other

The circuit system
excellent resulis,

an old field of labor where we had spent nearly ten years in our first pastorate, at Pittsfield,

For the

a number

seven

us,

ground, and, though three miles from his place

condition of the churches as reported is truly
gratifying.
A large increase of members was
reported from the Island churches.
Also from

tem,* How it could

With no little satisfaction did we
year’s work, and enter upon a few

sons.

On
was

Nearly all the churches sent in reports.

Vacation Notes.

At that time there were

Sup-

Rev. T. 0. DeWitt was chosen mod-

‘reading of the same and discussion
took up the best part of the morning

Denominational Fetus.

reat.

morn-

in the evening.
regular business

are resident among

Massachusetts

In May, the pastor of the churéh at Otsda~
wa, Rev. T. A. Stevens, baptized three candidates who: were united to the church. This
little church is, well united and doing a faithful
work.
The 8, S., under the excellent manage.
ment of Bro. A. O. Barnes, the Supt., is a live
organization.
The covenant and social meetings are well sustained.
The church has recently been afflicted in the death of one of its
promising young members, Bro. Vernon Miller. Three candidates, all of one family—fa-

ing some old brethren, with whom I had formerly taken sweet counsel,and found them ripening for the harvest which, to them, could
net be far away.
Bro. W. T. Smith, their
pastor, had so far recovered his health, as to
be about his work, in his pleasant, cheerful
Pursuing my journey, I called on the
way.
venerable Rev. John Chaney (now 85 years
old), who i« well remembered by many as a
pioneer in “he temperance and especially in
the anti-slavery cause. Though his physical
strength has somewhat abated, he was able to
attend to his work, putting seed into the

of the churches were then taken up, and the

are 1700 boys alone employed on the railways in the immediate neighborhood. of
the Mission rooms, and it is desired to
form branches in other parts of London
where sucha mission is equally needed.”

ing, ‘and ‘now they felt that

‘cess. A resolution was passed, highly approving of the efforts of the church in this matter,
appreciating the liberality and generosity of
Benjamin
Kenoard, E~q., who has a mortgage
on the church property, in proposing to lessen
his claim to the amount of at least seven hundred dollars, and commending the interests «of

La

New York."

scholars

Dover, and another at Great Falls, N. H., I
started to visit several churches in Maine.
On my way, I spent a Sabbath in Gray, visit-

erator. The clerk, Amos Scott, Esq., and
asst. clerk, Rev. Wm. Downey, being present.
After calling over the roll of ministers, deacons and delegates present, the minutes of last
meeting were read and approved.
The reports

enable

“operations.

2

per -was administered. At Clark's Harbor,
Rev. J. I. Porter preached in the afternoon,
and the Rev, P. Brown
Monday, at 9, A. M., the

There

After spending a very

A preachLicentiate

Lord's

Sunday-school

>

catechised

of the

150.

The

Island.

Meeting will be held with the Union church,
Foster, on Sept. 16-18, instead of Sept. 9; as
mentioned in last week’s issue.

may
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taking the Sabbath-school lesson for his subject. Eph. 6 chap.,10to 20 verses.
In the
evening, Rev. Wm. Downey preached, the
house being crowded, as it had been all day.

opened.

taries in the Wom1 to send their angual
wiston, Me, on ac-

yes,

£88 of Mrs, E. D, Jordan,
ngs | The brethe. count otthe severe illness an
Com.
Ered
ren had long prayed for a good rain. and a re

“The Rhode Island &

of the

which

quent donations. The Ladies’ Missionary Society raise annually $100, and upwards.
The
Ladies’ Contribution Society hold meetings
every other week, and are efficient workers.

con--

At the close of the

records

burned,

nevolent enterprises” are remembered

E. Crowell, preached to a large congregation,

Text, Acts 11: 23.

from the interest of jthe meeti

Rhode

were

school prospers under the supérintendency
of W. H. Reynold.
Missions and other be-

the children upon the subject chosen for the

need

to

At

Was

day, Eph. 6, chap., 10 to 20 Verses.
ing service was held at 3 o'clock.

total, 265.

who

verses.

The

been

good work and is beloved by all.

Worship.”

24

Sabbath-school

children,

The present pastor,President Durgin,is doing a

The

Siddall,

ducted by Rev. T. H. Siddall; who

a rising

public

H.

session

eration, who will one day hold ' in their
hands, as it were, daily, the lives of thousands of their fellow-creatures, we can not
too highly rate it.
‘The Commitiee appeal

‘to-day to the

T.

* Spiritual

o'clock; the

scarcely be added that everything
in connection with the work is free of expense
to the boys.
¢¢ The Mission that has now beenso successfully launched, is only waiting for the
favorable breeze of Christian sympathy
and support to speed it on its voyage.
Auld when we look at the immense imporportant because it is among

by Rev.

Text, 4 chap. Jobn23 and

and

ALL the Eastern
an’s Mission wor a
reports to Mrs,
BLE,

but’ seemed
to detract’ hothing,

Yiving we

The deacons are 8. B. Dyer, J. W. Winsor,
L. Olney, C. C. Johnson, and N. Vineyard.

the
following among
meeting:
Revs. J. I.
T. H. Siddall, W. WesP. P.,Amos Scott, Esq.,

subject,

ora attending,

T

“The clerk of the churéhis E. G. Reynolds.

speeches were good and much interest was
manifest in the
proceedings. On
Subbath
morning a prayer-meeting was led by A.
Downey.
At 10 o’clock, the regular service

was conducted

church.

besides the pastor,
licensed nainister.

Downey, T. H. Siddall, P. Brown, and licentiates, A. Downey, and E. Crowell. A season
of blessing was enjoye®, and a large number
took part in the meeting. In the evening the
usual Home Missionary meeting was held,
Rev. T. 0. DeWitt in the chair. The house

and Messrs. ‘A. Downey and E. Crowell.

ten

account for any inaccuracies in this article.
The present number of resident ‘members (as
taken from the Register).is 190; non-resident,

exercises:

considerable progress has been made.
A
reading-room and library has been added
to
the other attractions of the
Mis.
sion, ard over 400 volumes are at the disposal

to the

present and took part fp the

was well filled and
others addressed the
Porter, Wm. Downey,
ton, N. D. McGray, M.

baptized

of the Sunday-school, who

church have twice

75:

such

turning,

added

were

as carpentering, fret-saw work, model aud
frame

members

ministers

Both
a short gospel address is given.
Not only are
services are well attended.
the boys drawn in large numbers to these
services, but many of their parents, who
seldom attended a place of worship, have
been induced to come.
Many
precious
souls have been saved, and there is in full
operation a Bible-class for young believers, and a prayer-meeting, held on Tues«lay evenings, at the express desire of the
lads and young men,
Industrial work
has for some

spring, Pres. Durgin

following

evenings

Sunday

on

ble class is held, and

The

18. ‘The heavy fall of ruin which: lasted durjing bg
a
unday, prevented
maey

eg

week it was our privilege to be present, af, the
Penobscot Y, M., at Bangor. Many were the

so far restricted as to be almost suppress-

z

Tie chro
at Nocdaiore, whichWa & beach

on thé opening week of this fall term, from
140 to 150 students walking in order away
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As Sutton. Centenary
Im 1867, the present.church edifice: was erect” | On the way home from Penobscot Y. M., number who has been ‘preaching. for them a Fund, R. Clark. Mi Sieral Support, A.M. Simonyear or more. The council was appointed, ons Nov ivale, AH. Whit afer Amtisenents. B.F.
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Dealing with Ske| tos, Asdoneb, 1 Our Obl, Atos 10
60 by 120 feet, and capable of seating 1400 ‘per- of five members: Hight. were received: under |} C. Wainwright and the writer, There were
five
sérmons predched during the’ session, all
gons, and when both the “audience room’ and eare of church, subjeaet:to, baptism, Sabbath of
and Unsupplied Churches,A. Losee. ios
Blsters
which were cheering
und instructive, The
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wut alt no Ou DGPATCH, Sec,
upper vestry are thrown into one, us! they can following two were baptized, and added to the business was transacted in order and in harbe, it will hold 2000. The cost was about
church, by J. W. Carr, and five more taken mony. 'We left the brethren’ rejoicing in ‘the
ar
11 ME.F.B. HOME M188, 80¢, | || | /
$25,000. The steeple was blown down during under care of the church waiting for letters Lord, and returned to our homes feeling that
it was good to be there,
i
money contributed
a violent storm in the spring of 1872, and has and baptism, making eighteen in all. Others
should
be
sent directly 8 Oh isa rik Toialn,
Next session will be held with thé church at
Me
60
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,
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Winchester.
|B.
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Fox,
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pro
item.
to unite soon. ' Baptism again, Aug. 31.
Tn 1870, Pres. J. Calder took chargeof the ‘intend
There is prospect for a very good church.
Rost-Office Addresses,
oy
¢hurch for one
‘year, and ‘in 1871; Rev. R.
ROCKINGHAM Q.
M.—Held its gust ges.
i
4
| Massachusetts.
/
REV. E.N. FERNALD fto whom all contributions
sion with the church in Kittery, the 20th and from
Woodworth for two years, until in the spring
the churches for our
e
Rey, C. 8. Perkins, of Portland, Me., sup: 21st. The meetings were harmonious, spirit be fant) Lewiston, Me,
52 fefyuitetios iid
of 74, Rev, A. A. Smith was settled as pastor,
v A L Morey Lisbon Falls Me.
plied the pulpit of the Boston church, Aug.
and profitable all through, The session
which relation he. held for three and a half 24. 1t'is.understood that the Tremont Tem- ual
was a working one. Rev. G. M. Park was
years. In 1878, Pres. Durgin assumed charge,
aa Cor. Mess. from the Weare Q. M.
ple church are to unite with our chiirch while present
Money Letters Received, :
Rev. J, S. Burgess,of Lewiston, Me,, was also
and is the present pastor of the church.
they are rebuilding....Rev. Jonathan Woodpresent,
been invited by the church in
G M Andersou—F
In May, 1872, thirty-nine were baptized at man occupied the pulpit of the Paige St. Kittery tohaving
F Bailey<8 D Biatvs~DA B
spend afew days with it, to advise
—M R Benchley—T
D Bartley—R
S Blair—J M Bon
one time, thirty of whom united with this
—A
Clark—J
G'Chase
relutive
to
removing
the
debt,
caused
by
erect-R W Caswell- H H Corwin—.J
(Lowell) church, Aug, 24, Father Woodman
church. In 1877, during Rev. Mr. Smith's’ is over eighty years of age and has been in the ing the house of worship. This matter re- Coffin—F Coo » G W Colby—Mrs GD Carpenter—S
T 'Dodge~T
Dunton—MrsJ D
ceived the attention of the Q. M. session. Clark—J A8 Cassidy—3
pastorate, twenty-six were admitted, sixteen
Eastman—E G
'Exton—E C Flanders—W
ministry more than sixty years, but is still Much sympathy was felt, pragers offered and JDavis—A
sulten—E Green—J B Gould—N Gammon—# 8 Gerat one time, One Sunday afternoon, the past
plans adopted, that seemed
promising of suc- ry—A C Hatch—M R Husséy—L A Hoover—H A Harable to preach with vigor and power.

could its patrons

evangelical fulness. We felt great satisfactionas we saw,

its ‘power against

—

quently the house would be crowded. "The
work it is’ students;uniting with the eitizens, held prayer

Christian civilization, and

Just now the Austrian government, upmindful of the stand it took. at the Berlin
Congress for religious liberty in Turkey, is

0285
mJ

Aug,

27,

atthe

residence

of. the

bride’s father, by Prof.
J. Fullonton, D.D., Thomas H.
Stacy, of Lewiston, ard Clara I. Farnham, of K.
In Gorham, Me, July 20, by Z.J. W heeler, Mr, Benj.
E Knight,of Searboro, and Miss Eva Melntosh, of
<

Deering.

In Haverhill; Mass, Aug.2by Rev.J: Malvern, Alfred F, Sumner and Harriett M. Booker.
Same date,
Same date,
Clara E. Barnard.
Arthur W. Wells smiid
HaTester C.Jaguesand Caroline E. Corniug, all of
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As she dances about in the sun.

boats,on their way to a wreck and board-

rises straight up from amid-ships, and is
firmly secured to the stem and both sides
by stays,
:

1 wield the flail of the lashing hail,
And whitén the green plains under,

Right out on the Atlantic or North Sea,
during the summer months, the hardy

And then again I dissolve it in rain,

And laugh as I pass in thunder.

fishermen prosecute their arduous and
dangerous calling, their only provisions
being some half-baked oatmeal cakes and
a small keg of ¢¢bland"--whey made
from buttermilk. Sometimes in fine, set‘| tled weather they will run seaward as

1 sift the snow on the mountains below,
And their great pines groan aghast;

And all the night tis my pillow white,
‘While I sleep in the arms of the blast.
Sublime on the towers of my skyey bowers,
Lightning, my pilot, sits;
rd
In a cavern under, is fettered the thunder,
It struggles and howls at fits;

Over earth and ocean, with gentle motion,
This pilot is guiding me,

Lured by the love of the genii that move
In the depths of the purple sea;
Over the rills and the crags and the hills,
Over the lakes and the plains,
Wherever he dream,
under mountain

or

stream,
The spirit he loves remains;
And I all the while bask in heaven’s
smile,
8 13
“While he is dissolving in rains.

blue

The sanguine sunrise, with his meteor eyes
And his burning plumes outspread,
Leaps on the back of my sailing rack
‘When the morning star shines dead; °

while they last.

al-

Not

seldom

after

the

long stretch of lines has been ‘ set,” the
storm suddenly bursts upon them, so that
lit

the fishermen, not having

time to haul

them in again, are forced to leave them.
At other times, about the commencement

of the gale, they will have recovered all
or a part of them, with a large quantity
of fish, also—mostly

ling

and cod—for,

curiously enough, the best hauls ‘are generally made just before a storm and when
the weather is rough, The boat is then
properly trimmed,and all made as snug as

That orbed maiden, with white fire laden,
‘Whom mortals call the moon,
Glides glimmering o’er my fleece-like floor,
By the midnight breezes strewn ;
And wherever the beat of her unseen feet,

possible.

‘Which only the angels hear,

And I laugh to see them whirl and flee,

and

though fortunately not usually of long
continuance, they are often very severe

. Which an earthquake rocks and swings,
An eagle alit, one-moment may sit
In the light of its golden wings.
And when sunset may breathe, from the
sea beneath,
bd
Its ardors of rest and of love,
And the crimson pall of eve may fall
From the depth of heaven above,
With wings folded I rest on mine airy nest,
As still as a brooding dove.

May have broken the woof of my tent’s
roof,
The stars peep behind her and peer;

enough,

thin

The sail is closely reefed

hauled up.

The skipper takes the

and also the sheet, which

rope

and

helm

is never

confided to any hand but the helmsman'’s.
~{ He alone has thus the
ire control and
management of the craft—if close haultent, ed or with the wind on her beam—easing

Like a swarm of golden bees,
‘When I widen the rent in my wind-built
Till the calm river, lakes, and seas,
Like strips of the sky fallen through me o
high,
ur
Are each paved with the moon and these.

1 bind the sun’s throne with a burning zone,
And the moon's with a girdle of pearl;
The volcanoes are dim, and the stars reel and
swim,

‘When the whirlwinds my banner unfurl.
From cape to cape, with a bridge-like shape,
Over a torrent sea,
Sunbeam-proof, I hang like a roof,
The mountains its columns be.

The triumphal arch, through which I march
‘With hurricane, fire, and snow,

‘When the powers of the air are chained to my
chair,
Is the million-colored bow ;
‘The sphere-fire above, its soft colors wove,

of

I am the daughter of earth and water,
And the nursling of the sky:

and

shores;
I change, but I can not die.
For after the rain, when with never a stain

The pavilion of heaven is bare,
And the winds and sunbeams, with their convex gleams,
Build up the blue deme of air,—
1 silently laugh at my own cenotaph,
And out of the caverns of rain,

the

by letting off a few

inches

helm;

now

of the sheet

when a heavier blast than usual occurs;
now luffing up and breasting a - wave as

it breaks close to her bows ; now running
from another if it looks too near and
ugly and threatens to break on the quarter or beam, that it may expend itself
astern, as to his experienced eye the
emergency
may Seem to require. A
quick eye, a steady hand, coolness and
courage, and promptness of judgment,
are all needed ; for the smallest

mistake,

a wrong turn of the helm, the slightest
false movement, might be fatal.
In running to

‘While the moist earth was laughing below.

ocean

her now with a turn

the

land,

the

greatest

danger is always encountered in crossing
those tide-ways which rush between the
islands and round most of the points and
‘promontories, at the

rate, sometimes,

of

ten miles an hour. In the calmest weather, it is often’ impossible to cross them

during the hours of full tide,

and you

must wait till ¢ the slack of the tide”
before attempting it. From any commanding bight on shore, you can trace

by their course of white foam these furious tide-ways running far

out

into the

Like a child from the womb, like a ghost from | ocean, while all around the sea is perfectly smooth and placid. They are veritathe tomb,

ble rivers in the

I rise and upbuild it again.
—Shelley.
S--O-0-0
>

2

as

and Shetlanders

‘‘ the

string

of the

tide, and crossing them is called

FOUR-LEAT OLOVER.

ting the string.”

A happy, careless rover,
Pretty little Margery

Goes hunting four-leaf clover.
Timid little Margery,
Gives her searching over,
Startled by a shadew
Darkening the clover.
Kneeling down beside her,

Blossoms arching over,
Martin, in the orchard-grass,
Goes hunting four-leaf clover.
Gazing in each other’s eyes,

Searchingis all over;

There’s no longer any need
For hunting four-leaf elover.
—8cribner for September.

Kumily Circle.
Eh
T
THROWING OIL ON THE WATERS.
Finer beatmen than the hardy Shetland
islanders are not to be found anywhere,
as will readily be acknowledged by all

Of

these

cut-

streams

or

and keep throwing them astern and
around them. The effect is magical.

But their safety

just lies in their lightness, buoyancy, and

which the oil spreads over a considerable
space of sea

around

is marvelous,

and:

scarcely to be credited except by one
who has witnessed the phenomenon.
Shetlanders call the smooth appearance

The fact is simply this, that oil prevents
the waves

from

breaking;

and

unless

handiness. If much larger and heavier,
they would, from their unwieldiness, not

they break, though they were twenty
timesas high as they ever are, there

be so easily managed, and would consequently be in much more danger of being

for the matter of that, to a vessel either,

tirely without deck, and are barely capable of bringing on shore from thirty to

There would be no * shipping” of tremendous ‘* seas,” of which we so often

. 4ngulfed in a rough sea.

They

ing it, might ofien with great advantage

would be no danger whatever to a boat,or,

are en- except from the strains of her rolling,

_ sixty hundred-weight of fish—the latter read ; no poor sailors and deck cargoes
only in the case of the largest-sized swept overboard ; no siashing of binna"boats, and when the sea is perfectly
smooth. Such a quantity, indeed, will
load them so deeply as to leave but three
or four inches of free board.
‘On returning from a day’s or a night's

cles and bulwarks. An expedient so
simple might often be of invaluable service in saving life and property. The
difficulty and peril, for instance,
of
launching a boat from a sinking ship in

he

an-

boat,

and

God be with them I”

read of boats adrift on the sea from a we looked and prayed. Suddenly he
foundered or burning ship, and it is mar- seized my arm as with a vice, while his
velous how frequently they are able to keen gray eye, almost wild with intense,
greatly overcrowded ; but many

a time

they are swallowed up, when 4 little

but suppressed, excitement, shot a glance
across the waste of waters.

oil,

“There!” he said,

“I

thought

I saw

1 throw out these hints and suggestions
on this very interesting
think it would be well
some experiments were
effects of *¢ oil upon the

subject, and I do
worth while that
made to test the
troubled waters,”

and that the results, if satisfactory,

as

before the gale, now lifted high on the

crest of a huge wave, now completely out
of sight in the trough of the sea. On, on
she

came

towards

the

string,

which,

though it had run off its greatest

length,

heart quail. Little more than five minutes would be sufficient to carry her
across; but every one knew perfectly
well that the greatest danger of all was
just there in the middle of that

tideway.

It was the crisis of her fate. Five minutes
more and she would be in safety,or never
reach the shore.

On, on, she came,

plainly in view of every one,

and

now

splen-

didly handled as we could see; on, on,and
buried her bows inthe raging tideas a warhorse might charge an opposing rampart.
We held our breath hard.

No one moved ;

not a word was spoken; rot a sound was
beard but the rush and roar of wind and
waves, or the wild scream of a sea-mew

overhead.
A minute of intense suspense,
and still she bravely battled on.
I
*“Ha!” cried the young fisherman at

am confident they would be, were made
widely known to sea-faring men. The
cost would not be worth naming; and I
am much mistaken ‘if the benefit, as a
means of saving valuable lives and property, would not be enormous. As one
who speaks not without personal knowledge, I would urge upon philanthropists

my side, ** what is that they are doing?

and ship-owners,

right, to left, all around, as though offering a propitiatory sacrifice to the sea-god ;

if this paper

come under their notice, to turn

should
their

at-

tention to the subject.

The

following

incident

oecurred

in

Shetland a good number of years ago.
It was a beautiful evening in midsummer.
Nothing indicated a storm or any change
in the settled weather which had prevailed for some time. All the fishing boats
had gone to the far haaf. Suddenly, a
little after midnight, a fierce gale sprung
up and raged with unwonted fury, increasing as the morning advanced, while

I know, I know!

They

the livers;

see

track.

I can

are
the

casting

lioom

on

cruel

sea!”

Another

Wisely thought of, and well done.

And so indeed it was.
tinctly see

the

men

We
with

could
eager

dishands

throwing out the crushed livers astern, to

: and the waves

did not break on them

then.
A few minutes more, and then,
amid tears of thankfulness and joy, “Safe,

safe, thank God!” burst on every

side;

and soon they reached the shore,

those
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FASHIONS, FACTS AND

FANCIES.

Late

Paris bonnets have an abundance of roses
about them.—Niagara

Falls is still the

favored resort of bridal parties.—The most
Populac design in calico ties is a fine blue
ine on a white ground.—Felt and beaver
bonnéts will bé much worn

next winter,

say the Paris millinérs.—~Anybody can

feel at homein Saratoga, but at Newport
there is room only for the opulent.—Of
the British a
officers av Newport it is

said that hature made them six feet high,
and society makes them much bigger.—

White parasols with Jace trimming
the most logs t of the season, and

are
ac-

company white French bunting and India

‘coat, and the watch in the coat pocket,
‘offer a standing
temptation to ' pickets.—Fashion favors the use of sun

unibrellas to tbe exclusion of parasols

while off on an excursion, or when enjoying long country walks, or taking a
lounge on the beach.—Pongee driving
‘coats for

gentlemen are very fashionable,

sug- much smaller if her husband did

not in-

sist on ordering the dinners
without
at- knowing how to deal with the butcher.—
There is one English youth who feels cerHe lives in Dor| tain that he is beloved.

gested: * They are possibly waiting outside till the slack

of the

tide

before

tempting to cross the string.”

I turned to a fine, stalwart young fisher-

‘man, who had often accompanied me on
fishing and seal-hunting expeditions, and
whose courage and steadiness and judg-

a

LJ

than

fity

mounds

It stands among more
of

smaller

dimensions.

set, and recently

testified

that he did not dare
a drowning woman,
son who was with
after him.”— Boston

at an

which the sun shall nevermore
the proud

monument of their

rekindle.
national

But
solem-

nities still rears aloft its majestic form in the
midst of a vast alluvial plain of exhaustless fertility—a grand memorial of days more ancient
than the last migration of the Aztic race to
the plains of Abshuuc, who found there the

very structures which they appropriated wnd
by which they perpetuated the worship of the
land of their fathers, as well as that of the peo-

ple whom they subjugated.

It is not unrea-

sonable to suppose that when, from its elevated

summit, the smoke gf the yearly. sacrifice ascended in one vast column heavenward, from

the great mound, that it was the signal for si- |
multaneous = sacrifices

from

lesser

altars

throughout the whole length of the great plains
in the center of which it stands, and thatthe
people upen the Missouri shore responded
with answering fires from those high places
which once stood upon the western bank of the
river, but are now destroyed.
Here, we may
well believe, was the holy city, to which the
tribes made apnual pilgrimages to celebrate the

national feasts and

sacrifices.

But

nov here

alone; for this vast homogeneous race, one in
arts and worship, had the same high und holy
places, though of less imposing magnitude, in

the valley of the Ohio in Alabama and
sippi.”

+

“There

Missis-

are some who profess

sons of the authors of these extensive and com-

moaned a poor “widow - whose only son and certainly comfortable at this season
was one of that boat's crew. And indeed of the year; and when it becomes a little
it seemed to all of wus but
too cooler these coats can be wornas *‘dustprobable that our worst fears would be ers.”-—Japanese fans are now utilized for
realized. The storm continued unabated. decorating rooms. Sometimes the entire
room is surrounded, just below the ceilThe great waves were dashing against ing,
with these fans spread open
and
the rocks in angry fury, sending the fastened with tiny gold-headed nails. At
spray right over us. Most of the men other times two or three fans are grouped
were sad and silent. Some of them were above the doors, over the pictures or in
any available place. They give a picturdoing their bestto keep alive the hope esque appearance to a room used in either
they too plainly did not themselves way.—American Traveller.
:
cherish. . One suggested: ‘ They have
TeTE-A-TETE. The thick tufted ruches
probably run a leng way to seaward, and
|
are to grow still larger it is said, and are
set their lines, and have stayed, perhaps, to be made of dotted net rather than of
rather too long in their endeavors to re- lace.—The New York Times thinks that
cover them before breaking up for the the science and art of housekeepin
land ; but’no need as yet to fear the should be taught and studied. Woul
n't it be a good idea for the boys to study
worst.” Another said: ¢‘ Perhaps they the
art of marketing a little?
Many
a
have run to some other island which they woman would find, her housekee ing bills

found easier of access.”

hight of ninety feet.

her

of another, the moan of breaking bearts, muslin “toilets.—The young men who
the wail of despair of others! + Oh, my wear the watchignard on the outside of the

the cruel,

existed, whither they wandered, make up a
volume vastly entertaining ax well as instructive.
The largest mound, known as Monk's
Mound, is si.usted on the bank of the Cahokia,
not fur from the city of St. Louis.
Its in cir
cuntference about eight handred yards, with a

out

Itis their only chance in yon tideway.”

sea, and sentinels, as it were,the entrance

Oh,

continent cons

to believe that the Indians are the

hardy fishermen, and were welcomed in
a manner much easier to conceive than
describe.
E
The skipper had never left his post at
the helm for nine long hours, during
which he had fought out his brave battle
the sea rose to a hight most unusual at for life with rare skill and nerve and enthat season of the year. All the boats dffance. And now, when he stepped on
bore up for the land as soon as the storm the beach and took up his little boy in his
broke on them; and during the early arms and kissed him, I'did not think that
part of the day all reached the shore in there was anything unmanly in the big
safety, save one.
She was known to be a tears which coursed down his brown
good sea-boat, and was manned by a cheek. A little afterwards 1 said to him:
You have had a terrible day, and at
crew of the very best fishermen on the one time we scarcely thought ever to see
island; but as the hours crept on, and yon again.”
*t Aye, terrible indeed,” he replied;
there was no appearance of her return,
burning anxiety and suspense of wives, “and we should never have reached the
shore through yon raging sea and tide if
mothers, daughters, and neighbors were it hadna been our casting out the livers—
fast passing into the most dismal fore- that smoothed the sea, and wi' God's
bodings. I went out to a high promon- blessing saved us.”— Chambers’ Journal.
PEP
+o
tory which everlooks a wide expanse of

my Willie!

servers which the American

are

both

They

tainment for summer hours.

!

‘

DM

Eldredge
their series
tivation of
valuable in

& Bro, have issued the second of
of munuals for teachers, The Oulthe Memo
+ This little book, so
contentsand so inexpensive, ought

is 50 cents for each.

The Qld French Chateau, Near Toulouse,

published by Loring, is a wretched French
novel not worth the printing, much Jess the
reading.

Such sensational, unnatural

produc-

tions without being positively impure are
really pernicious. They are demoralizing to.

something white like a sail, not the sea- Without doubt, it was once the site of a prothe reader’s tastes, if not to his soul.
foam. Don’t speak yet, or it will kill digious temple. We can not do better than to
these poor souls! Give me your glass. give the author’s speculations in his own
Wide Awake for September has an exqui.Yes, yes: again I see it. Look!? he graphic language: *“ The peaceful tribes who
once dwelt in this region of the Mississippi
shouted aloud now; *‘I see her sure "Valley, upon either shore found no quarries of site frontispiece drawn by Miss L. B. Humphenough. They are coming right on, and stone of easy clearsge, ‘or which could be rey, illustrating Miss Brown’s poem, ** Where
The Brook and River Meet.” Next eomes just
going to cut the string too, I do believe; wrought with their. simple tools for the erec- such a story as children love
to read, * Fright
a bold venture, but awfully risky, for the tion of their edifices. Doubtless,wood was the of the Beehive,” by Margaret Eytinge. Then
only material at their command, or possibly
comes an article for children that want te
tide is still strong.”
A few minutes more and we could all sun-dried brick. The dust of their temple is know, about “ How Umbrellas Are Made in
gone with that of their builders; their altars
see the gallantlittle boat driving along are crumbled—the sacred fire is extinguished, Philadelphia,” by Mary Wager Fisher, pro-

is a small object to descry among heaving looked ugly enough to make the stoutest

waves and white foam. If the life buoys
were constructed so as to contain a small
portion of oil in a little receptacle or
india-rubber bag attached to them, to be
punctured with a knife before being
thrown overboard, the effect would be
not only to prevent the sea from breaking
over the castaway, so making it easier
for him to keep afloat, but would indicate
to the searchers almost the exact spot
where to look for him. His whereabouts
would easily be discerned from the ship
or boat by the lzoom.

the scientific investigators and to ordinary ob-

Dorothea Alice Shepherd,

very attractive books, In large handsome type, and will afford to young ‘and old solid enter.

The words sent a judgment and the conclusions which he has t2 be inh the possession of all teachers and paformed in regard to their origin, the character rents, They form a literature fn themselves
and the customs of their builders, when they ‘of the art and science of teaching. The price.

“Was!” ¢‘were!”

weather the fiercest storms, though “often

This beok is one of fascinating interest. The
author has passed his life aniong the Cahokia
group of mounds,
the most curious objects to

tains, He has studied them witha critical

use a little oil, ifits effects were only a chill to my heart. He was already speaklittle better known. Again, we often ing in'the past tense of those for: whom

The waves are not lessened in size; but man, my gude; kind man; I'll never: see
'eried
“one.
*¢Faether;
they no longer break, and it is only from him ' more!”
their breaking close to the boat, and’ so ‘faéther, will ye never come back again?”
being dashed in upon her and filling her, exclaimed a blooming girl, whose cheek
that there is danger. The rapidity ‘with was blanched enough now. ¢ My boy—

who may have seen the splendid manner
in which they manage their fragile skiffs of the water, caused by an oily sub!
in a storm. The boats, invariably used stance floating on 1t, lioom.
the troubled
for what is called the ** haaf” or deep sea |“ Throwing on upon
fishing, are remarkably small, and, to waters” is, therefore, a saying which has
look at them, seem utterly unfitted to undoubtly originated in a fact with
contend against the fierce storms.and which very few are acquainted, but
raging tide-ways which prevail among which can not be too widely made known.

and around the islands.

to fight against,

to the land-locked bay where nestled the
tide-ways,the tar-famed Sumburgh Roost,
A
off the south point of the islands, and one humble cottages of the fishermen.
{ near Burrafirth, at the north point of crowd of distracted women, and of men
Unst, are the strongest and most danger- scarcely less agitated, who had just themselves but narrowly escaped a watery
ous around the Shetlands.
It is when running before the wind or grave—friends or neighbors of the misscrossing a tide-way in a storm—but sel- ing 'ones—were gathered on ‘the cliff,
dom except in utmost peril—that the straining their eyes across the raging sea.
Shetland fishermen adopt an expedient. It was a pitiful, harrowing sight. Who
whieh bas often saved many a boat's can describe the agony expressed in the
crew. They crush—or, as they call it, firmly clasped hands, the fixed and tears¢ crop”—in their hands the livérs of less eyes, of one, the bowed form,: con| any ling or cod’ they nay ‘have caught, vulsively rocking a little one in her lap,

Down among the orchard-grass,

:

speak of them

sea,

a, good

Boats, also,going from one ship to the as- they were brave men and good seamen
sistance of another in distress, and 'life- that manned her ; but that is an awful sea

judiciously used during the worst of the
storm, might have been the means of saving them.
;
far as forty or fifty miles, or farther; in
Another case in which oil might be of
fact out of sight of land, out on what the greatest service is when a man acciseems a northward prolongation of the dentally falls, or is washed overboard.
Dogger Bank, nearly half-way to Nor- Life-buoys are thrown into the sea, ‘the
way, which is the best fishing-ground; ship is brought to as quickly as possible,
and then they are frequently nearly two boats are lowered and a search made;
days and two nights at sea. It will be but before all this can be done the vessel
readily understood that a sudden storm has run a considerable distance, and, aloccurring, when the boats are thus far though the poor struggler in the water
from the land in mid-ocean, puts the fish- may be a good swimmer and able to keep
ermen in utmost peril, and in such cir- afloat for some time, the great difficulty
cumstances it too often happens that is to find the exact spot where he is to be
some never reach the shore. Such sum- sought for. A life-buoy or a man’s head
mer gales are common

As on the jag of a mountain crag

of the

provements. She carries a large lug sail
on the one tall and slender mast which

was

by A. J. Consut, A.

inquest

to attempt to rescue
lest * the young perhim should jump in
Transcript.

plicated works.

But

degenerate

when it is remembered

that their languages, which are divided into
many groups, present very few affinities which

are common to all, and the dialects into which
these groups are further divided are, many of
them,so distantly related as to show that the various tribes must have been separated from the
parent stock in times very remote; and when
we take into account, also, the wonderful variety of the race ofthe mounds, as displayed
in their works and worship, und the extent of
territory they occupied, it will be seen that
such a supposition involves an antiquity of the

red race, which its most ardent defenders will
find difficult to harmonize with the recognized
facts. To myown mind, the evidence is clear
that the two peoples were as - distinct as the
Greeks and Romans.”
The entire discussion of this subject of the
prehistoric races of America is exceedingly
able. The spirit of it is admirable,
full of candor and reyerent. The book is well printed.

It contains over a hundred well-executed
ures of mounds,

ete.

pottery,

implements,

pict.

fusely

agus

($1.50.)
Shepard have published in unusual-

ly attractive form A Summer Jaunt through
the Old World, a record of an excursion made
to and through Europe by the Tourjee

tional party of 1878,

by

Luther

L.

Educa-

Holden.

The author, in these well-written pages, has
gathered up into fit record the many interest-

ing incidents, narratives of travel, description
of foreign scenes and customs which belong to
the famous invasion of the Old World, by the
two

hundred

and fifty Americans

leadership of Dr.
makes

Eben

very pleasant

Tourjee.

reading

for

Poppaty?”

hy

American Artists,” of which No. IX, is about.

Samuel

Colman,

with

excellent

illustrations.

“ The Dogberrys™ continue to be as interest.
ing as ‘ever, and in the second serial, * St O)ave’s,” trouble seems to be certainly gathering
for Mr Jingles Gooding.
The adventure of

“ Don Quixote, Jr,” in this number, is about
what ‘might be expected.
A very charming

story is ** Piecing the Blocks,” by the author

of ** The Flossy

and Bossy

Stories.”

But the

two “ star articles” of the number are “ Chil
dren st Newport,” by ** Margery Deane,” with

twelve exquisite pictures made st Newport by
Miss Humphrey, and the new ‘Classic of Babyland, “Tom Thumb.” by Mrs. Clara Doty
Bates, and illastrated daintily by J. G. Francis,
Only $2.00 a year.
D. Lothrop & Co.,
publishers, Boston, Mass,

The Phrenological Journal for Sept. is an
excellent number of this practical and useful
magazine,
One of the prominent features is a

portrait and biographical sketch of its
Mr.

H. 8. Drayton.

Advantage

recreation and

observation,

editor,

having

taken of his absence in Europe

been

on a tour of

his

portrait

been presented, which we
know
the many readers of the magazine.

hss

will please
This num-

ber also contains a portrait and sketch of Andrew D. White, Pres. of Cornell
University,
and U. 8. Ministerto Germany; the late Rev.
Alexander Clark, D. D.; ulso Phrenology and
Metaphysics ; Phrenology Applied; an installment in the series of articles on Brain and

Mind

discusses Phrenology and the Physiolo-

gists, and the Observations and Confirmations
of Phrenology. There is also a very strong and

interesting article by Dr. Wines

on

Interns-

tional Prison Reform.
We have Animal Magnetism as a Fuct,and as a Curative Agent.
Injury to the Brain; Blonde and Brunette Soldiers; Tutelligent Unbor;
Cultivating Cheer-

fulness; A Leal on European

Travel;

the de-

partment of Notes on Science and Agriculture;
Editorial; Answers to Correspondents; and
What They Say,—ure well filled, making up a

pumber worth much more than the price—only 20 cts., or $2.00 per

year.

Address

S.R.

Wells & Co., publishers, 737 Broadway, N. Y.
HOW TO POPULARIZE WORDSWORTH.
Mr, Arnold, in the somewhat thin bat humorous

&

Si

crania,

Itis published by C, R. Barnes
St. Louis.

Lee

“Ti

Katherine
Hanson will amuse both young and
old philologists..
Mrs. Muarguret J. Preston
gives another
of her dainty art poems for the
children, * Little Titian’s Palette,” a pretty
pendant for Mr. Benjamin’s papers on * Our.

under

critical essay on

Wordsworth

which

appears in the new number of Macmillan's
Magazine, asserts that ever since Wordsworth’s death, in 1852, the influence of hiz poetry has waned.
* To tenth-rate critics,” he
says, * and compilers

for

whom any

violent

shock to the public taste would be a temerity
not to be risked, it-is still quite permissible tospeak of Wordsworth’s poetry not only with
ignorance,

but

with

imperiinence.

continent he is almost unknown.”

On the

And yet—

the

counting only those who are no longer living—

The. book

Mr. Arnold himself places Wordsworth next
to Shakspeare and Milton amongst our modern

the general

public. ' It abounds in interesting facts and in«
formation, some of which will be new and valuableto many réaders. But its chief worth
will be fully appreciated by the large number
who participated in the jourmey, snd their

to a different world—places him above Spencer, Dryden, Pope, Gray, Goldsmith, Cowper,
Burns, Coleridge, Campbell, Moore, Byron,

what will be to a4 maltitude a most memorable
event. The book is profusely and quite elegantly illustrated. It contains six hundred
and forty-six pages, and its price is $2.50.
{

etical work superior in power, in interest, in
the qualities which give enduring freshness, to

many friends,

poets—i. e., excluding

Shelley, Keats.

Chaucer,

as

belonging

*‘ Wordsworth,” says Mr. Ar-

It is a beautiful souvenir of nold, ‘‘ taking the performance of each asa
whole, seems to me to have left a

that

which any

one

of the

body of po--

others has

left.”

This is a bold judgment, with which only the
Taghconic: The Romance and Beauty few among the lovers of English poetry would:
of the Hills,by Godfrey Greylock. This book agree; and yet if the value of poetry is to be
is from the pew of an enthusiastic lover of nat- estimated by the degree ip which it stimulaesure, but more especially
' for that part of it’ with g healthy stimulus, freshens and elevatesof those
who know ' and leve it, the
which belongs to the Berkshire region of Mas- the h
sachusetts. It is a most charming portion of present writer, at least, would be disposed to
the earth. Its various beauties havé been set assigo him even a place ‘higher in: the rollof
forth by Bryant and Sedgwick, by Longfellow, {English poets, and affirm that, to him, at least, .
Hawthorne and Thoreau, and still the half bas a'more sérious ‘and ‘sensible blank would be
not been told. The author, with a keen appre- left in English literatare by the extinction of
ciation of all that is lovely and grand in the - Wordsworth’s poems, than/ even by-the extincdiversified scenery of the region, with a strong tion of thé grand Puritan classic himself. No
personal affection for the innumerable tales doubt the volame of Wordsworth’s voice is not
and legends which are associated with “ forest, 50 mighty as that of Milton’s, nor the music of
field and wood,” and with

an uncommon

pow-

er of gruphic description has made every page
of his book to glow with beauty and interest.
It is filled with gems of description, of fine poetic feeling, and pure, noble

sentiment.

published by Lee & Shepard
$1.50.

Some Snow Hill

and

It is

is sold for

Girls, by Mitchella. D.

Lothrop & Co., publishers, This is a well-told
story; well suited to the Sunday-schoolor the
home circle.

It sets forth

the

different

ways

in’ which persons come into the acceptance of
Christ, and the widely various experiences and
characters which
religion -develops.
The
style of the writer is natural,
There is no attempt at fine writing or profound thought. The
book can not fail to do good.
:
From the same publishers comes another
book for the young, of more power and scope

than the last.

‘by Pansy.

It is Ruth

Erskine’s Crosses,

The trials, temptations,

strug-

gles and victories which belong to all earnest

living are well illustrated in this- admirable
story.

Tare

‘My Daughter Susan and How Two Girls
Tried Farming belong to the Idle Hour Se-

ries published by Lothrop, ' The

former of

his verso so rich and various.

But the inte

léetaal world in’ which Wordsworth lived is
infinitely more unique and wholesome, more
abounding in the healing waters which human
natare needs for its rest and refreshment, more

thoughtful; and more hicid, than the intellect-

ual world of ‘Milton—and these qualities far
more than make up for the matchless volume

of Milton's force and the richer music of his

speech, Still, we confess to a doubt whether
the most perfect tvst of poetry, as poetry, be
the test which would assign to Wordsworth s0

And if

supreme u place

in our

literature,

you judge chiefly

by any

other test—say, bY

the degree in which poetry is capable of exciting the imagination of the majority of cultivat-

ed men and women—doubtless,not only Milton,

but Byron and Shelley, perhaps even Burns
and Keats and Coleridge, would: take rank
For it must be admitted, we
above him.
think, that after allowing all we may for the
injudiciousness of Wordsworth’s admirers and

interpreters, Wordsworth is not, and probably

never will be, a popular

poet.

And

here

We

use the word * popular’? not in the sense of

appealing to the hiomeliest hearts; ay Burns appeals, but in the sense of having the power to

haunt the cultivated fancy, us Byron's

of Greece” and Shelley’s
haunt the funoy of the
London Spectator.

Isles

Ode- to a Skylark”

literary

multitude.—

2°

From my wings are shaken the dews that’
waken
The sweet buds every one,
:
‘When rocked to rest on their mother’s breast,

‘She

four-

A shefia

laid

‘I don’t know what to think,”

swered.

FOOTPRINTS OF VANISHED RACES &¥ THE
MississiPPI: VALLEY,

some

Re

1 bear light shades for the leaves when
' In their noon-day dreams.

lessened by throwing overboard some oil,

which ought always to be kept handy.

my

which appeared

| years ago in the Atlantic Monthly, written by

A

ty

the vessel's side. The danger of such a as I kept sweeping the horizon with
mishap would unquestionably be greatly field-glass.

| these
is by Pansy. The latter is an: amplifiea
form of the story

Bebieho,

I

From the seas and the streams;

ease, This will give an idea of the size
of the Shetland fishing boat. In form
she is long and narrow and pointed, with
a considerable spring both at stem and
stern; in fact just the Norwegian yawl,
with some slight modifications and im-

Hiterary

RB

flow-

ment I had not seldom proved in circamstances of difficulty and danger.
* What do you think?” "1 ‘whispered,

A

for the thirsting

a storm, are mostly caused by the wind
breaking the waves over the boat and
filling her,or dashing her to pieces against

Lak

THE OLOUD.

'I pass through the pores

men

generally haul their boat up on the beach
above high-water mark, and with perfect

ee
—

1 bring fresh showers
© ersy

‘six

5

Poetry,

fishing at the haaf, the crew of

aie

“ami

o y )imp

tunately, 8

BER.

includes

human

I have

mk

he lived
in poverty. glad
to pick ups; Jig] andA child
was

its

fiction

jork

of the

im

n

I

mever to speakya

vi

act, as long as mye

ih)

never

to

Liguori,

Of what use are forms, seeing at times
they are empty? Of the same use as barrels, whichat times are empty, too.— Hare.
As there

is’ much beast | and

devil in man, so is there some angel
some God in him.—8. T. Coleridge.

‘Natore seldom makes a pheol;

Billings,

=‘ What,”

ex-

composer?" — Haydn's. complexion was
very dark—** well, Moor, from this mos:
ment you remain in'my service, . What is

grudging love. The more evil comes from | your name P"

+ Joseph Haydn.» Go:
and dress yourself properly. Do not let
me see you again:in sucha rig as: this.
Get a new coat, a wig, buckles, a collar,
and red beels to your shoes; and I wish
them to be of good hight, that your stature may correspond with your mind.”
Of one of his symphonies, written dur-’

him, ‘the ware
good all go from’ me.
{Qvercome
anger by love; overcome’ greed

Dy liberality ; overcome falsehood by truth ;
overcome evil by good. Hatred never
.ceases by hatred, but by love,~—this Is an
«old rule.—Buddha.

quis
1phhere
just
ight
‘hen
t

THE SIX GERMAN OOMPOSERS. |

i

BY FLORA PRESTON HOGBIN.

ing his service of thirty years

Mayan.
In the little village

to

e in
prohy
and
ston
the
etty
Our:

of Rohrau

bout.

« which the father played the harp, and
the mother sang, while the little Joseph

ring

looked on and listened, thinking his beau-

e of
bout
ning
thor
the
Chil
with
t by

tiful, sweet-voiced mother an angel, singing the music of the heavenly choir. No
one ever thought of the pale, thin-fuce-

Doty
ranCo.,

ticing the child's

manner,

defermined

began to study music and Latin.

“ Come

to

Fraok,

an's
rds

poelent
rity
le to
vith
| the

here,”

said

Reuter,

“I

ed them in the

earnest

dying notes of

German

hours

each

day,

but

to

our

practice
little

Dg

every day.

next

At thirteen,

could write a choral,

lern

he imagined

should be whipped,

which

he

did,

and

penper,
ron,
Aras a
[ po--

sition,

harmony,

think of writing

ete.;
music.

He

eft.”
the
puld
o be
ares
ates~
, the
d to
11 of
ast, .
| be
m of
tineNo

of James

first

born.

He

Gordon

the last year is said to be $750,000.

window,

they are both of one

up

fun

him, he could not afford a teacher in

Little Carrie G, sald she liked. sea-bath-

It is estimated

that

between

Yi ‘had iy

his employan old Itulian composer, Porpora.. By blacking the boots and dusting
the clothes of the latter, Haydn prevailed

ot AR

ime

to

Mr. Evarts will. write a book. : The sentenges will tbedelivered in monthly parts.—
.0il City Derrick.
oil

¥

. church, then walked “dcrobs- the icity to

} not

N

ic of

nteld

play
the
him
ies,

the organ
cathedral
weary, but
as was his

in another, and then to
to sing.
Evening found
ready to pursue his studhabit, far into the small

hours of the night.

~

:

At nineteen, his voice changed, and

he

was obliged to leave thie choir. He took
lodgings with an old wig-maker who, out
4

of charity, ‘having heard him sing, offered

him board and lodging free. He accepted the gift as a matter of course, and went
on studying,
The old wig-maker, desir-

vor, offefod Hin, Seughtotitor31}wife.,
ous of doing

the

young

man one

fa-

in favor;of greenbacks., fe

It ain't.80 mitch what a man kan lift, as
what he kan hang on: to, that shows
aktual strength.—Josh Billings.

hiz

America is not ahead in all things agricultural. Oar fictianed potato-bug has one

leg less than his féllows in Germany.

Mark Twain will bring the manuscript
of a new book with him when Le leaves
London for New York, the last of this
month.

yo

column,

ment, went on with his work.

be supposed, the marriage

As ‘might

was unfortu=

nate and unhappy in every way.
a
One evening, scarcely knowing what to

do to keep from starvation, he serenaded
the director of one of the theaters. In
the midst of the piece the director. ap-

peared. ‘ Who wrote that music P” he
asked. — ¢ I did,” answered Haydn:
‘ What, at your age?

Well, well, this is

droll enough, come into the house.” The
director gave him words for an opera
which was ready in a few days. Unfor-

and chews tobaceo up to one hundred
eight years of age.
If

a woman

wears

court-plaster

on

and
J

her

face to beautify. her, why not wear a tack
in (her ‘shoe for comfort?—Detrait Free
Press.

The Boston
ican women

B the world.
ail.
:

Transcript thinks that Amerare

just the

sweetest women

So say we all of us.—N.

Y.

A friend of ours doubted his ability to
climb a picket-fence, but one growl from a
dog gave him the necessary confidence,
enterprise and alacrity.

untiring

in her

zeal,

sank,

until

Under that heavy affliction,

the

he gradually

mourning

and

and

:

Totman,

and

united

rejoices because
C.E.B

She

became

converted

and

was

Another.child.
of God. hus

MRS. NELLIE S. WALDRON

died

in

ble and

‘excellent woman,

She

Farm-

was

habit of praying, and the last days

¢¢ Nancy,”he re-

M.

teacher in the public schools and as an amia-

Ba

pliedy witha sriile, *‘ you
matic.” . IRE 5 A J

gone

A.L.

ington,N. H., July 1," ged 35 years and
2 months.
She‘was widely kiown and loved
in K. and adjacent towns, as a successful.

of astrag.—

An old bachelor being ill; his sister: pre.:
sented him a cup-of medicine. “What is:
it?” he asked, She answered, ‘‘ It is elix-:
‘er asthmatics it is very aromatic, aud will

make you feel écstitic.”

the

and urged to Christ, professed willingness to
go, saying all that held her was her mother.
One of her last requests was for ber pastor to

not

de

with

away, Three weeks before death, she knew
her time was short, sent for the neighbors

Put, on, seelnghis

or

suffering

joining the F. B. church at Gonic.
In her
school, during the winter of ’77—'78, she took
the prize offered for good conduct and deortment, was unusually earnest in her studies and devout in her Christian life, Living ait
Rochéster Village for a tims, she there identified herself with the Redeemer’s cause, till she
was obliged to return to her home on account
of failing health.
Consumption came, and all
too soon for earth’s benefit, poor Jennie passed

in the

of her

life

in particular; yield evidences of ber trust in
the Saviour,
Suffering much,
her continual
prayer was,“ My Lords will ‘not mine be
done.” The lessons of her life ‘muy ‘be ‘indie
cated by the words, work, patience, resignation, faith, A husband, two small children,
an aged mother, besides other near relatives,
survive to mown their loss. , They
have the
sympathy of a large circle of frien e, A %.

|

Mrs. ADELINE

LORD, Wife of Hon,

Tobias

Lord, was born April 16, 1808, and died at
Steep Falls, July 25, 1879, very much lament.
ed. Asa wife and mother she was faithful
and devoted, always ready to perform the duties incumbent upon her. ‘She was one of the
original members: of the Steep Falls church,
and ever. maintained
her Christian. integrity,
quietly and unostentatiously living and working for the good of others,
Her beneficence

are very sister4
Viotor «Hugo, who presided at a redent
Sunday fecturein Paris by M. Louis Blanc,
said that in the 20th century war, capi
unishment, monarch}
8 and front- | Was exemplary
and untiring. She was a sispunt aula rt
TR
la
ter of the late Rev. A. Hobson. Only one

There is a railway station at York, Eng- |
The Cincinnati Gazette calls it “Immoral
Longevity” when a man drinks whiskey.

and, without thinking of the girl for a mo-

and

a woman

baptized the first Subbath in October lust year,

order.—

know, I “would

was

JENNIE O. CATER,of Barrington, died June

mill thi

country—the

There were 287 labor strikes in England
in 18730 © Successful, 4; compromised, 17; one great -hope—~heaven.
went’ back to work on employers’ terms, |
It {5'sald that ong of
260.
land, which e¢ost a million of dollars, and
is the largest in the United Kingdom...

M.

21, uged 18.

ona Iguely

the expense

Archbishop Leigh

for all's one. great

This also he acceptéd in the same. way,

His wife,

lieve that another ¢ompany
one has come home.

Vote as you pray! is a new temperance
inson, how is it you
don't take off. your hat
upon him in‘retutn t6 give hia a few les- watchword, But how. it would reduce. the «when ; i hestinir! Tommy :/ “Well,
vote!
marm, if I take
off my hat to.you, what beé
sons in composition. Early every morn1 to do when I meet the parson bimself2”
It
was
a
Massachusetts
tramp
who,
when
ing, Haydn played ‘the ‘wiolin' in ‘one:
New York Conmercial Advertiser.
=~
caught stealing watermelons, said: he'was

house

home.

a6

it

White’s

A ripened sheaf has been gathered to the

be faithful.

maging

and

mother’s care. The community, church and
family grieve over a departed one, but we be-

If, amidstall y
( 8, a doiot learn
to conyerse oF ¢ommube with. your-ewn
‘selves; ‘whatev,
| Know; ‘Or rather what-

ever you

Aldrich,

Birdsall St. Free Baptist church. of Norwich,
Ever since she has been consistent
and earvest, devoted and full of good works.
Until
failing health would no longer permit, she was
a faithful worker in the church; and through
her sickness of over two years her solicitude
for Zion's prosperity never abated. She died
having passed through the very * furnace of
affliction,” but cheerfulness and resignation
made her sick room a bright spot to all who
visited ber. A husband mourns the less of a
true wife, and two children are left without a

and you t!
ofus.”
J

bagi

released

Rev. A,

mind.

four

A.

SARAH C., wife of George P. Waters, died
in Norwich, N. Y., July 23, aged 31 years.
She found peace in Christ six years
ago, and
soon after, with her husband, was baptized ' by

annually from railway cars and engines in
this County, involving a loss of between

ing, * only her mouth leaked andlet in the

salt water.”

one,

five million nuts—not the vegetable, but
the: manufactured iron variety—are lost

Unlike the flea, when you put your finger
on & hornet, he is there.—Syracuse Times.

45,000,000
:

to

home

garner of the Lord.

Andrews’ Bazar.

Bennett

Official returns show that the Dlinois

however,

death

and must have it in a minute, that the
paragraphist realizes how serious is the
getting

At Bro.

old age and disease,

Ld

of

died at the

In the year 1818 the family removed

died in Feb.,1878.

It is only when the foreman says that he

business

visitor at her

i fy on #0
i 5of

the most. .prospe

Jer.

worked

| brother of that large family! new ‘remains.
4% Three sons and one daughter are left to monin
her departure, . She will be missed not only
bi 4
jn per nly; but alse in society and in the

rise up and call her
"church.
e r children
r
{ blessed jie her husbind also and he praiseth
her.”
Her funeral wus attended by. a large

the; sidewal

hurehy
shirt,

‘earth Gn

I

{ndustriously

§ conconrse of friends and neighbors.

from sun to

sun, and has accumulatéd'a handsome prop: 11
erty.

Yl

£8 on

whl

BN

M. Grevy issaid to be as silent a President as General ‘Grant. In his recent tour
in the south of Framce he refused to make
any addresses. It is remarked that:-‘as
president of the chamber of deputies, he
rarely did more than ring a bell, and as the
Chief Executive of France, he never opens

his mouth.”

"A

little Waterloo

J

Sunday-school

miss.

was asked by her teacher, “‘ What must
people do in order to go to heaven?” “Die,
1 suppose,” replied the little one,
The
teacher did not question her any further.—
Sun Franeisco- News-Letter.

.

.

AsmrorD PosTON died ‘July 2; at Cresent

Hill; Missouri, aged 70 years.
His widow,
‘Mrs. Mary Poston, and nine "ehildren survive
him to mourn their lose. Mr. Poston spent his
life mainly in Athens County, O., where he
improved a large farm.
He was formerly a
member of the Freewill Baptist church where
he resided, and the people of that community
are largely indebted to his generous heart and
willing hand for tbe church.and other improvements
which they still enjoy,
The
preacher, layman, friend, neighbor and
straner ever found a hearty welcome to his heme.
Though reared in a slave-holding State, and
closely allied to the property interest of the
pecuhar institution for the last. thirty years,
he was an uncompromising foe of human op-,

pression.

He will be ever cherished in grate-

ful memory by those who

kuew

him best.
Com.

Pare

For sale also by

'

0) Raley

PENFIBLD & Co., Hillsdale, Mich,

| Mass.
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*¢ There are more cures made with H

“ Whe the brain ig wearied, the nerves

+ ¢

eo Su
D, LoTaroP

Bitters than all other medicines.”

Be “That

ordexrs to

FAIRBANKS & C0., 46 MAAlson8t., Chicago,11,

“ Physicians_of
schools’ use and
recommend Hop Bitters. Test them.”
“I1ealth is beauty and Joy—Hop Bitters
gives health and beauty.

the

.

es, S “

I. D. STEWART, Dover, NK,

that build up continually.”

& CO 82 Franklin St.Bostor,

muscles weak, use Hop

fi

£ sl

ANNOUNCEMENT

low, neryons fever, want of sleep

and weakness, calls for Hop Bitters.”
Hop Cough Cure and Pain Relief is
Pleasant, Sure and Cheap.

FOR "1879.

In placing the Morning Star before the
public for another year we do so with a
firm conviction of its increased usefulness
as'a family visitor and religious instructor.

For sale by all druggists.

We mean that it shall continue to stim-

alate the growth of all that is wus and
good in the daily life.
WHAT

of eight

D. A. LANGWORTHY.

devoted in her life

She wants to buy it, and he wants to go by
it too.— Norristown Herald.
lacks just four lines for the funny

a weekly

Baptist denominations,

When a man and his wife are out walking, and scé ‘‘ a love of a bonnet” in a
show

+ Bend your

“When
worn down and ready to take
your bed, Hop Bitters is what yo need.”
“Don't physicand phasic,
it weak.
ens and destroys,
but take
Hop Bitters,

unstrung,

THY

Ricoto

Of Dr. GT.
25 ots.
a
JILL
7 PN Pailins,
25 and 35 cts.
| The above named books are sold by the aozen,
| at 20 per cent. difcount for cash with the order,
or on receiving
the hooks.
Ho

the copy

LINE

held the tirst meeting which finally led to the
union of the Open Communion and Freewill

the

wants

Star was

until his death.

have the babe called ‘Lewis, Oliver &
Phillips,” after the firm for whom he has
worked fifteen years, but she objects and
has left home.

passed

yeh \puz-

that the embass Tom

of" their

A Dyfchman

was down-

counterpoint, * It happened,

name

PER

was one of the band of seventeen, who covenanted $ofetier at the organization of the
Holmesville church.
Through
the fifty-one
years, death has taken one after another of
that little number, until now the last is gone.
At the church organization, he was chosen one
of i's deacons, which office he honorably filled

sir:

over

accompany

CENTS

1828, was papuized by Rev.

have a‘nice

Pittsburg couple ave at odds

FOUR

“ I knew him well;” and a full half century as

then

yes,

§

picture of health

child an be made the’

10 cts. doz.

Certi

Members’

| Engravings

over

a Christian,~a pillar in the church, and an
exponent In his life of the grace in his heart—
causes many to say, “ A good man is gone.”
He was converted in the powerful revival of

5 4

¢ Oh,

PROVERBS,

teneses
r. Me!

Site

be

excess

VERSES are inadmissible.

23, 1808,

I played I was a fashionable lady, and I
put on mamma's hair and her stomachs.”
Mamma faints.

eat more candy than

zled as to what he should do. He had fio Whe crop this year exceeds
ushels.
°
money ; his father could not even: clothe

8, to

time playing yesterday?”

There are 450 women, dentists in the $30,000"
Unijed States, and 1,350 are studying dentistry.
.
1a
i
highway, AS sheyme
There are nine Chinese lotteries fn'San | ing heknew the other.
Francisco, with drawings twice a day.

before he could

cast, but not discouraged,
raged and

t, in

“Well, little girl, cid: you

the

to the town of New Berlin, Chenango Co., N.
Y., where our brother has since lived. Sixtyone years in the same community, with his
circle of acquaintance continually widening,
suffice -to-explain- the often heard remark,

|
i

ot

DEACON MASON WHITE

give -me

meetin’.”

For

of his dang ter, Mrs. Stanton Pendleton,
in
Norwich,
N. Y., Aug. 7, aged 71 years,
Deacon White was born in Rhode Island, March

“My! what
a steep hill!
And see
those ten or eleven wretches packed in one
wagon, that the poor,staggering horse can
hardly draw.”
¢ Wretches?
Them are all
Ciristiaps, mum; going to the camp-y

PARAGRAPHS.

The income

|.

took it to Reuter. ‘The old man looked
at it and burst out laughing, and then
told him that music was a science as well
as an art, and that he must study compo-

ging

I suppose I must; but won’t you
chl oroform first :”

public,

in good works.

.

said, ‘* Well, ma,

QM.

« A little Hop Bliters saves big doctor

Are a symptom of Jaundice,

DR.
ie

ia

OFFER.

only a fraction over
:

Bi

WE

For $2.20—the twenty cents being ic
postage and incidentals that must be pre
paid at this office—we offer an eight-pag”
paper, fifty-two times a year, each paper
containing an average of forty columns 01
reading matter, that costs the subseribe:

Dyspepsia,
Constipation, Biliousness,and LiverComplaint.

four cents.

1h

reading Hier embraces correspondence:
from the principal countries of the world,
contributed articles on topics of interest.

will cure the disease and re-¢
move yellowness from skin
and eyes.
Warranted tocure.

in

"Sold everywhere at 25 ets. per bottle.

father, the Rev. David Green, and only surviving brother and sister, the sorrow is great,
as it adds fresh grief to their already aching
hearts. May the example of those gone before, inspire those that remain to faithfulness

A disobedient little girl being told by her
mother that it. was necessary that she

fashion,

.

msinms——

HlRrans Ea

|
—
Cr
BCC
allyson
with Hop Bitters”

from Fairport, N. Y., she .was gone. She
leaves a kind busband and three sons, with
many others to mourn their loss. 1 'o her |

Now mark!
This man has never been Kkilled, notwithstanding his continual state of

all the other women in the world.

|-

.

Stuw'

home.
Her sickness was so severe and brief,
that, on the hurried arrival of dear friends

spent

danger.— Buffalo Express.

rate

Morning

Texas has a man who for fifty years has

Boston Post:

he

the street, and

=

« “The Richest Blood, Sweetest Breath
and Fairest
Skin in Hop Bitters,” .

of the time since, she has been sepurdted from
the people of her first choice, but she main.
tained her Christian character and worshiped
with others as circumstances permitted.
he |

paid hisnewspaper subscription in advance.

tO
*+o*e

American women

and

TISEMENTS
{rtppp—
{|}

ago she gave her all to Christ; was baptized
by Rev. O. T. Moulton, of One onta, and united with the F. B. church of that place. Much

“Tom,” said an acquaintance of his, who
met him one evening; * who did you say
our friend B—— married?”
¢¢ Well, he
married £40,000—I forget her other name.”

The hight of the season—100 degrees.—

student

studied from fourteen to eighteen hours

a moral,

When the minister made his call too long,
who should know it so well as little Midget, who whispered quite audibly, “Didn’t
he bring his amen with him?
”— Christian
Register.

Bored of education—A lazy school-boy.

two

Men

=

w—-—

AD’

DELILAH, wife of Mr. Wm, Epes, died in
Portsmouth, Va.,July 26,0f congestive fever, in
the 51st year of her age. More than twenty years

the man-

points

the

words.

the money in treating two little girlsto a
supper of codfish, cakes and peaches.

When

spirit had

at

A seven-year-old Philadelphia boy picked
a woman's pocket in

A toothache is a grinderpest.
* White-washers~Good laundresses.

fering of a position in his choir at Vienna.
Haydn was now eight. The boys in
the choir were required

gentle

Echo doesn’t like

for the

is but just that c48H should

cost of $101,000,000.

His

** God Save the Emperor,”

and

-

ONE HUNDRED WORDS, and for those sent by persons who do not patronize the Morning Star, it

The Russian government is said to be on
the point of signing a contract with the
agents of certain American firms for the
construction of a number of cruisers, at a

indebted

It has lasted.

BRIEF and

.The United States have now more than
five-eighths as much railroad mileage usall
Europe, and it will be but a few years before we have as much as all the rest of the
world.
.
:

dozen languages at once.
:
After Haydn became too old and feeble
to conduct his orchestra at Vienna, he
was carried to the concert room to
hear one of his symphonies for the
last time. When it was over he bowed
to the audience, and, turning to his musicians, spread out his thin hands and bless-

will

et—

sles
rk”
ef

are

Business

PARTICULAR NOTICE. Obituaries should

can do better.

produced, it took all Europe by storm,
and was translated
and sung in half a

filled the boy's pockets with cherries and,
in addition, his heart with joy hy the of-

he

rto

‘“ meant it to last.”

on

@bituaries.

checks,

and says there are preachers in the East
Kad, and cab-drivers all over London who

ing him if he never intended publishing |

teach you;” and placing Joseph on his the brave
knee, the master showed him how to man- away.
age his voice so as to make the trill. In
an instant the young pupil gave the correct execution. The delighted organist

huhich

ceit=
vatton,
irns
ank
we
the
and
ably
we
8 of
ap-

The London

ner in which Mr. Talmage

with trembling voice and tearful eyes.
lookout for a good voice for his boys’
Soon after this the war between France
<hoir. He finally went to see Joseph, 4 and Austria began, and clouds of powder
and gave him a tuve to sing. The or- and smoke filled ‘his little suburban cotganist was charmed with the great sweet- tage in the outskirts of Vienna where, on
ness and flexibility of the .child’s voice,
the 81st of May, 1809, the old composer
«criticising his singing, however, saying lay dying. Creeping from his bed he sat
that he did not give a certain musical em- once more at bis instrument, and fang
bellishment correctly,
boldly and clearly the Austrian’ national
** How can I be expected; to’ do that hymn. On the last fotes, the voice tremproperly, sir,” asked the boy, ‘* when bled and died away. The roar of cannon
even my consin can not execute it him- sounded louder and louder but the old
self M
musician heard it no more. With ‘the

» deure ;
and
up a
-on. R.
Y.

by

we

:

To ‘the fieble convalescent, and to the

Rev. O. B. Frothingham has improved in
health since leaving New York. Helis in
Switzerland, but is about to journey southward, and he will pass the winter in Italy.

oratorio, the *‘ Creation,” is his greatest
work. He was a very long time writing
it. His friends were in the habit of ask-

people's attention, and his fame soon
spread to the cityof Vienna. Now, Reuter
lived in Vienna, and was always on the

eer-

h 80
d if

him

for some of our best sacred music.

his cousin, was neither a very accomplished musician nor very pleasant, giving his
pupil more *‘cufls than gingérbread,” but
1t must be admitted at the same time that
he was paid for neither, and was doing a
great service to the child in giving what
the limited means of Haydn's father could
not have paid for,
:
Haydn's singing in the choir attracted

is a

'y be

To

.

dents.

A Boston telegraph messenger boy found
a pocket-book containing $6000 in

set out for Haimburg with his cousin, and 1 it, to which he usually replied that he,

itor,
heen
ar of
hus
ease
umAnsity,
Rev.
and
talland
i0loions
and
rnaMagInSol-

his
ther

as beautiful.

Over
= worked

‘The Yonkers Gazette has an article enti-

of an elevated style, and simple as well

give the boy a chance to hav¢ his talent
cultivated. © So the six-yepf-old Joseph

i an
seful

ume

the same; the trombone man soon followed ; then another snuffed out his candle and left; then another and another,
till only one violin was left playing alone.
The Prince took the hint and retained his
musicians.
Haydn's disposition was kind and gentle; his manners were pleasing and he
was, under the most depressing circumstances, cheerful and genial. His music is

following every note of th¢ simple melo-

aby-

d is
nore
man
nore
lectfar

book, snuffed out his candle and left the
orchestra; in a moment the flutest did

ies, until, one day, when
Jgseph Haydn
was six years old, his cousin, 3 musician,
was present at the family conceft, and, no-

ith

one involving necromancy.

Suddenly the drummer stopped ; shut his

ed boy, as he sat at his mothers knee, his
great eyes filled with tears,
quick ear

a"

stitious populace, who thought the process

hegan as a farewell dirge very solemnly.

«concerts for their evening amusement, at

ons,
rest.
t Ol

:

she sim-

and:got 20 cents reward, after spending
three hours in looking up the owner.
The first printing-office established in
Russia in 1560 was destroyed by the super-

for the

resolved to dismiss his orchestra. Haydn
wrote a farewell symphony. The music

sketch was born on the 31st of March,
1732.
:
His father was a poor wheelwright, with
the German passion for music. The family were in the habit of having private

wm

over-worked student’or professional man |
tled, “What do we eat?” That depends.
or man of business who finds himself slowly losing vitality and the power to do his
If you live ina boarding-house, no human
best; who knows that his health is gradubeing can tell.~—New York Express.
giving way, and: that, if no help can be
“I never argy agin a success. When I: ally
see a rattlesnake’s head sticking out of a found, a break-down in the near future,—
fatal, it may he—is inevitable, ‘Compound
hole, I bear off ‘to the Jeft and say to miself
that hole belongs to that snaik.”—Josh Bil- Oxygen ” offers an almost certain means
of relief and restoration. Send for our Trealings.
i
tise on “ Compound Oxygen” which gives
the largest information and many remarkaThe true socialistic idea prevails at Leadble testimonials from widely known and
ville. When a prospector gets among the
mines there he just takes his pick, and no eminent publicmen. Sent free. Addres:jDrs.
Philone thinks strange of it.— Philadelphia Starkey & Palen, 1112 Girard Street,
adelphia.
n
‘
Record.

Prince Esterhazy, in a fit of economy,

«confines of Hungary
and
Austria,
a
few miles from Vienna, the subject of this

:

ailments—you will be wise, well and happy, and save grent expense. The greatest
remedy for this; the great, wise and good.
will tell yoa, .is Hop Bitters—believe it.
See {¢ Proverbs” in another column.

“What I'd like to know,” sald a schoolhoy, ‘‘ Is how the mouths of rivers can be
so much larger than their heads.”

Prince, the following story is told :

on the

.

bug duve-allé, that do harm always,and use
only nature's simple remedies for all your

eat on a hot stove in Pittsburgh.

ply furnishes the raw material, and lets the.
fellow finish the jobto spit himgelf.—Josh

claimed the Prince; * is. this Moor the

If a man Joulishiy does wi Wong, I will
‘return to him the protection of my un.

=

managed to have a symphony of Haydn's
performed at a concert on the birthday of

trembling young man,

and

:

tlelessons.
here andtherp
for playing, or giving
At the end of this time, a friend

stopped the orchestra and called for the
composer. The leader led forward they

some

:

permanently branded with the
words ‘Base Burner.”
oe

they
Privdes Zhe
Ars pirt ed mot hep,
half Played, txgugh) they the Prince

“disturbed.—
St.

2

Ifyou will stop all extravagant and
man with a sore | aroat because he ean't |
swallow about 250 Nios Crary ps or five | wrong netions in doctoring yourself and
families with
nsive doctors: or humminutes?
114

“Haydn
od; |
and had "it su
was laid away for a time. For six years,

that in

higher or po

piece,
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THINGS! 1¢
Nobody, perhaps

:

limag- | Have you observed how mad it makes a |

rat) or
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ined bute |
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social,

national

and

stories adapted to the

religious

life,

entertainment

ana

profit of the family circle, the best select:

Freewill Baptist Publications.
The Marising Star.
is a large religious paper of eight pages, in tts
fiftysthird

volume.

It is able, literary

and

pro.

gressive.
All
communications, should be ad.
dressed to Dover, N. H
Terms per year .
ie
$2.50
‘
vance
+ $2.20
Postage is paid by the publisher.
The Little Star and Myrile
5
are Sabbath-school papers, printed alternate
weeks, on superior
paper.
beautifully illustrated
Both papers are of the same size, but the LITTLE
STAR i8 for an older class of readers than the
MYRTLE.
.
Terms;

single copy,

each,

-

-

35 cents.

Packages of ten or more to one ad-

dress, each,
2B cents
Payment always in advance, discontinued when

are

printed

monthly,

100 copiesto one address for $6.00.

at

the rate of

If the ordex

is for less than four montks at a time, the charge
will be a1 the rate of $7.00 per hundred.
Pay.

mer
in advance. Discontinued when time expires. Sample copies sent f-ee.
The Psalmody
is the denominational Hymn Book, exten

sively used.
Large book, in Sheep, $1.00; Moroc
co. $1.10; Morocco Git, 1.5-; Turkey Gut, 2.00

Postage 9 cencs

each.

Small,

Morocco,

8 cts;

postage 4 cents

The Nacred Melody
is a small book of 225

hymns

and

postage, 10 cents.

The History of the Freewill Baptists
covers the first half century of our existence
from 1780 to 1830. It describes with considerable
detail, the early events of sur denominational
history.
$0.75; postage, 10 cents.
The Memorials of the Free Baptisls
ve the rise and progress of this body of
York,

till

the

time

of their

union with the Freewill Baptists. $1.00.
The Minutes of the General Conference
are published in pamphlet form at the close

of every session, and the hound volumes embrace
the proceedings’
of the first’ sixteen sessions.
75
cents; postage, 9 cents.
The Treatise

contains a brief statement of the doctrines
beld by the denomination,
and our general
usages 10 church-building. It 18 published by au:
thoruy of the General Conference. 25cents; pos.
tage, 1 cent.
Butler's Fhcolory
discusses briefly, but clearly, all the questions
ef dectrinal theology, and the author's: views
are those generally accepted by the defomination,
$1.60

‘news'from all parts of the world, embrac-*
ing items of political,

postage, 12 cents.

Butler's Commentary

by the same author,~Prot. J. J. Butler, con.
tains two volumes, one. on the Gospels, oud the
‘other on Acts, Romans ang Corinthians,
18 ap
excellent help for Sabbath schools and family
reading. ' $1.0 ; postage, 12 cents.
The Register
:
‘contains, in addition to the usual Calendar,
the namesof all Freewill Baptist churches, arranged in tneir appropriate Quarterly and Year!
meetings, with their Stanigfics; the names of a
ministers and their post-office addresses, officers
of our benevolent societies, an’ account of our

information,

book

especially to the interests of our owl
benevolent work, a Sunday-school department embracing hints on the Internanon-

al lessons and notes on general Sundayscnool

work,

Editorials

and

Editorial

botes and paragraphs on the Itving ques:
tions of the day, and particularly a des
partment of Denominational News tha
makes the Star indispensable in every
Freewill Bapti-t family.
DENOMINATIONAL

NEWS.

But one: report reaches us on this sub-

ject, and all unite in saying that the Siar
was never so successful in gathering denominatianal

news

as since the present

volume commenced,
was

never

so

and

in this respect

interesting

generally. * The more

to

we

its readers

know

of the

work, the trials, difficulties and successes

of others, the more interested shall we be
in our general work, and the mare encouraged and decided to prosecute to success
our own personal work. We hope to enlarge.

this department

of the

Star,

and

make it still more acceptable to cur people. Brethren will help us, and the Star
will be a denominational

Newspaper.

TO PASTORS.

The importance of the Star in stimulat«

ing an interest in the benevolent and religious work of the denomination can not
be over estimated.
Will not every minister interest himself to put the Star into
every family in his parish? The results
would soon be apparefit in the fresh life
and activity of his church.

Several

pas-

tors who have done such a work, can bear

witness to the truth of that statement.

literary institutions, obituaries of deceased min
SPECIAL FEATURES.
isters,
&c., ‘&c.
Pice, 10 cents 3 copy; 96 a
dozen; $7 a hundred. Postage. 1 cent per copy.
Among the special attractions in the
The C
hb Member's Book
is a valuable little work, and evi
Christian
Star are valuable articles from an abwould be benefited by reading it.
25
cts; postage
8 cts,
corps of editorial and special contributors,
Minister's Manual,
f
.
sermons, essays, discussions of doctrinal
Just issued,
desigued especially for ministers.
but useful Tor” all church mempers. It contains
and theological questions, correspon.
Scripture Selections for more than thirty different
occasions; Order of Exercises for ten or a dozen
dence, the continuation and enlargement
different meetings; Formulas and ' Su,
ionE.
The Rules of Order are +~omprehensive, and
yet
of the Western department, and‘ the
very concise and well arinzed; statingin fifteen
Jages all the important parliamentary rules of de.
iberative bodies: Price, Flexible Leather, 75 "freshest and best matter in every part of
cents;
!
the paper. Farmers and produce-dealers
Rules of Order.
are the same as those in the Manual, thick
will
find the latest mdrket reports in its
paper covers, 10 cents,
Church Records
columns, and advertisers will find it a
a book of 260 pages, the first 64 being Tables
for Pastors, Deacons, Clerks, Treasurers,
Sabbath-school, Church Statistics, Resident and NonResident Membevs, and abont 200 pages of very
nice paper, for the records of the church. Price
$3,00, including postage.

Biographies of
David Marks, - - - $1.00, post, 10 cents,
Geo. T. Day,
. Be,
tT
09 A
William Burr, - - «
470”?
05.2
Daniel Jackson, = 50
»
ny»
. John Stevens,

Christian

-

-

-

Baptism

a hook ot 113
cents.
.

pages,

-

50

”

4”

Price 25 cts.; postage?

Sabbath School
estion Books
are; for adults and children.
LESSONS for Every Sunday, ,I8, postage ,02
| STORY
Of Jesus,
215,"
“1
08
WONDERFUL Works of Jesus, 15,
“
02
Lectures
ON THE TRUTH OF THE BIBLE; an excellent book for all who would *‘search the Scriptures 7. Twenty-two lectures on the most important points of Bible study, 1.00; postage, 9
ots.
Aracts

?

were not stereotyped till wathin'the last few
years, and we can tarnish only the following: 7
ots. per dozen ;50 cts. per hundred.
:
On Denomination, which contains a historical statement, aud a brief notice of our doc-

trinal basms.chureb polily ana institutions,
On Faith & Covenant is a confession of 17 articles ot rath

and

a desirable chureb covenant.

Printing Establishment is a brief historical
statement, &c. Pubnshed by order of the Gen
eral

*.~

social, educations,

personal and religious

30

Choralist
A few copies left, cents 20. Postage 6 cents.
The Book of Worship
only
a few copies left, All gilt edge, $1.00.

New

dotes and facts of interestin science and natural history, the progress of theArts,latust

several

tunes selected especially Tor prayer meetings.
cents: postage, 2 cents.

Christians ' in

great questions of the day, practicu:
thoughts on experimental religion, anec~

notices, a department of missions devolsu

time expires, ana no commission allowed on money sent.
Sample copies sent free.
Lesson Papers
?
of the loternational Series, for both adults
and children,

ed and original poems, selections of a religious and literary character presenting
tight views of morals as bearing on tue

3

desirable medium through which-to reach
the public.

REDUCED PRICE.
As showing our desire to favor those
who are struggling with the hard times
we have reduced the price of the Star to
the figures mentioned at the head of this
announcement. = This will necessarily
reduce our income. We could not safely
risk such a reduction but for the belief
that our offer will be appreciated,and that
many new subscribers

our list,

added

to

Wiil the friends of the Star

will

be

go

to work for it at once?
All letters on
dressed to

business

should

be

ads

¢

I. D. STEWART, Publisher,
Dover, N. H.

Conference, and fr gratuitous distabution.
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Uaioe a

driver in loading or unloading and to com- | & | postage is its child.BN

hep

horuation-

can

barely squeeze

through

pay for

the world has

in

to

found upon the parlor

are

an old man,

man McKingley, of O., and

and of honors.
Few men of our time have accomplished as much for the benefit of eiviligation as he has done, and rarely bavé reforms
been so unanimously aseribed to ‘the personal
work of oné ‘man as was the case with ‘the
grand reform with whi¢h his name is associat-

ed.

When our

British

friends

think of the

great measure of fr ee trade, which has unques-

tionably been of vast advantage to their country,they divide the honor of carrying it between
Cobden, Bright, Sir

Robert

Peel

and

others.

The French republic is the work of many
hands.
The abolition of American slavery
was the resultof long years of agitation,and enlisted a large number of earnest men. But the
postal reform in England, which has led to the

adoption of cheap and uniform mail communication the world over, was the work of Sir
Rowland Hill. He devised it, he urged it, he
secured its adoption, and to him belongs all the

making

speeches..

is, it was popular at the outset, and became
as it was

farther

considered.

The

others are busy

special committee of 1838, which had made

its

inquiries and reported within a, year from, the

time Mr. Hill's pamphlet appeared, remarked
that* in the opinion of ' ull the witnesses, excepting most of the officers of the post-office,”

meu hard at work.

A granite monument, 27 feet high, surmounted by the figure of a soldier, dedicated to the
memory of the soldiers of thet
of Wallkill,
who fell in the war for the Union, has been
erected at Middletown, N. Y., and will be un-

veiled September 5.

the adoption of Mr. Hill’s plan weuld increase

largely the

number

of letters

posted.

The

whole history of the reform might be inferred from that one sewtence. Official congervatism was against it, but all the rest of the

ing.

the new eanal compadesires to offer its pres-

Early fall plowing has the benefit of

community favored it.”

The wonderful success

of the scheme converted the most: incredulous
of the Barnacles.

Sir Rowland reaped the reward of his labors.
Five years after penny postage was. ‘established, a testimonial, in the shape of & check for
£10,000 raised by popular subscription, ‘was
presented to him by a grateful people.

Eight-

een mouths later, in 1846, a further sum of
£13,000 raised in the same way was added.
Toward the close of the same year he took the

© office of secretary to the postmasier-general, at

a good salary, which he held for sixteen years

and mere.

In 1860, he was knighted.

When

he resigned his office, in 1863, his retirement

was noticedin the House of Lords, where it was
said of him that he had introduced

and

com.

pletedan improvement which had, perhaps,
conferred more benefit upon mankind than any
other invention.

cordance with

The following

year;

a speciul message

in

from

ac-

the

Queen, Parliument made him a grant of £20.

000in recognition of his services.
honors and remunerations

for

All these

what

he

had

done were spontaneously, tendered and heartily approved.. That a great benefit ‘had been

conferred nobody questioned, and

it wis a

little disputed that,in asccibing it to this one

man, the praise was rightly bestowed.
.

'

her, and T used gp

she is now

Two

as well

bottles
and

any man’s wife, and it cost me

lars,

Be, ye likewise

only

foolish.”—H.

two

W.

HOLLIS’
This

“A stitch in time saves nine.” A dose of Adam.
son’s Balsam in season may prevent a long cold
or fever, and perhaps a resultant death. It cures
coughs, colds, asthma, and all lung troubles,

58 new

cases

of yellow

fever
reported at Memphis since Friday, and
fifteen deaths. Gen. J. B. Hood. died of the
fever at New Orleans on Samay TOFRIDE,
| and

night

was buried in the

afternoon.

uring

the

Keep it in the house.

a daughter of the deceased general died,

THE MARKETS.

and another child is very sick with the disease.

Notwithstanding the deaths in the Hood family, and the wild rumors afloat of the discovery
of new cases, the local authorities do not apprehend any serious spread of the malady.

Price 35 cts.

WATER.

Preparation

Its

SHER OMi PLMootETEWs eyNO Be

“78 PALACE OF S000.”
SINGERS
Singing Class Teachers!
You are earnestly invited to thoroughly examine
the new “ PALACE
OF SONG” just completed by
DR. GEO, F. ROOT.
It is believed that we can, without fear of exa
geration, promise that you will find it complete thge
every department
filled from foundation to dome
with rea Lome, and embracing many entirely new
features
for singing-class work. Its course of in.
structionis the
best yet offered, and these are
BRILLIANT SECULAR CHORUSES,
TOUCHING PATHETIC PIECES
BRIGHT AND HUMOROUS SONGS,
CHOICE CHANTS

VARIETY.

Price 75 ots. by mail; 7 50 per dozen b
Specimen pages and full particulars
plication.
PUBLISHED BY

JOHN

CHURCH

66 WEST FOURTH ST.,
Cincinnati,

{

& C0.

805 BROADWAY,

O.

New

ton

express.
on ap-

York.

52t20

RD

—
This standard article is compounded with the
greatest coro, *
:
Its effects are as wonderful and satisfactory as
ever.
It restores gray or faded hair to its youthful
color.

It removes all eruptions, itching
and the scalp by, its use becomes

and

dandrufr;

white and clean.

As a dressing nothing has been found so effectual or desirable.
Dr. A. A. Hayes, State Assayer of Massachusetts
says of it: “I consider it the best preparation for
its intended purposes.”
,

R. P. HALL & CO., Nashua, N. H..
[No. 5.)

em30

|

USE ONLY HOLLIS
AT IS THE BEST.
Ba-Sold by all Druggists

at Fifty Cents

grains.

1LWO

Bi-carbonate of Lime,
Bicarbonate of Magnesia,
Silica acid in solution

0,437
0,2
1,411

"
“
“"

Total
3,784
The water is for gale by many druggists, and
may be ordered by the barrel or In’ less quantities
by addressing

WILLIAM SMALL, Jr.

3t31

LEWISTON, ME.

HE SOVEREIGN,

Merits

a Bottle,

0,183

0257 ou

of Boda,

are in the purity of materials selected and the care
used in compounding and preparing the remed Ys

BY

H. R. PALMER,

Bids fair to o utstrip all competiters. The concise and practical
methods
of instruction,
the superior
treatise on Voice Culture, the variety and
excellence of its material, all combine to
make it the most useful work offered for
Teachers, Musical Conductors, and all

singing

people.

beautiful

style.

192

large

Pages,

Only

$7.50

per

75 cents each by mail.

AMINE IT
BOOK FOR

in

&

Young

smaoN.

contalning

Jartioulars to
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ree.
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PICTURE FRAME

[iran

By

76 East Ninth §

Folks’

Histories of
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!
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ready

Boston: D. LOTHROP

4

FE

Ever

put upon

the

aslich,

and the onl
one y
that abolishes toll and drudgery

without injuring the finest fabric.

.

than

No family

shobe uld
without it. The saving of Labor,
Time,

and Soap, will prove astonishing.
SOLD BY GROCERS EVERYWHERE.
But beware of vile imitations.

ASK FOR PEARLINE.

JAMES

PYLE,

New York.

WHOWANTS A FARM

Boston Produce Report.
‘by HILTON BROS & CO., Commission |
O-0-0-0-&
>
ts and dealers in butter, cheese and
8, beans, dried apples, &c. Cellar No 8
Educational.
y Market, Boston.
“
Saturday, August 80.
The upper peninsula of Michigan has a \ FLOUR.—There BOSTON,
is very litle change to notice in
school population of only 19,778—less than the Flour market since our last. New winter
wheats haye been arriving guise freely, but the
5
® Mi
) (
\
V
»
one to the square mile,~—At the Commence- Yude purchase sparingly
and round lots would be
at concessions. Spring
ment at the Universityof Lewisburg, Pa. , dificultto place except
ioe! ding choice
baker’s brands, and low
.
»
ts Wanted
.
Colonel Hurrison,-ofWest Philadelphia, pre- wheats,
grades suitable tor shipment, are scarce and meet
;
;
ere to sell to famisented to the University the valuable library of with a ready sale at guotations. The sales of :
.
* lies, hotels and la
Patent Wisconsin
Minnesota brands have
consumers; largest stock in the country; quali
the late Rev. 8. R. Cresswell, D. D.
This gift been
at $6 [40d ¥ bbl, including choice and favorand terms the best. Country storekeépors shoul
comes from the sons and daughter of Dr, ite brands
from 87 50 @ $8 ¥ bul.
Winter Wheat
call or write THE WELLS TEA COMPANY, 201
Fulton 8t., N.Y. P.O. Box, 4560,
6
Ww
Cresswell,-and consists of 1,700 volmmes of Patents are in moderate demand, but the ni
brands of this description are beginning to atrare and choice books.—The very lurge num- tract attention, and appear fo be of excellent
pete
One bottle warranted a perfect
ber of 8,141 candidates have applied for the. lo- quality. The sales have ringed from $6 @ $725
oVWLp
ure sor all kinds of PILES. Two
bbl, inginding brands from $7 @ $725 ¥ bbl. Iu
4
cal examinations in music at Trinity College, #winter
)
to
jour tn the worst cases of
wheats Lhe sales have been at $526 @ $i
[ITAA
[1PROSY,
SCROFULA, SALT
London, this month.——Denis, the Rev. F'. B., for St. Louis, with some few brands held higher
RHEUM,
RHEUMATISM,
Kip.
but $5 75 © 86 is about all that ean be obtained
has been appointed Professor of Greek and HeNEYS, DYSPEPSIA ; CANCER, CAfor the best St. Louis brands. Illinois and Indi.
TARRH and all diseases of ithe
brew in the Bangor Theological Seminary.—— ana has been Selling at 85 a 85 75; and Ohio and
IKIN and _ BLOOD. . Eniirely
at 85 @
550 ¥ LLL
innesota extras
Mr.Hollaway is actively proceeding about the Michigan
Vegetable. Internal and external
are scarce and range from $4 75 @ $6¢ bbl, includvy
use.
In ease of failure, dealers
erection of his proposed college for women in
ing choice bakers’ brands; Wiscongin extras at
please return the m mes and charge it back to me.
$425 @ #525: and Western common exiras from
England.
The whale cost, it is said, will be
Send
for
pamphlet.
H.
D, FOWLE, Boston.
$425 @ $4 50 ¥ bbl. Western superfine is gearce,
Price $1 a bottle,
Po)
6m22eow
mare than $2,500,000,
and prices nominally $3 60 @ $4 ¥ bbl,
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letter stamps,

INSTANT
2
FAG SIMILES

.
»

or sentLB by mail for elght:

XI. 8. JOHNSON

&. Co

;

:

Melinda

Pilly a Sure

CONSTIPATION.

it

.y

Cure

jo

fory,

; (And Numerous) of AUTOGRAPH

CIRCULARS, Notices, Music, Official and
1 Papers, and MMS, of any kind. A Novel,
Simple

PERFECT
A Sure
Ladies,
Similes
stamp)
86tf

Re

Cur¥|

p40

& CO., Publishers,

i

€CO,, Oxford,

SEALY Rota
oth SEE 217
Bealth,if such a thing he pos-

four volumes (containing |
yh
three hun
undred Hinewa
nstrati
s: ons).
new
Jp aki
in’a handsome box, Price $1.50 hoor volume
.

og

MPG

i

[3

ENGLAND;

more

Price List and full

Agents, including elegant samples

| po
6.0 ,
Of
MAIN, Publishers. |
Sr
ns
, NEW YORK. to S2WATONES,

Street

oHicAGO,

Send for catilogue

BE SURE TO EX-

oMinG

BIGLOW

WANT ~The Oxford Picture Frame
Mfg. Co., with unsurpassed facilities
are in want of a few reliable salesmen. A fine oppor.
funity is now offered to any lady or gentleman whois willing to work. No mistake if you want to make
money,
HEADQUARTERS
for Mouldings,
knobs, card glass, improved mitre machines,
&c.

dozen;

BEFORE
YOU
SELECT
THE COMING SEASON,

73 Randolph

De-

that there

been

Bi-car

is 10 nostrum, but a purely vegetable remedy that
all leading physicians preseribe and endorse,

dol-

alli
“pr

Mass.

Chibride of Sodium,

COMPOUND FLUID EXTRACT OF UVA URSI
AND BUCHU
has proved to be the BEST and
MOST POTENT
remedy for the many and terrible diseases of the Bladder and Kidneys to
which both sexes are equally liable.

as

‘troit, Mich.

SPRING

FoR

’
For the Whiskers.
This elegant preparation may be relied on to
change the color of the beard from gray or any
other undesirable shade, to brown or black, at discretion, Itis easily applied, being in one prepa
ration, and quickly and effectually produces a
permanent color which will neither rub nor wash
off.
MANUFACTURED BY

§

Boston,

Sulphate of Potash

cured

lough, the tragedian, recited ‘ Custer’s Last
Charge,” and
a song written for the oceasion

STEVENS,

BJ]

contains

fa'low-

strong

AGENTS WANTED

>

Prepared by

—AND-

Hop Bitters on. it, and I thought I; would be
I tried ‘it, but my folly:

proved
to be a ‘wisdom.

Tarrant’s Seltzer Aperient,

Buckingham'’s. Dye

VECETINE

a small fortune ‘in humbug

.urday afternoon in the presence
of three or four | a fool once more.

as Scrofu-

la and Scrotulous Humors.

MINERAL

stuff. * Six months ago I saw a U, 8. flag with

her,

diseases arising from impure blood, such

The Lake Auburn Water, Me., has become
famous for its wonderful cures. It operates on
the Kidneys, and it is claimed that it cures
Brights Disease, Piles, Dyspepsia &ec.
The analysis by Prof.
Hayes, State Assayer and
Chemist of Mass., is as follows: One gallon

“What will you take for him?” yelled the crowd.
“Two hundred dollars” “Give you $5.” “Take
him. Inever let $195 stand between me and a
horse trade. That's busin ess.”

Ir

Druggist and Apothecary, Newport, Ky.
Vegetine is now acknowledged hy our best phygicians to be the only sure and safe’ remedy for all

Vegetine is Sold by all Druggists. >

him. What shall I have for the matchless steed 3”

been. May the Lord bless him and restore

Esq.

Dear Sir,~I sold your Vegetine for a number of

R.

8

he is

affect-

years, and I find it gives Retfoct salisfaction to my
customers.
HRNRY W ERTHIMER,

H.

but

to outside influences, The se. ob

IN CREAT

NEWPORT, KY,

i

irregular,

DEVOTIONAL EXERCISES,
GLEES, PART SONGS, ETC.,

YEGETINE.

ih

bh.

B the parts

Now, this is the way in which

H. R. STEVENS,

iy

y comntaglo

VOCAL CULTURE CONDENSED,

Vegetine performs its wonderful cures,
Vegetine is exclusive
ly a vegetable compound, made from roots, herbs,.

will

ADVERTISEMENTS

A Texas man brought out a iurlorn, spavinedlooking steed, and addressed tI ~pectators thus:
“ Fellow-citizens, this is the famous horse Dandy
Jack. Look at him. Hes perfeet: Ir he were
sent to the horse-maker, nothing could be done for

Anotlier ministerial crisis has arisen in Quebec, the legislative counsel of that proviace
having, Thursday, adopted resolutions calliny

have

@ 6xc¥

ist.

Aen to General Grant,
Cyrus W. Field and
Sir John Hawkshaw are both taking an active
interest in the matter.
A charter granted y
the New York Legislature in 1869, isstill available for the
dew company.

by Henry Morford, was iy, Tod a select quartette.——It
is reported this (Monday) morning

ed.

light sales. Western steam could not be placed
at over 6c, and kettle rendered has béen selling
at 63c ¥ b. City rendered has been selling at 62;

ing to some extent, and the earlier it is begun the
‘more advantages are derived from it; it is more
beneficial on heavy. land than on light, but light
land can not fail to be improved by it.—Agricultur.

A Washington despatch says, Mr. Morris,
formerly President of the Nicaragua Canal

thousand
people. ' The oration on the occasion
was delivered by Gen. N. P. Banks. Remarks
were also made by Hon. Algernon 8. Sullivan
‘and MaarGrenetal Schofield. - John McCul-
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SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

PHYSICIANS SAY IT.—VEGETINE gives an
circulation of the blood. All physicians will equal
agree
that there is scarcely a disease but that could almost instantly be disposed of if pure blood could

SMOKED
HAMS.—There has been an easier market for Ham, with sales of Boston at 9c Ww Western
at 9 ® 9c; and faney in bags at 10% @llc¥ mh.
LARD. ~The market has been depressed, with

The only depression in Chicazo and in the Northwest is that of those who are depressed at the
collapse of killing speculative operations, those
who are depressed at finding it necessary todo a
day’s woek in order to get a day’s wages, and those
‘who are depressed because they cannot be released from their debts upon payment of less than
a hundred cents on a dollar.— Chicago Times.
Experience proves, every season, the wisdom
of ploughing as much as possible, for spring sow-

in the
meet-

this health.
:
i
‘Wilson MacDonald’s statué of Gen. Geéorge
‘A. Custer was unveiled at West Point on Sat-

of

80

nearly as

Cos-

Dear Sir,—Having Siting the last five years sold
our Vegetine, which has
n praised by my
mers mghls for the various diseases requiringcusblood purifier, and as I have heard very favorablea
reports of its use, I cordially endorse it as
remedy, and believe it to be what you ¢laim a fit is;1
viz., ** The Great Blood Purifier” of the day. .
?
Respectfully yours,
J. W. ABEL, M. D., Druggist.

50; clear at
$11 @ $11 50; and backs at 12 a $12 50 ¥ bhi.
BEEF.—Receipts have been very small, and sales

It farmers would avoid suddenly cooling the
body after great exertion ; if they would be eareful not to go with wet clothing and wet feet, and
if they would not over-eat when in that exhaust
ed
condition, and bathe daily, using much friction,
they would have little or no rheumatism .— Science
of Health,

honor. : Perhaps the most remarkable cireumon the lieutenant-governor to change his advistance about it was the speedy victory. Itwas ssers,
and refusing to pass the supply bill until
in 1837 that he published his first pamphlet the demand should be complied with. The
‘vote
stood
15 to 7, and this decisive opposition
on post-office reform, and launched his project.
The next yearit was considered by d special to the goyernment creates much excitement in i
‘political circles,
Insure with H. Y. Hayes, Dover, N. H.
committee of the House of Commons, In 1839,
Parliament adopted his plan, In 1840, at the
*
Latest News.
Be Ye Like Foolish. !
very beginningof the year, the reform went
Rev. Bro. Phillips is at the Sanitarium,
into full force.
Thus less than three years
‘ For ten yéars my wife was contined to her
passed from the first public suggestion of the Cleveland, Ohio, where he will remain for a bed with such complication of ailments. that no
scheme to its going into operation. The truth time. ‘He is more eomfortable than he has’ doctor could tell what was the matter or ‘cnre
moreso

8

be realized next week.
Working Oxen and Milch
Cows continpe dull, and when not taken for Beef

confined to jobbing lots.

Habitual

SHACKAMAXON SQUARE PHARMACA,
1024 Beach St., above Laurel, :
Philadelphia, Penn., June 12, 1877.
H. R. STEVENS ;

desira-

light and the indications are that full prices

this

are val

is up-hill business to talk of ruin. What begius
in
a groan, generally ends in a grin.”
The failure of the corn crop in Bulgaria
will entail a largely-increased consumption of wheat,
and
as the wheat crop, though of good quality,
has
been reduced by dry weather, the prices
of breadstuffs will be higher on the lower Danube
than
last year.

ings and combinations of speakers as the Republicans, but they have got a host of small

Company, is organizing
ny on a solid basis, and

from

at 30 bushels to the acre, and selling at about $1,
and that dollar being gold, of as goodas gold,
it

It is doubtless true that the

Greenbackers can not show as much
way of special railroad trains, monster

exported

the

whole crop of the State up to 57,000,000 bushels.
The Tolédo (Ohio) Blade remarks:
With wheat

‘Hale, Hon, Jon D, Long, of Mass., Congress-

full of years

ever

Itcontained 8650 barrels which

very

Dyspepsia,

eases,

y be al

PC MOOURDY & CO Pub. PhiladelphiaPa.,

of these

VEGETINE.

choice were at 5
to Tic¥ MH.
Fancy
Western
steers gold as high as 6¢ live weight, but most of
the business was at 5 @ 5){c # hb. The supply is

and the total fools up 53,929,453 bushels. Estimat
es
of the yield in the other six counties bring
the

and a vigorous campaign is being fought. Hon,
Mr, Garfield, Gen. Hawley, Senator Blaine,
Candidate Davis, Gen. Geo, Sheridan, Eugene

Hill, anticipated
yesterday [Wed-

rosin

to Liverpool

not

causes

In fact, Vegetine is the best remedy yet discov
ered for the above diseases, and is the only relia.
ble BLOOD PURIFIER yet placed before the
publie.

ble, with sales at 812 @ $13 # ton. Choice old
commands $14 and is very scarce.
L1ve STOCK, —There has been a better demand
for Beef Cattle, and prices have advanced & ¢ ¥ i.
Some very choice Northern sold at 7c ¥ ,
dressed weight, but most of the sales of good to

of the wheat crop in all but six counties
of Indiana,

tres remain to be bored and the tunnel will
prebably be finished by the end of the year,
The present week is a bisy one in. Maine
politics, Probably over 200 political meetings
are being held every day, in the whole State,

A BENEFACTOR OF HIS RACE.

of

shipped

and

the

es.

for choice Eastern and Northern Hav, with sales
at §16.@ $17 ¥ ton, the outside for the very best.
l.ow and medium grades are slow of sale ‘at $10

Rye Straw is rather quiet, most

y

tiveness, Palpitation of the Heart, Headache,
Piles,
Nervousness,
and General
Prestration of the Nervous
System,
medicine has ever fiven such peifect satisfactiono
n.
as the Vegetine.
It purifies the blood, cleanses
all of the organs, and possesses a controlling power over the nervous system,
)
The remarkable cures effocted by Vegetine have
induced many physicians and apothecaries whom
ve know to prescribe aud use it in their own fami-

84 ¥ bbl. Peaches sold
yesterday at $1 @ $150
¥ basket, as to quality.
Grapes conttue quiet at
5 gocy 1b. Watermelons are selling at 10 @ 12¢
each.
HAY AND STRAW .—The market continues steady

the receipts being new el

\ Ne one w| o is thorou,
is
asiliable to

tive Diseases of the

and Eru

For Catarrh,

APPLES, PEACHES, etc.—There is a _ large sup.
ply of Apples, and the market is dull at
$150
@2 50 ¥ bol, the outside for very choice lots Pearsa

@ $15 ¥ ton.

ARE

com.
plaints. It invigorntes and strengthens the whole
System, acts upon ihe secretive organs, allays
Inflamagtion; cui es ulceration, and regulates t
owels.

P. E.

$3

the blood.

Une acts directly upon

enough

are in large supply, with sales of Bartlett at

:

¢, Blotche Bots,
etter,
Sca.
ead
and Ri
orm
has never failed to effect a porninent ure. o tine
For Pains in the Back
Kidney
plaints, Bronay, Female Weakness, Come
corrhoea, arising from internal uloeration Leu
and
uterine diseases and Gemeral Debility, Vege-

have been

the outside price.

PROPERTIES

fn, Foie Fim
For Ulcers

sold at very low prices. Veal Calyes dull at 2%
@4c ¥ Bb. With a Jargé supply of Sheep and
Whiting, deyoid of grit, mixed with Water to the
Lambs, prices eased off i ¢ # Ib, .sales of Spring
consistency
of cream, will restore the polish to tor. - Lambs-bei
og at 4+ @5:;¢ ¥-B.
Live fat hogs 4}, @
toisg:shell articles. It should be applied with
4¢c¥ bh.
a
soft rag; the final polish must be given with
PORK.—The market has been dull and unsettled
dry
under the influence of the decline in the West, an
whiting.
sales have been unimportant.
Extra
prime still
The Inthanapolis Sentinel has obtained returns
rules at $8 75 @ $9; mess at $925 @ 89

en on daily. Eleven hundred an thirty-five 1ne-

6-0-6
+o

cargo

just

ued at nearly £40,000,

St. Gothard tunnel is rapidly approaching
completion. Four thousand men are now engaged upon it, and fresh hands are being tak-

exorable contempt from human nature it. Self, under which he will never rise again
much above the rank of his clients.
:
Vipr1.

He died

largest

country.

has

ly cured through

selling at #1 50 @ $1 75 ¥ bul. The market closes
dujl, with # very large supply.
Bweets are quiet
at $275@ $3 50 ¥ bbi.

;

Savannah

About two acres of gardens and
nurseries
at Mill Hollow, a suburban mining village near
Willkesbarre, Pa., sank about eight feet on
Wednesday.
It is believed the entire surface
of the land is undermined and must go down,
destroying many public and private buildings.
The spirit of unrest is spreading eastward
among the negroes of Alabama, Georgia and
the Carolinas,
an{ it is thought that they will
contribute largely to the exodus which will set
in when the cottou-picking season is over.
The Rev. Henry Orton Finch, class of 78
Yale theological school, was drowned in Long
Islond Sound, off Sachem's Head, Conn., on
Wednesday.
He was to have been ordained
next Sunday as pastor of the Congregational
church at Guilford, Conn.

ever gendered, has earned a quiet but in-

nesday].

color.

and

\

EGETINE is made exclusively from the
.of carefully selected barks, roots, and herbs,
i
80 strongly Sohcensitbol that jt ii effactyl
.
3
system
every taint of Sereofula, Serofulous Hoo
Cancerous
Humor,
pelas,
Rheum,
Canker,
F intmess
at
Stomach, and all diseases that arise from the
im.
ure food. Scia
bie
atory
ironic
Rheumatism, Neural
,
Gout,
and
Spin
mplaints, can on
effectual.

POTATOES. ~The supply of Northern Rose has
increased, sales have
n from cars at 50 @
¥
bu. Bangor Rose are beginning to come in, Mc
with
sales at $1 50 @ 160 # bbl. © The bulk of the supply is still from’ farmers in this vicinity, who are

Conn recently made one shipment of 2,000,000 car-

island.

Western

lgigus
y

——
ihdnirion

aR IA

and Diuretic.

¥ bu, and $1 374 is now considered a top price.
Yellow Eyes are easier at $1 90 ® $210 ¥ bu, the
oufside for improved

tridges to the Chinese government.
An abundance of codfish has been caught this
year on the Norwegian coasts, quite a fourth above
3
the average.
Care should be exercised about returning to
houses that have been closed for the summer without the premises first being opened and aired.—
Boston Transcript.
To choose dressed lambs, first examine the fat
on the back, and then that of the kidneys, both of
which should bé white, hard, and of the same

An army convoy was recently captured between Manzanillo and Bayamo, and $30,000 in
gold, 60,000 cartridges, five hundred rifles and
much other property secured by the insurgents.

Fresh Northern

¢: Ld

Alterative, Tonic. Solvent

BEANS. ~The: e continues to be a good demand
for Pea. and prices are well maintained. The
sales have been at 81 45 @ 81 55
bu, the outeide
for strictly choice lots, which are quite scarce.
Mediums are coming in more freely and prices are
not so firm, but no particular change
quotations. Sales of choice have been at $135 @ $1 3x

The Winchester Arms Company of New Haven,

It is admitted in court eircles at Berlin that

is confirmed Ly Jate advices from that

not to be compelled to pay tribute to the’
ghouls of the grave.yard for the possession of their dead.
I think Gen. Jones,
by. pocketing the money and doing the
errands of these viler worms than’carrion

The death of Sir Rowland
for several days, took place

A

there is an estrangement between Prince Bismarck and Prince Gortschakoff, but it is as
serted that this does not affect the relations between the czar and Emperor William.
The reported revival of a evolution in Cuba

the

to command

One-ha'f the buckwheat of this country is grown
in New York and Pennsylvania.
Upwards of 452,000 cases of salmon have been
packed on the Columbia river, Oregon, this season.
There is being threshed on the ceiebrated Grandin farm in Dakota, between 7000 and 8000 bushels
of wheat, daily.

tery. General Lazareff’s horses are also dying
in great numbers.

|

bring more than 15}¢c.

ITEMS.

ported suffering terribly with fever and dysen-

endure patiently, for the sake of others,
the despoiling of her cherished grave, and
to resist the pleadings of nature for a purchase, at any price, of the stolen corpse.
Hence, the last effort of the robbers; by
publishing
"their
correspondence
with
Judge Hilton through Ex-postmaster Pat
rick H. Jones, to reach the ear of Mrs.
Stewart with their proposals, has utterly
failed. It is now settled, we may hope for
money

table.

ITS MEDICINAL

EGGS.—There has been a light supply most of
the week, and prices have advanced.
Fresh
at 16xc ¥ dozen, but lots that have Leen. held back will not

Island command 16c ¥ doz.

3}

Invigorates the whole System,

Eastern have been selling readily

gelling at 14 @ 15¢, but very few are good

»:

|

TISEMENTS,

Purifies the Blood, Renovates and

slowly.

fond of green food of any kind, and have eaten

dition. The officers and crew were saved.
The Russian army invading Turkistan is re-

benefit of time, since the intolerable shock
of the grave robbery, in enabling her to

have

laying when the weather is cold and eggs scarce

Intelligence has been received in London of
the total loss of the Arctic steamer A. E. Nordenskjold, storeship of the Nordenskjold expe-

low prices, might be made profitable to
proprietors, and immeasurably beneficial
to the people of this city.

who

preference to-unsalted, they are better in general health, not a louse of any kind in, young or:
old (the first year I have been able to say so),
and they are all’ beginning to moult, many of
them laying as though not moulting. Eggs are
cheap now, and the hens will be ready for fall

ADV

:

and only A very small portion of the receipts
comes under this head. Most of the Vermont dai.
ries are selling at 13 @ 15¢. A few fine New York
lots command 15¢, but the bulk of the New York
dairies rule at 12 @ 4c ¥ 1b. Ladle-packed West.
ern isdull and 12cis a top rice for the best coming jn, while fair to good lo Hinge from 8 4 lle
¥
1b. &trictly choice airy packed
Western
is in
requestat full prices, say 134 14c, but there is hard4 enough coming in to
@ quotations upon. Although prices of all kinds are very low, there is no
real snap to the market, and aftér passing the very
fine lots, sales could not be forced except at a
material concession.
CHEESE —The supply of fine Cheese is no more
than enough for the demand. aud prices are maintained, but buyers are operating cautiously and
large receipts would depress the market. Sales
of choice factory have been made at 53 @bec¥ Ib,
and fine s
is well cleared up at the outside
figure. Fair to good ranges irom 4% @ 5c, and
some very good lots sold at 5%e. The demand is
mainly for the finest quality; other kinds move

The poultry will eat all kinds of salted food in

between
:

IL

MOAT MEAL There da Jair, demand. foy Ont

and summer (so far) with. the following result :

still further

pool on Weduesday for the United States,
Mary Quinlan, aged five years, died in New
York on Weduesday from the effects of drinking whiskey from her father’s flask, which she

drinks that‘ might be added to the list, at

all time, that people

of

There is

sigmed

3

i

a

Wr

;

oh is gu quit af $3.50
0%
"3

—The market
an teFLOUR, Chater

: vobYE

a large quantity of clover, grass, young corn
An Afhany (Vt.) woman, nearly 100 years
and similar food. My observations lead me to
old, is learning to play the organ.
The Continental mill at Lewiston, Me., is | the conclusion that salt is a needed condiment
for ali our poultry,and in all points is beneficial
running 70,000 spindles and employing 1000
to them.
Pigeons are excessively fond of salt
hands.
J
ia any form, and why should not our poultry be
It is stated that a new and improved treaty
of commerce will shortly be concluded be: also? Such being the true status, it behooves
tween Germany and Japan.
us to consider their needs, and attend to them.”
Eighity farmers, dissatisfied with the agriculSERS (A gna ae
tural prospects of England, sailed from Liver

soda-wa-

found

That there are

A treaty of peace has been
Spain, Peru and Bolivia,

ty unsupplied is a leading cause of dram
drinking.
Thousands of ‘¢ bar-rooms,”
made convenient and attractive to the

has

revolutionized.

j

FY) 15 4 $232) ¥ bbl.

:

fair de.

There Contivues to Deea

ME AL

uonN

£.

.| This may or may not be the result of feeding
salt largely to them, but I am compelled to beOURRENT EVENTS.
| lieve this to be so, as ure some other peculiaris
ties. TI huve noticed one feature, which may
One thousand cotton operatives are on a not be mn favor of salt—they have seemed to be
strike at Glasgow, Scotland.
more persistently inclined to sit, it being very
Vicksburg, Miss., has decided to place colordifficult to break off the inclination; they sit
«+d men on its police force.
much closer than usual. All scem voracious!y

and the necessi-

it is said,

system

Betws Swmnarp,

By the by, the prosperity and usefulness
of our street lemonade and fruit venders
often suggest to me the wonder
that
some large-sighted philanthropist in every
city does not set on foot a Temperance
Bar-room
movement.
Fruit
beverages

Mrs. Stewart,

forty years

must still further add to the debt of gratitude
we owe to the memory of Sir Rowland Hill.—
Boston Advertiser.

of the

ter, tea and coffee, ice cream, milk, fruit,
and many varieties of refreshing fruit

letters

improvements, which are sure to come, we all
feel conscious, and when they are made we

be suddenly driven to distress and desper-

sale of lemonade,

been

tance, is retained.

beer-shops and gin mills, are this week to

street, for the

than

4

A
Lie
A correspondent of the Country Gentleman | choice.
Bu TTER.—The market sustains the slight im.
has been experimenting in feeding salt to poul- provement
on fine grades noticed last wyek, be
try in order to ascertain whether or not it is in- cause the supply is emall, but general trade has
been light and unsatistactory, and all kinds of
jurious. He writes as follows : * To get at the Butter
under first quality
move slowly.
A few
true facts, I have been feeding salt to all my well-established brands of creamery
command 18
cents a 1b, but this is an outside
and plenty
poultry, young and old alike,and closely watch- of
lots marked creameries are selling at 15 @ 17¢
ing the result. Ihave fed'it in cold mush and a lb. Small dairy
lots, fresh -made Vermont will
command 16¢a 1b, but the quality must be
hot; in bran and everything else, all the spring fect,

not a country on the face of the globe where
the old system of postage, varying by, the dis-

public over its impassable passages is periodically answered by some such spasm
of misdirected severity, which avoids the
redl nuisance inflicted by the storekeepers,
and persecutes a humble class of hucksters who are usually very little in the
way. Thousands
of poor people, now
usefully earning their living by distributing our vast supplies of fruit at the smallest possible retail price, ‘and supplying
with wholesome refreshment the thirst
that would otherwise be driven to the

are a necessity of nature,

of several

tion of the scheme the whole postal

controller by sweeping the streets clear of
the illegally licensed aud fee-paying stands

ation, that the merchants may continue
use the streets as their shop-yards.

transportation

around the globe, ~~ In less

or and street department, are bestirring themselves to curtail the patronage
and plunder of the Tammany aldermen and
grumbling

the

Im

"SALT FOR POULTRY.

from the appearance of the first publi: sugges=-

each direction.
And what do you suppose
we are going to do about it? Why, the
anti-Tammany faction, having the may-

of small venders.” The

acres to

little island of. Great Britain is now enough to |

through the middle of the street,
perhaps ankle deep in mud.
And the cor.
poration counsel declares this to be a necessity of commerce.
The stocks of mer.
chants are often piled on the sidewalks
higher than your head, and leaving but a
narrow lane which a single file of foot

ano

; .

isa
unionwould
postal Which
Sau

the whole crowd of pedestrians to. ille Siivet eonstqus ve fry AIRE

passengers

198: |

os fi

a

|

How rapidly and extensively this reform has

(Continued from first page.)

place them during the convenience

PROCESS.

and Agreeable Business for Gentlemen,
or even Children, both
making Fac
and selling apparatus. Inquire (with
of
. W. C. CONANT,
37 Park Row, New York.

TASH

month

BUSINES
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Ladies ny

sso

Teachers,

wh

200 A
Students and

our NEW BOOK.

unrivaled contents of Prose and Poetry 1ts
by
200 eminent authors, élegant iHustrations and
artistic binding make it a welcome guest in
grery homes, In
uction by Theo. L. Cuyler, D,
D.
Cemplete outfit and terrritory,
$1.

standard, Thasruad, Hetitons biarial AGS:
cultural and Medical wou 8 With best terms and
»

us

y

ou

ALO.
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is

quick sales, are reasons why LIVE
nts coin
money in their sale. A single agent has sold over
6000 copies. A few more wanted for Fall and
inter
Work. Send stamp for circulars. E. B,
REAT, 805 Broadway, New York.
10 1886

VASSARCOLLECE,
Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
For'the Liberal Education of Women.
tions for entrance, Sept

17.

Examina-

Charges $400 a

Catalogues sent on application to
Registrar.
:

W. IL.

ear,

DEAN ’
6632

TRINITY BALL, Boy, I. J, | ® ste
An

Varied

attarctive

advantages

term begins Sept. 18.

881

Home-School

of the highest

for

order,

For circular address

Miss RACHELLE

Girls,

‘Fall

&IBBONS HUNT, Prin,

subject to

;
ache,
ev yi Thi itheu‘matic and Nev
ralgic Pain=, Disa
Bronthy Pains and Sor
3
ness in all parts Fioeable , Sallow and Eruptive
Skin, Judigestion,
Jai
Biliousness,
Colds,.
Suppressions, etc. Send 25 cents Ww mail
jand
a
box. For saleby all druggists,
ASWALL,
Co., Boston, Proprietors, ,
1y8
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